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MISCELLANEOUS.

ORDER TOO SWEEPING.
Secretary Gage

on

Civil Service

Regulations.
1890

THE

THINKS

EXTENSION

SHOULD BE MODIFIED.

Ills Ideas Believed To Be in Accord With
Those of

the

President—Some

Offices He Thinks Should Be

Both the method and results when

Syrup of

Irani the

of the

Exompled

Classification.

taken; it is pleasant
to the taste, and acts

Figs is

HAWAII NEXT WEEK.

XEW CIVIL SERVICE LAW.
bill for
tho reform of the civil service law which
has been drafted by a special committee
of
Republicans of the House opposed to
the system
in its present form, makes
sweeping changes in the present system,
the most important of which is the establishment of a five yoar tenure force for
who are
those
government employes
brought within the terms of the bill.
The measures limits the application of
the civil service system to the department's in Washington and to localities
where the total number of employes exceeds
25.
All appointees are commissioned for live years, while tbe power of
rt m ivi.l as clearly
regulated and vested in
tbe appointing power.
It is provided,
however, that no removal shall be made
for political or religious causes and in
case of removal the
causes shall be pe sifted and the papers
made a record o. me
office.
All persons now in tho public service
are to
terminate their service five years
from the time that the act takes effect.
The measure
recognizes the general
eligibility of these persons for re-appointincludes in the civil service
ment. It
postal clerks aud letter clerks, in offices
10 employes,
exclusive of
over
having
subordinates. It limits the civil service
regulations to clerks whose compensation
is from $900 to $ISOO per year,and includes

Washington, January 5.—The

Washington,January 5.—Secretary Gage
and refreshing
today sent a reply to the Senate resolugently yet promptly on the Kidneys, tion of December 18, caling upon tho
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys- head s of the several executive departtem effectually, dispels colds, head- ments for information as to what positaches and fevers and cures habitual ions in their respective departments
as
copyists, computers, counters
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the should be excepted from the civil service andclerks,
draftsmen.
It is pointed out that
laws and rules. Secretary Gage’s reply,
kind
ever proits
of
the essential idea of the foregoing bill is
only remedy
to be in accord with to take
believed
which
its
of
tho civil service all reout
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac- the President’s
views, in part is as fol- sponsible and important offices, limiting
in
to
the
stomach, prompt
ceptable
it only to clerks in Washington and cer
lows:
tain large cities and in these cases fixing
its action and truly beneficial in its
“I believe that experience has taught a tenure of office of five years. The memeffects, prepared only from the most that the order of May C, 1896, was too bers of the special committee framing the
healthy and agreeable substances, its sweeping and that there should be taken bill are well pleased with their labors,
excellent qualities commend it out of the classified seivice a considerable saying that the original purpose of the

lip Monday

Will Be Called

Treaty

in tiie Senate.

YESTERDAY DEVOTED TO DISCUSSION OF CIVIL SERVICE.

Both Brandies of
the

Congress

from

Holidays—Replies

Officers As To

Tlieir

Views

Their

Service Rules in

Meet

After

Cabinet
of

Civil

Departments—

The Next Census.

Washington, January 5.—The presentation of replies of the members of the cabinet to the resolution calling for information as to the application of the oivil serdepartments of
vice law to the various
the government, together with the consideration of the bill establishing a bureau
for the lilth census, precipitated a sharp
civil service debate in the senate today.
Mr. Cullora of Illinois, the author of the
resolution, thought that a modification
in the law ought to be made as the authors had drifted far away from the

The Vice President laid before the benite the reply of Seoretary Sherman to tie
Senate resolution requesting informatior
is to tho
application of the civil serviei
law In his department.
Secretary Sher
nan recommended that certain
positions
n the state department be excepted from
jho operation of tho civil service law.
the
Mr. Cockrell of Missouri, said
President himself had ample authority tr
with the
modify the law in accordance
■ecomraendatlon of the Secretary of State,
to
come
to Conof
state
For a secretary
tress for such relief as Mr. Sherman rethe Presi
luested when his own chief,
presumplent, has full power,.to aot is
;ious.
Mr. Allison said that in making his reply Secretary Sherman hart simply complied with the explicit request of the Senite.
Mr. Cockrell thought it was unnecessary
;o consume time in discussing this queslion unlesB there was a desire on the part
pf the President’s party to tie his hands.
Mr. Cullom, Illinois, the author of the
resolution oalling for the
information,
ir
said in a general way that he was
favor of the civil servioo law, but modifipations in its application might be inadf
He said he had no inwith advantage.
formation as to specific violations of th<
law, but would like to have the whol<
matter investigated.
held that th<
Mr. Jones of Arkansas,
head3 of departments ought to have thi
employes
rlgntto remove lncomperenc
without reference to the act ion or representatives of the civil service commission.
At 3.15 the Senate wont into executive
session and soon afterwards adjourned.
ATTACK ON
Debate

CIVIL

Ilegun in the

_

_

On Merl!

s

Center & McDowell,

& GO.,
Agency

HOT WATER

BOTTLES.

HAY’S PHARMACY,

Prolonged

__

''“vxu,

St.

»¥,

MOuse.
dyING,

cleansING,
carpet

sponglNG,

feather renovatING,
tress steam 1NG.

pressING,
boatING,

hair mat-

and five children were taken
down with la grippe, while the disease was so
widely prevalent. I dosed them with Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral, and before using quite two
bottles my family wa3 restored to health. I
know of several obstinate cases of the same
complaint which were also cured by this
J. PARMINTER,
remedy.”
Paulette, Mis3.

“My wife

I

Work called for and delivered.
Telephone 202-2.
Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

jnldtf

cured of la

grippe by
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.”
was

Pub. “Signal,”

the use of

C. S. THOMPSON,
West Farmington, 0.

9

STEPHEN BERRY,

$cc!c, Job

and (caxd

1duxdc\f

tta. 8? Plum Street,

Clserri federal

is put up in half-size bottles at half
price—59 cents.

Against Hanna.

Strike to Follow Cut Down in Kew
Dedford.

YESTERDAY’S FEATURES OF THE

THE SPINNER’S UNION UNANIMOUS

OHIO SENATORIAL FIGHT.

FOR A FIGHT.

The Doubtful Members Made No
as

Far

Has

as

lieen

and That
Others

Known—Story
Presented

to

Representative

Have

Made

Every Hlemb.r Present

at
Meeting I.net
Kvening Voted in Favor of lteslatancc—

“Flops'*

that Situation
Grand

Card and

Jury

Similar

Griffith aud

Proffer

Charges Against

8 p. m. Barometer 30,096; ThermomePoint 20; Humidity 70;
Dew
27:

ter

Wind W.: Velocity 5; Weather, clear.
Mean
daily therm. 18; maximum
therm, 29.0; minimum them, 0;max. vepcity, wind 14 NW.; total precipitation,
30.
Weather

Ojjserva;

ion.

The agricultural department weather
for
yesterday, Jan. 5, taken
bureau
it 8 p. m., meridian tiino. tlie observation for each section being given in this
prder: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
IV. clear; New
Boston, 34 degrees.
fork, 36 degrees, W, clear; Philadelphia. 34 degrees, W, clear; Washington,
!4 degrees, W, clear; Albany,36 degrees,
,
cloudy; Buffalo, 36 degrees, SW,
o cloudy; Detroit, 34 degrees, SW, clear;
St.
Chicago, 38 degrees, W, clear;
SW, cloudy; St.
36
degrees,
Paul.

Huron,

Vincent, —degrees.-:
Dak., 38 degrees, W, clear; Bismarck.
12 degrees, NW. clear; Jacksonville, 58

degrees, SW, cloudy.

been

disposition

manifested to spin out the

simply that

Association

Take

Vnion*

Itiver

Help.

Bedford, Mass., January 5.—The
happened tonight when the
ixpeoted

Columbns, January 5.—Both branches
of the legislature have adjourned till MonBut both Rides of the senatorial
day.
contest will continue to hold conferences
daily and nightly at the Neil house and
Southern respectively.
The
secret work will continue till next Tuesday when the two branches of the legisthe

Spinner*'

Action—Fall

Now

Hanna Workers.

Great

Union voted
to resist the cut
lown by a strike. The meeting was held
in City hall and over ECO spinners attend-

iipinners’

V

Chafl.

L.

sd.
An

informal ballot was taken on the
of whether the union should relist the out down and the vote was unnninously in favor of resisting.
The union members in this city number

US'

Kuitz, I o :der of
Opposition.

tlie

Hanna

iuestion

of Central O! in,
tonight in its
1 tiding editorial lays:
order
to
in opposielect
a
senator
J“In
tion to Hanna,
it- will be necessary to
tho
h
e a perfect
between
coalition
Bryan Demoi rats and the ForaUer Kepub’l hero are no votes to spare.
receiving the united and untiring atten- li>
“Mr. Hanna and his assistants tiro not
tion of the legislature steering committees
only trying to secure votes for him, but
and ontslde workers.
then are In the fame means and methods
Next Monday Gov. Bushnell will be in- t
ying to prevent the opposition to him
augurated for his second term, but tho rain at r jeiug on any other candidate.

lature will vote separately for
Senator,
and the roll calls will show whether any
The doubtful
changes have been made.
members made no flops today.
They are

organ

150 steady spinners, 100 spare spinnerr,
md 150 doffers. The meeting was attendid by both spinners and doffers. At the
mts9t Secretary Ross offered a suggcsion to the meeting as to the advisability
if postponing taking action in the mat-

■

of the reduction until spring or un11 the feeling of the ether unions could
ie got at, but the proposition did not
;ake with the spinners at; all and the
:er

neeting said “No” almost

as one

voice,

any postponement of acting on thu
esolution.
The general sentiment was expressed
the weavers and card and picker
;hat
o

of

oom

associations would strike anyway

Hid 1C

was

«■

“Winter.

CI|y

Candidate

on

OPERATIVES WILL RESIST.

o n

HEAVY FOOTWEAR

ANDERSON,

Unable to Agree

Democrats mane
today. The antiHanna Republicans will have no caucus,
of strength
so that there will be no test
till next Tuesday. While the Hanna men
on the
votes
aro still short three or more
current claims of both sides,
yet the
“combine” Is having its troubles in fixing on some one who can command all
the Democratic votes as well as those of
the dissenting Republicans.
the Democratic
Pits
The Columbus

SERVICE.

House

50,000 positions under the civil service authority to make the exceptions
«I*• Ywtn
*■
VV It £ I
Law.
law, while there are now over*ffij<Mft. W?
asoci wu nine iuno jo
is
uiujuuut
mafia to tie the President’s hands.
5.—The civil serbeing
January
Washington,
favor of a
civil service committee in
Mr. Davisj crotyman ot the committee
vice debate began in the House today,
LUMBER WANTED.
of the existing law. on
ho
modification
that
material
notice
foreign relations,‘^ave
cipuiTCUDO uas uciuuuDuuivu uuai viaowwould next Monday amt daily thereafter, based on tho item in the legislative, exeflcation was ill-advised, is the oustodian
move
that the Senate consider in execu- cutive and judicial appropriation bill
20 cars white or silver birch, service In publio buildings throughout
TO
QUIT.
ABOUT READY
annexation
tive session the
Hawaiian
of
for the
maintenance
square stock from 11-2 iu. lo the country. I believe that it will be
providing
until it was disposed of finally.
treaty
3 1-2 in. square; also 5 cars 1-2 of distinct advantage to take all positions Prominent
Will Recommend
ihe commission. It promises to continue
Spaniards
in. boards, white or silver birch. in the custodian force, inolnding elevator
to the end of this week, with
■'*».
least
at
Abandonment of Cuba.
Will contract the whole or part conductors, firemen, dynamo tenders and
An unusnally large number of SenatOLd a
of
a similar character, out of
possibility that it may run longer. But
In
to reliable
parties.
reply employes
at
the
their
seats
opening""
today
occupied
service.
generally admitted on both sides that
state amount you cau furnish classified
Havana, via Key West, January 5.— session.
“The employes of the light house esand (trice, f. o. b. cars,add $7.80
Mr. Allen of Nebraska called up the imhe rijapropriation bill will stand, as the
tablishment have been under civil service Senor Canaljas was coldly received at
Address
it.
Boston
to
do not serifreight.
rules since May 6th. The clerioal force, Santiago de Cuba. The Spanish council migration bill and spoke briefly upon
inti-civl\ service reformers
He urged that the bill ought to provide
MJXBEB, Box 1657, Portland, always small, but excellent, might adrefused
to tender him a canquet and he for a consular
tusly eonto strike it out. The
of
immigrants.
Me.dec31dtf lstp
inspection
vantageously remain under the Classified was hissed on the Btreets. It is under- He
lebate, therefore, is only preliminary to
objected to the application of the
civil service. But for all
which the enemies ot
rules of the
He iny programmed
other employes, the best Interests will be stood that the opposition to him is due educational test to all immigrants.
h« Jaw may agre»i'1P?IV The members
citizens
excellent
he
said, many
conservea
by removing them from the to the fact that he is the editor of El knew,
are divMrjw into three camps
He if the House
Heraldo de Madrid, which has violently who were Dot able to read or write.
classified service.
in the question; those w'h° stand by tbo
Gen. Weyler.
It is reported was of the opinion that all persons of the
entire repeal,
“I would also exempt the positions of attacked
aw, those who advocate f^s
Cuucassian race who were able and willshipping commissioner at the various that his impressions regarding Cuba are
,nd those who desire modifnSJitlon.
benefit
of
the
to
this
to
country
FORgive
pesiimistio and that he wiil advise the ing
ports.
Those divisions ware appkJent ln the
their labor and industry, so much needed
“I would also recommend that the rules Spanish government to abandon Cuba.
lebate today the nature of whio^J, «;es not
millions
of
of
the
in
the
development
head
of
Gen.
Gen.
Parrado
and
as
to
the
be so modified
Today
Blanco,
permit
is
stirring as had been anticipated,
to transfer any person Gen.Pando called upon Gen. Segura to try acres of unoccupied lands in the Onited
administrations
de.-srs. Moody, Republican of MnVAchuin the
classified service of one branch to induce him to remain in the island. States, should be admitted.
etts; Grow, Republican of Paansyivtfr’ria,
Mr. Carter, ohairman of the commitHe does not wish to be
of his department to the classified ser- He refused.
jifU-Orceno, Populist of Nebraska,
tee
on census, then called up the bill profor
to
he
the
future
without
vice of another branch,
declares,
regard
responsible,
enfied the law, Messrs. Dockery, Demofor the preliminary arrangements
viding
of
the
development
“disgraceful Spanish
rar of Missouri; Robb, Democrat of Misappointment.”
Rubbers of all kinds.
for the taking of th6 twelfth and subserule in Cuba.”
ourl, and Pearson, Republican of North
a
committee
SECRETARY WILSON HAS TROUBLE
offered
censuses
and
“Gen.Segura is an intelligent and hon- quent
it outright,
while
*
amendment to section three,
providing iarolina, opposed
of Pennsylvania, fa6.—Complying est fighter and is wholly disgusted with that the President instead
Washington, January
LARGE STOCK.
of the Secretary 1 jandis, Republican
or
Pando’s
method
He
Gen.
of
December
recampaign.
with the resolution
IS,
1 ored modifications of the law.
of the Interior, should approve of the exgarding ctanges in the civil service law, says that Pando spends more gun power amlnation the direotor may prescribe for
LOW PRICES.
the heads of all the depart- in greeting autonomy than in fighting
addressed to
his subordinates named by the bill.
Washington, January 6.—There was a
ments, Secretary of Agriculture Wilson the insurgents and adds that in his opinMr. Cockrell
sharply attacked the
ln tho hall of tho Reprctoday sent the following letter to the Sen- ion Cuba is lost to Spain unless the gov- amendment. He said that the offering of j irge attendance
ernment sends Gen. Polavieja or returns
when the House reconvened
ate:
6 sntatlves
and
the
an
amendment
such
oonsifjera“Tho ohief trouble I find in the depart- Gen. Weyler. The latter he considers out
tion of the section as it had been changed t cday after the holiday recess. The gnlment of agriculture exists in the bureau of the question because Weyler was reby the committee proved that the Repub- i sries were crowded. It was noticed that
his
command
at
the
lieved
of
of
request
of auimal industry between inspectors,
lican party was making a square and nn- ^ iith-one or two exceptions, the members
assistant inspectors, stock examiners and Washington. Gen. Polavieja, ho holds in
conditional surrender upon the civil serDemocrats
0 f the Ohio delegation, both
taggers, covered into tho service without high esteem, believing that this officer vice
S89 COngressSt.
question. He declared that the party
could end the war if an extermination
the only marked in
dOC25
examination and
(ltllstp
Those
were absent.
was backing down upon that ques- a nd
itself
Republicans,
Gen.
were
also
class
of
adopted.
Segura
policy
any
efficiency I find In thef work
in
its ^ -ho are not in Washington are at Columinevitable between Spain tion which had been endorsed
of employes in the department is among believes war
national and many of its state platforms.
1 us
! the above mentioned employes of the and the United States and that the pre- The
taking part in tho senatorial conPresident, he said, had ample anbureau of animal industry and in certain text will be the filibustering expeditions.
to modify and reform the civil t sst.
thority
chief
of
the
were
Cabalcarri,
who
Capt.
guerillas,
of the state statistical agents,
service if he would, but. instead he was
Without any preliminary business the
ADAMS
also covered into the service without ex- who captured the insurgent leader Vilfolic wing along the line of his immedi- j [ouse went into committee of the whole
These matters can be reme- lanueva, left Caimito, this province soon
amination.
predecessor and extending the law
insurgents ate
died by the President, by exempting cer- after and was seized by the
consideration cf the executive,
r
Fire Insurance
and its provisions to cover positions that 4 resume
tain positions from the classified service, who macheted him and 16 others.
had not by the original advocates of the 1 igislativejand judicial appropriation bill.
31 Exchange Street
or by the head of the department through
law been intended to include within the j. .11 the features of tho bill had been dlsMALARIA IN CUBA.
First Hass American and Foreign Companies. departmental examinations.”
law.
)' grace Anderson.
Chas. C. Adams.
j osed of except the appropriation for the
has
5.—There
been
Havana, January
SHERMAN’S VIEWS.
an alarming spread of malarial fever at
c Ivil servico commission, upon which, by
Thos. J. Little.
decis
eodtflp
of Maine thought that the
Mr. Halo
5.—Secretary Puerto Principe, both among the inhabirevious arrangement, there was to be an
January
Washington,
of
tants
the
and
the garrison.
No Senator from Missouri (Cockrell) did not
city
Sherman today sent to the Senate his re1 rdeflnite general debate.
than
2605
have
fewer
been
affected
the
heads
of
the
understand
the
persons
position
properly
sponse to the resolution asking
It was proposed that Mr. Moody, RepubIn the
case
of the jommittee.
The committee thought the
of departments for suggestions as to civil by the disorder.
the l can of Massachusetts,and Mr. Cockerell,
service changes in their respective de- soldiers the hydropathic treatment has bill did not make an attack upon
DOsition of the Republican party upon the p lemocrat of Missouri, control tho time
partments. Mr. Sherman recommends been resorted to with good effect.
It provided for
3ivil service question.
the exemption of the six heads of bureaus
Mr. Hepburn, Repub lir ir and against.
he appointment of a director of the cenand the chief clerk of the state departTHE W z AT HER.
of
Iowa, suggested that It was a
and he c »n
ms and thirty one subordinates
ment from the operation of the law.
Shought that those positions ought to bo j iree-cornered contest.“The Democrats,”
Hied as provided for in the hill.
lid he, “desired the entire repeal of the
Mr. .Tones, Democrat of Arkansas, said
of k iw. Home of those on this side and on
hat in the taking of the censuses
c 3 GRADES. >
870, 188 land 1890, he was satisfied that t re other side, desire it to stand as it is.
’rauds, perhaps unintentional so far as y I'hile a large body of us desire a wholeTlie Bargain Kind,
She responsible census officials were conile modification of its provisions.”
37 and 080.
Those frauds wero
■erned, had crept in.
men
“Why does the gentleman aver that all
lue to inoompetent and dishonest
Good Quality,
t an I lnmnnrnf a fiTI this siritt of the Holism
yho had been employed in the work.
G5-75-8oc.
Mr. Halo pointed out that it was mani- ^ esire the entire repeal of the law?'1 inestly impossible to select the census enuThe Very Best,
Mr. Clark, Democrat of Missouri.
merators through the provisions of the 9 uired
$1.00, 1.10, 1.80
Washington, January 5.—For New uvii service law. As they were employed
“Simply because that would be wrong
warmer in northern porinly a month or less they would have to a nd your side is always wrong,” retorted
This modern malady has become England: Fair,
J Ir. Hepburn amid great laughter.
33 selected subs anthilly as they had herewinds.
tions;
northwesterly
fadirect
its
All suggestions as to the control of the
dreaded not more for
;ofore been.
Jan.
5.—Local
forecast
for
Boston,
contendt
he
was
me failed at last, and the chair reoogsaid
that
all
Mr. Jones
Middle St.
of
weakness
the
than
for
tality
be r izert Mr. Grow, Republican of Pennsvlthat the census should
and vicinity
Boston
for
Thursday: ng for washonest
and competent men v ania, who spoke for ‘20 minules to supbody and mind it leaves behind it.
;aken by
Fair, temperature generally about freez- (elected because they wero capable of do- p ort of the general piinciples of the civil
debility, permanent prosnot s arvice law.
southwest winds.
,ng the work assigned to them, and
tration, melancholy and suicide fol- ing;
Mr. Moody, Republican of Massachujeoause they had any political intluenco.
low La Grippe. For this disease
He then save notice that after the pend- s ;tts, followed with an elaborate defence
earner Keport.
Local
dis4- U
__J
a
been
f
the
civil service law, which he said,
ing committee amendment had
iq
uu
t70,000,Me., Jan. 5.—The local posed of her would offor ono providing y rotected officials who received he
Portland,
NOTICES.
SPECIAL
said,
that tho assistant direotor of the census 0 X) in salaries per annum. Yet,
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
weather bureau olhce records as to the should not he of
the same political party
on Second Pane.
Continued
“The best remedy for la grippe that I
weather are as follows:
tho
as
director.
13
FOster’ s
know of is Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.”
In a brief discussion of the work of the :
8. a. m. Barometer 29,934; ThermomMr. Allen
census
bureau in
tho past
eter 10; Dew Point 10: Humidity 100;
Rev. JOHN K. CHASE,
F Orest
I’rebJe
asked those in charge of the bill
Wind NW. :Velocity 10;Weather It snow. bluntly
South Hampton, N. H.
had
if it were a fact that a
which he may know nothing about) from
which to select, his subordinates, each of
whom is officially his other seif.
“Another branch of the service where

COMBINE HAS TROUBLES.

caucuses tonight and the
the same announcement

_

intention of the authors of the
many
civil service has been retained and that original
to all and have made it the most number of places that were at^tbat time its radical expansions have been cut off.
civil service law.
that
The bill, amended in a few particulars
The most important of these
Mr. Allen of Nebraska charged
classified.
popular remedy known.
was unanimously indorsed at the conferviolated
the law was openly and daily
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50 places are in the internal revenue service. ence of
of
the
members
the Republican
all leading drug- I believe that all positions of deputy col- House opposed to the existing civil service and said it was a hiss and by-word
cent bottles by
lectors of
internal revenue should be system. The measure will be introduced among the people.
reliable
who
druggist
gists. Any
Mr. Cockrell of Missouri declared that
made excepted places, subject, however, iii the House tomorrow. A steering comrules
may not have it on hand will pro- to
on the committee on
examinations. The mittee to wait
it was presumptuous in Secretary Shernon-oompetitive
for
date
the
of
some
the
it
for
one
secure
who collector who
to
fixing
cure
any
promptly
appoint the deputies are
recommendation to Conof tho proposed legislat- man to mako
wishes to try it. Do not accept any personally responsible for the conduct of consideration
the sense of the gress that contain positions in his departascertain
to
and
ing
their subordinates. It is obviously wrong
substitute.
House and the exact support that will ment should be excepted from the classithat a collector after assuming the heavy
be given it, was appointed. Tbe leaders
tied
should
be
he
that
does,
fied service when the President had full
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO. responsibility
of the government say tbe bill will leave
names on
list
down
to
an
(the
eligible
he
CAL.
SAN FRANCISCO,
NEW VORA, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE. At.

th<
Mr. Chilton of Texas dismissed
work of previous censuses and indicate'
the enormous amount of work, unneces
lary and irrelevant, that had been per
ormed. He hoped that the effort of Mr
Hale to reduce to reasonable proportion;
twelftl
;be topic* to be handled by the
lensus would be successful.
Quite unexpectedly a lively civil servlci
iebate was
precipitated in just at tin
ilose of the session.
saic
Mr. Carter, in charge of tho bill
that he would have the measure printed
offeree
been
had
with amendments tiiat
;o it and for that
purpose would consent
x> have it temporarily laid aside.

CENTS.

THREE

some

people might

work
draw

salaries.
In reply Mr. Hale said that the eleventh
3cnsus and perhaps previous censuses had
been so extensive in scope that, the bureau
was fairly buried beneath a mass of information upon many subjects that could
not be intelligently handled by tho force
under the census director. This work was
dot only expensive, but really prolonged
Mr.
the necessary details of the census.
Hale expressed himself as in favor of tho
else.
of
nothing
a real census
and
taking
Topics of an irrelevant character ought to
be entirely eliminated so that the result
:ould be submitted within a year and a
half.
Mr. Teller, of Colorado, spoke at some
length in support of the Idea that the
3ensus
bureau should not be a partisan
should,
bureau and that its employes
therefore bo placed in the classified service.
Mr. Allison of Iowa, in requesting that
be
the bill with
proposed amendmentsthe
printed, said he would vote against
sstablishinent
of a permanent census
bureau to be independent, in itself.

RED
ROUGH
HANDS

ITCHING HUMORS

Cuticura Kk-uKoiu.

\yniu

*.•*

lallot was not mado formal and it was
ecidcd to wait a few days to see if any
vay of affecting a settlement was posible. In this connection it was voted to
ppoint a committee of seven members,
ne from each
corporation, as a committhe manufacturers if
tee to confer with
ho latter desire to meet the committee.
The committee will make no propositwill listen
m to the manufacturers, but
o
any reasons the latter may offer for
committee
This
taking the reduction.
rill consist of the secretary and president
f the spinners’ union and five others.
A committee of five members was also
ppointed by the union to confer with
ommittees from the other labor unions
case of a strike to arrange
n the city in
or tho management of the strike that the
and
peratives may work harmoniously
resistance,
in their
uore successfully
■amuel Ross of the local spinners’ union,
rho is also secretary of the National Mule
of
Spinners’ union, will call a meeting
he executive council of the National
[nion to lie held in boston next Sunday,
rhen the qu stion of sanctioning a strike
be setiy the spinners In this city will
n\\\wv
led. A
general meeting of the local
for next
pinners’ union will be calledwhen
the
ARK HANNA.
ionday evening in City hall,
executive
national
'■v._ , iroeeedings of the
formal
then
and
made
will
be
ouncil
“It is known there are
Democratic £ cticn will be taken by a ballot of tte
exercises will r.ot interfere with
the',
embers of tho legislature who are much £ inion.
senatoiial light. The anti-Hanna Repubdisinclined to vote for any Republican
It was stated that the strike will not
licans expect all of their followers here
tor senator, ar.d wbo'would bt Jslmott as
until January 17, when the rear.clegin
Monday for a large demonstration.
iviiliny to see Mr. Hanna electud Senator £ ion goes into effoct.
and
who
thinks
committee of the card
The executive
Although many Republican clubs have as any orfrer Republican
does m pullic questions. , md
association .met this
picker room
cancelled their engagements for quarters votes as H.vPna
took an informal ballot
But it woulu now oome with rather bad £ vening and
on
inauguration day it is believed that ffrace from am7 Democrat who voted for thieh resulted in voting to recommend
f°r an honest Re- j o
the efforts of the anti-Hanna
called
a general mass meeting to be
Republi- Mason to refuse
l or next Tuesday evening in Spinners’
cans to have a
big demonstration as usual
strike.
ihII q
will suuccoed. The Hanna men will also
A committee of three was appointed to
take advantage of the excursion rotes to
to confer
;o to Rail River on Sunday
have Republican delegations here to proi-ith the card room union officers there
strike.
case
of
a
in
aid
bout proffered
test against the “combine.” The expected
Llie association has received a commnnidead-lock will not begin till next W ednesproffers
ation from Rail River which
ballot
day, when the two house) will
,id to the local association in case of a
commitexecutive
of
number
for
The
Senator and will continue to
trike.
jointly
increased from eight to 20 mempo was
ballot jointly from day to day till there
The card and picker room associaicrs.
an
is
election.
ion at the present time is composed of
Letters and telegrams from protecting
100 members in good
set ween 350 and
Republican clubs and committees and
CS ding.
Nearly all these members are
others continue to pour in. Some of them
classed as skilled
ippj<r tenders and arehave
appeal to Senator Foraker to come to the I
been coming
hnr \The members
relief, declaring it to be the duty of ail
the last three
during
; '/Vapidly
Republicans to stand bv the decree of the
160 have joined the associaToledo convention and support Senator
teksover
Hanna.
In reply to the teports about
cn.
v_
Secretary Shernn-n, As istant Secretary
a drop.
Day, Congressman tirnsvpr or and others
cloth
beingtmade the Republican
senatorial
cloth
January-5-The
Fall
Mass.,
River,
Senator
Hanna said positive I?
nominee,
took another
lnrkefc for nearby fu/oros
today thnt he would never retire. He said
id
’“I0' rumor
he was nominated by the ToleJo state
rop today and a small
e
h"
convention for Senator and wul not repieces weekly, wa
at
delivery
tire in favor of any other one.
If he wts I
ry. February and Mare,\
1)
3-10 cents, a drop of
defeated the respon-ibility wo tid rest on
(.ov. liushneil of t.liio.
p®
wei
that
!
; also reported
spots
those who were now co-oper
-<r
wi h
vHriunil.
hub this punimt hi-~
to g
opposition
the Democrats. The Senator insidel tin t pui lican tor Senator in
fc'anna upon the ground that he was in 'J he reduction almost offsets the
he would win.
The standing committees have not been ; rmcipie opposed to voting tor Hopubii- d srivod by the reduction in wages and ti e
decrease of the cost of probatc
announced in either house and “.ti com- cans under any circumstances.”
Lewis G. Bernard, the Democratic lead- t ion.
bine” is using the n tronage to hoi it;
men in line
In the Senate to.)-"- Senur r er from Cincinnati and the manager ior
“There
Burke showed some tendency to co operate John R. McLean, said tonight:
with his Republican oolleagues.
'Iho will be no eleoi ion for a long series of
Koyal makes the food port,
ballots. Tho Democrats will scatter their
wholesome and delicious.
votes.”
DemoThis is taken to mean that the
their
crats will not be able to agree in
The anti-Hanna
caucus on a candidate.
that
Republicans announce positively
under no circumstances will they vote for
a Democrat.
Ex-Senator Bireli will deliver an address here next Saturday night before the
St. Jackson day banquet, and bis presence
is anticipated with some anxiety
The Press is out with a sensational extra edition tonight announcing that the
Democratic prosecuting attorney has prethe
sented tho senatorial situation to

'l

;

j

V’akes

5>i!0

Vn",<1Pif?P'fo

oue-si.^eenth. ,b'

jnsequent

_

grand jury.

bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
and painful linger ends, pimples, blackhtads,
oily, mothy skin, dry, thin, and falling hair, itching, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
with Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings
with Cuticura (ointment;, the great skin cure.

Is sold throughout the world. Potter Deco and Cum.
Coup., Sole i'rops., Boston.
(£7* How to Produce Sort, White Hands," free.

necessary

Cvery man in the hall voted in favor
f resisting the cut down. The informal

Itching, scaly,

(Bticura

UOC

vatt to find out what action the other
mions would take.
Then came the matter of the reduction
informal ballot was taken on
md an
viiather to accopt or resist the cut down.

J

o

eph

!5.

1

o

Iter.
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Democrats wanted to
report the committees, but Senator Burke stopped it by
ne
vote
ui
n tho Republiwould
saying

Rater Senator Burke was in conference with Mr. Hanna and spent most
of his time with the Hanna workers.
* The Republicans announced yesterday
they would hold no joint senatorial
cans.

Press says sworn statements have
The
been submitted 'to the grand jury from
Representative and Mrs. Griffith of Union
oounty. Representatives Spellmeyer and
Monter of Cincinnati; Hon. N. R. Hysell
of Columbus and others, against certain
This affair is proworkers for Hanna.
nounced an attempt at intimidation by
the Hanna men.
Tho Hanna men laugh at the attempt
indiotments against certain
secuie
to
workers and say that the men who aro
spending the money are raising the cry
about bribery. The cry of the opposition
has been that of “bosslsm and hoodie”
during tho contest. At the anti-Hanna
headquarters they;aro confidently claiming a new accession tonight, but refuse
the name of the member. Senato give
tor Burke and several other members got
Continued

on

Second

Page.
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ROYAL BAKING POWDER
...

CO.,

NEW YORK.
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'tine

Onestions

of the Vital

have
have given
up any idea they may
had of making the annexation question
tnis
that
a''party Issue and it is believed
action will have the effect of increasing
the affirmative vote on that side of the
chamber. Theie is no doubt that the sitContinued from first Page.
uation in China is largely responsible for
as
tho
improved prospeot of the treaty
be had no sympathy with those who besenators hold the opinion that, for
lieved the law was perfect and should many
hesitate in this matHe the United States to
modified
by extension.
only bo
ter at the present time would be to manithought those who were placed under the fest a serious
weakness.
protection of the law by executive order
The
advocates of the treaty announce
could be
compelled to submit to a test their intention to make
few speeohes,
of their
efficiency and he also believed but
they expect stubborn resistance from
should be found to
that some method
Pettigrew, Cray and
not restore the efficiency uf Senators White,
preserve, if
others.
the service. By the testimony of a cabinet officer, the tree was dead at the top.
TELLER’S NERVE.
The remedy was not a civil pension list,
the first 'step towards which had been
Washington, January 5.—Senator Teltaken in the Treasury Department when ler of Colorado today introduced a con70 clerks had been reduced to praotically current resolution declaring that the
bonds of the United States, prinoipal and
a pension salary and given to understand
that
thev, could work or not as they interest, should, at the option of the govmerit system only contem- ernment, be paid in standard silver dolchose. The
plated tenure during efficiency, ho main- lars and that such payment is not in viotained. Mr. Moody said that if the plans lation of public faith or in derogation of
of ths radical opponents of the civil ser- the rights of the publio or creditor.
The
resolution was referred to the
vice should.prevail and the 170,000 offices
should be turned over to the present ad- finance committee.
to fill, Congressmen and
ministration
SO SOON.
Senators would flee from Washington crya
for
“Oh
lodge in some vast wilding,

HAWAII NEXT WEEK.

DISCUSSES

A CITIZEN

of

the

Uay—

Fraught With Interest to Portland.

convincing in
local indorsation when compared with
foreign, if there is anything more convincing in the opinions held by people we
know that those entertained by utter
If there is

anything

more

the
strangers then Portland citizens have
golden opportunity of their lives to decide these points when they read the
Clara J.
views and opinions of Mrs.
She
St.
Wilmot
40
of
says:
Sherbourne,
"if only those who suffer from kidney
ailments would try Doan’s Kidney Pills,
they would, like me, be surprised. My
back troubled me for years, physicians
who diagnosed my case stated that it
When grippe
from my kidneys.
worn out with conI
was
epidemic
stant nursing and when I contracted it
arose
was

myself

it left me in a very serious condi-

Washington, January 5.—RepresentaDuring severe attacks I could not erness.”
tive Johnson of North Dakota, today inMr. Moody urged the inorease of effici- troduced a bill to
stoop for the pain in the lumbar region.
repeal the law which
service under the merit
has just gone into effect, relative to pelagio
I could not straighten up or do the most ency in the publio
show
its
contrastto
and
economy
system
of seal skins
trivial act without being in torture. The ed the salaries paid Capitol employes, sealing and the importation
taken by pelagio sealers
system prevailed,
kidneys were too active for the secretions where the patronage
of similar employes in
HERRING DUTY FREE.
1 knew what was with the salaries
were too copious.
the departments who are protected by the
January 5.—Assistant
Washington,
wrong—how to right it was the mystery. olvii service law.
Howell has decided that herring
He defended the administration of the Secretary
It seems odd for a professional nurse
taken off the coast of New Foundland
law and the character of the examinawho had a great deal of experience in tions of the commission. Mr. Dockery, and brought into the ports of the United
tion.

for

it.

can

ion

repeal

its

ly replied in the affirmative.

sena

anyone wno
wishes to know more minute particulars
to me and I will be only too glad to tell
lieve

caid it

Will
use

BRYAN’S NAME GOES TO SENATE.

From First

Page.

from the pressure tonight by reto their homes.
Following close on the reports about
Mrs. Griffith taking deep interest in the
vote of her husband on the senntorship,
comes a report that Mrs. Snyder, the wife
of Representative Snyder, is taking ail
Interest in the contest and is favorable
Mr. Snyder attended
to the opposition.
the Republican house caucus last Saturnight and voted for Boxwell for
day
speaker on Monday, but the opposition
after him to vote against
are constantly
Hanna. In connection with the reports
about Representative Griffith and especially about the prelerence of Mrs. Griffith,
there are reports Chat the wives of other
Republican members are being enlisted
in the contest and also that the wives
of some Democratic members are urging
their husbands not to vote for any Republican senator.
Mr. Kurtz nnd his assistants are rethe antiported lo be unable to oontrol
Hauna Hepublicanjmembers for a Democratic sonator. Gov. Rushnell and members of ills staff attended the theatre tonight and an incident occurred to cause
much cheering for Hanna.
away

turning

NO CHANGES YESTEROAYJ.ost

to

Him

Columbus,Ohio, January 5.—The

sena-

Hanna’s

Reported Gain
Again.

became more bitter today
torial contest
than ever after the sensational developments last night in connection with Representative Griffith and other members.

Washington, January 5.—The name of
Bryan to be minister to The skirmishing proceeded more clandesChina, was presented to the Senute In ex- tinely on both sides.
ecutive session today ami referred to the
jn'o claims were made on either side. It
The
relations.
committee on foreign
_:_U
1
fnt*
Charles Page

..

nn

He further

gentlemen on the other side
best endeavors to secure considit is reported? asked Mr.

you

the purpose of the managers in not
holding any caucuses to be able to keep
their own secrets till the balloting begins
a
week hence. It is believed that seoret
comnacts are belnz made that will
not
was

weeks or more. Mr. Bryan's friends accept
of the nomination as an inthe release
dication that the President desires con
llrmation.

emphatical-

would be nrenftrad f.oniffht.

your

vessels should be ad-

States in American
mitted free of duty.

medicine to read newspaper accounts of Democrat of Missouri, opened the debate
Doan’s Kidney Pills and it may appear in opposition to the law which lie argued
was odious to the American people and
more singular that I went to H. II. Hay should be repealed in toto.
Mr. Kobb, Democrat of Missouri, and
<£ Son’s drug store at the junction of Free
I did, Mr. Pearson. Republican of North Caroand Middle streets for a box.
lina, followed in opposition to the law.
however. Had anybody told me before
Mr. Clark, Demoorat of Missouri, asked
that it was possible to get relief as quick whether the Republicans who were hostile to the law intended to bring in a bill
as I did I would have been loth to heMr. Pearson

Continued

AGREE ON DATES.

The reports about Brice taking part
GERMA NY AND CHINA AGREE.
caused
tho Democratic
steering committee to talk about John B. McLean beCeded to
Klao Chon Has Heeu Regularly
ing the Democratic free silver oandidate
Germans*
combination
‘‘the
Ic was said that if
did not go on the first ballot there would
with votes cast for
be a long dead-look
Reichs6.—The
January
Berlin,
Hanna and Hushnell on one side and for
announces that
evening
this
the
other.
Tho
on
Anzeiger
McLean and Brice
an
legislature adjourned for the day without aooording to a telegram from Pekin
committees being announced.
has he6n reached betweon
understanding
Burke,
It is announced that Senator
and China regarding the ceding
the only dissenting Republican senator, Germany
former. Tho arrangeis dissatisfied with the Senate organi- of Kiao-Chou to the
as folzation, and will vote for re-organization.
ment, it is added, is substantially
It is intended by tho cession to
lows:
GROSVENOR CONFIDENT.
for Germany the fulfillWashington. January 5.—Congressman render possible
wish for possessing
Grosvenor of Ohio arrived here today and ment of her business
as
as othor
To all inquiries
was in the House.
powers
a port in the same way
to the senatorial contest lie expressed the
in
as a base for trade and for navigation
be
would
Hanna
opinion that Senator
Chinese waters.
ro-eleoted.
Continuing the Reichs-Anzeiger says:
“If Hanna
should be defeated,” said
territory comprises the whole
he, “it will be by a combination of Dem- “The oeded
inner basin of Kiao-Chou bay as
ocrats and
bolting Republicans whioh of the the
high water line; the largest
will give the Democrats the senator for far as
island situated south and north of the enthe long or short term.”
trance of the bays to the point where they
GRIFFITH’S CONSTITUENTS M AD. are naturally bounded
by mountains
and also the islands
situated
Cleveland, January 6.—A speoial from ranges,
In
and
front
of the bay. Tho ceded
within
Marysville, Ohio, the home of Represen- territory comprises an area of several
tative Griffith of the State Senate Legismiles, bounded by a larger zone
lature, says:
“Fooplejhore are wild and square
no measmade
are
against around the bay, within which made
threats of violence
or
ures
by
arrangements may be
Representative Griffith. Two Kurtz men China without
of
oon6ent
tho
Germany.
narrowly
here
from Columbus, while
raised
be
are
to
In
no
obstacles
particular
escaped violence at the hands of angry
ol by China to regulations Germany deem*
meeting
A
mass
Republicans.
for the regulations of the water
Griffith’s constituents has been called to necessary
course. Finally in order to avoid conflicts
take action in the matter.
that will disturb the understanding between the two
powers China has trans
THE MARYLAND DEADLOCK.
ferret! to Germany for a period a lease of
in
the
'J. lie
5.—The
ceded territory.
split
the
all rights over
Annapolis, January
ranks of the Republican members of the telegram which is brief, does not state the
s
house, which developed at lust night
length of tho lease nor the amount paid
oaucus continued today with the result by Germany. If for any cause Kiao-Chou
to
lied
com
adjourn
was
the
house
pc
that
bay should prove unsuitable for,.the purwithout
having or- pose Germany lias in view, China alter
until tomorrow
the
The trouble arises over
ganized
arriving at an understanding with Gere
sition assumed by eleven members of many will cede to the latter, at another
who
Baltimore
they
delegation
say
th
point of the coast, a pieoe of territory
a o in rebellion against the rule of Senawhich Germnny may regard as more suitIn that case China
tor Wellington, Gov. Lowndes and other able for her purpose.
seven
of
tho
aid
Without
will take over the buildings and establishparty leaders.
of the seceders the Republican majority ment constructed by Germany at Kiaocannot eleot a speaker and with four of Ghou bay and will refund their cost.”
them, tho Democrats could effect an orLEASED FOR FIFTY YEARS.
ganization. The recalcitrant Republicans
have a candidate for the speakership in
London.
January 6.—A despatch to the
Cokunfnr of RaIHovOTA
A.ml AS Y’t

TRYING TO
become known until the votes of members
long
personally.
nothing has been done to indicate a
Clark.
January 5.—On Wednesday ire recorded.
Bangor,
always be a firm friend and advocate of
fusion between them and the Democrats.
“We will make desperate efforts,” anMr. A. W. Gilman, one of the
as'after
is
the'same
The
situation
morning
today
Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
swarediMr. Pearson.
State fair, was in tho
Maine
the
of
the
of
and
MOTH TREMBLES.
trustees
cauous
the
vote
to
extreme
and
NOW GYPSEY
50
night
Price
will
Saturday
dealers.
“We
cents,
go
For sale by all
with the Democrats to secure considera- Bangor consulting with President Beal, organization of the legislature on MonBoston, January 5.—The Massachusetts
or mailed by Foster-llilburn Co.,Buffalo,
tion.”
of tho Eastern Maine State fair, with a day.
legislature convened at the state house
X. Y., sole agents for tlie United States.
Mr. Landis,
Republican, of Indiana,
today, the two branches meeting after
view to arranging the dates amicably for
their
All
those
who
of
preferences
the
law
changed
a
modification
which,
take
favored
the members were sworn In by Gov. WolRemember tlie name Doan’s and
As

them

no

as

I live I will eration when

would

he said,

substitute.

doubtless

for him

earn

the present year. As

a

LEWISTON’S EASY VICTORY.
Lewiston, January 5.—Lewiston easily
defeated Rockland here tonight by a score
of 7 to 2. The features were the playing
of Tarrant. Jason and Furbush, and the
dirty work of McGown.
Score, Lewiston, 7; Rockland, 2. Rush7.
Jason, J; Murphy,
es, Tnrrant, 5;
24.
Stops in goal, White, 6; O’Malley,
Fouls, Furbush, Murphy, Tarrant, Maynard, McGown. Goal lost on foul, RockAtland. Referee, Long. Timer, Reid.
tendance, tiOO.
THE LEWISTONS HERE TONIGHT.

attended
The season will b»
by representatives from the governing
the
boards of the Eastern Maine State,
Maine State and the New England fairs,
and an attempt will be made to settle all

he

Augusta, January 5—Secretary of State
Byron Boyd has received five copies of the
topographical map of the grounds of the
University of California, ono of which is
to be placed on exhibition and the others

matter.

his second

further differences of date at that time.

discharged

^Democrat
..

spoke

:u uutiuu

i)jjeraw»co wngca
unwarwhich ha claimed was entirely
The National association has at
ranted.
It
was
in
its
treasury.
present 12,400

voted that the National Loom Fixers’ s«
soclation should take no aotive prelP
nary steps, as a national body, in th
of a strike in New Bedford, but
y
the operatives there should strlk ^ theSlassociaflon pledges itself to star ', .'
These officers were elected
Robert H. Martin, hall R iye
measurer
.1 aines Banford, New B
edford; executive
committee, Thomas t
an of Ad
Paul Watson of New
Redford and ,Toht;
McCarty of Fall Ri

PublirJ
printer.
A
c

4.85 the House
HAWAIIAN

adjourned.

ANNEXATION-

_

th®

p/e6i(U,nt;

veJ>

work" in oo-operation
With the
Natlorjai Eederationof Labor for
the passage of
a natj0rmi eight hour law.
■

Vv.’yfl 'vf^r0

TELEPTaoNE

RECORD BROKEN.

..ash'jjj^

x'enn.. January 5.—It Is bethe long distance telephone record
ii, ied
Tenn.,
was broken today at Gallatin,
when J. U. Connor representative of the
Ball corapanv talked with the operator at
The circuit used passed
Norfolk, Va.
Terrfe
through Nashville, Evansville,
Baute, Indianapolis, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, sVashinicton and Kiohmond to Norfolk making 1500 miles.
OTTAWA UNIVERSITY

DAMAGED.

Ottawa, Ont., January 5.—The east
University was
wing of the Ottawa
burned today. Thu chapel was also badly
camaged. Loss $70,000; fully insured.

&

S

Treat y Will

Be

Called Up in tlie Senat

"^Saop^
Lowest rates in

Boston for First'jjft
ift Class Hotel.

5 —Senator Davis
chairman of tho Senate committee on foi
eign relations, gave notice to the Senat
today that he would egll up the Senat
Hawaiian annexation treaty in executiv 3
session Monday next and ask the Senat J
to oonsider it'eaoh day thereafter unti 1
the treaty should he disposed of.
announcement wa 3
Senator Davis’s
preceded by some active work on the paT t
of
the treaty prior to tb 3
of the friends
opening of tho Senate and also on tb 3
floor after the Senate convened. The r
do not feel absolutely sure of securin
tho (iO votes necessary to ratify the treaty
but were today very hopeful of gettin ;
an
It was positively
that
number.
nounced that the Republican side of th a
on
the
votf
unit
be
a
chamber would
Senators Morrill, Hoar and the two o r
three
Republicans senators who wer 8
classed as doubtful prior to the holida r
considered ns commit
now being
recess
ted to the treaty. The supporters of th
agreement also expect to have the aid c 1
tho silver Republicans, with the exooy
tion of Senator Pettigrew.
The Populists will be divided and
majority of the Democrats will be agairn t
The Democrats, howevet
ratification.

Washington, January

^®Vere H0USe l'eSSeeS ®°-

W Rooms, $\ per day
sinS5e person, or
M $ i. co and upwards
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Centrally
near

located

Union Station
business
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r,ut)
C
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dis-

trict. Artesian well
water from well on

BOSTON.

were

brought back during the cott,the officers for the ensuing year

sent

ARCHITECTS.

to architects In the state

be used

to

oompate in the
Phsobe HearBt arohlteotural competition
for buildings at the University of California. The prize is $50,000, with $20,000
by those who wish

to

premiums to the unsuccessful architects. Architects from all over the world
are Invited to compete.
in

“JOCK” DARLING

DEAD.

5.—Jonathan,
better known as “Jock” Darling, the
famous guide and hunter in Maine, died

Lowell, Me., January

at his home in this town today after
long Illness from stomach trou uJle

a

CRANK ATWHIT'ehouse.

Janu;ary 5.—The police
White' House
were today
a
was
He
arredt a crank.
middle aged
Jacob
named
Herman
Clements,
lived near
he
wjj0
Washington,

officer at the

obliged

to

Williams’^idge, N. Y. He said he bore
the me^jj on his brow, and that he must
6ee
When he wbs donied
f,he President.
he, became boisterous and the officers were
obliged to arrest him and send him to the
station to be examined as to his
police
sanity.

__

LADIES HATS OFF.
January 5.—As a result of the
recent ordinance passed by the board of
whenever the patron of any
that
aldermen
theatre requested the manager to have a
hat or bonnet removed It must be done
under penalty of forfeiture of license, it
was announced
tonight trom the stage
tho
leading vaudeville
from oDe of
“on and after
theatres of this city that
next Monday, every lady must remove her
hat or bonnet, either before taking her
seat, or immediately thereafter.”
Boston,

YOUNG JONES HELD.

Dover, N. H., January 6.—Alfred W.
by
Jones was held for the grand jury
Judge Frost at two o’olook this afternoon.
a
made
Mr. Klver,
Jones’s attorney,
prisoner discharged
motion to have the
had not
on the ground that tne state
proven that he had murdered his mother.
The motion was overruled. The case will
come up before tho Feburary ufm In this
city.

__

AFRAID OF AMERICA.
London, January 5. —IT. Yarrow of Yarrow & Co., tho leading engineering firm
In Poplar, London, cables to the Times
this morning from Benton that tho result
tour of New England has iraof his
pressed him with the fact that a most
severe
competition is inevitable from
the United States. He thinks the Kngllsh engineers now 011 strike are “ignorani.

U'

lUO

piugicoo

U1

umci

and offers to defray the
tour of a delegation that
Boston to Philadelphia
preparing a statement
and flnancialjposltion of

uuu«untip.

expenses of the
would go from
with a view of
the social
as to
American engi-

the
Groavenor for

in the interest of Senator Hanna. The
Hanna men Insisted that there would be
no legatee, while the opposition insisted
that they had Hanna beat now and would
beat Secretary Sherman, Assistant Secretary Day or any other one that the friends
administration
of the
brought out in
place of Hanna.
The feature of the day was the pas'gag0
in the House,
(its first measure ^nd by
unanimous voto), of a bill repealing the
law for 50-year franchises tol street railways. This repealing bill Vas introduced
by Representative Brai^iay, one of tho
Republicans opposing Hanna, and the
bill was considered
aimed at Hanna.
After Bramley^ 6p0ke
for his bill, Mr.
Boxwell replied and charged Hramley
with using t£dg bii; for defense and buncombe.
boxwell said he voted for the 60
year fraf3(,hUo law in tho last legislature
and war, sorry for jt, but he did not then
understand the measure was induced to
support It by Senutor Foraker, who
law.
)T as urging the members to pass that
rThe debate became general and was freely charged by members that Senator
Hanna was at the State house two years
ago, as well as Senator Foraker, lobbyfraning for the 60-year street railway
the
Other proceedings in
chise law.
House were merely routine, but the line*
the
drawn
whenover
were
of Monday
steering committees so desired. In the
Senate there were no new developments,
Senator liurke continued to oo-oporate
with ihe Demoorats.
At 11 a. m., both branohea of the legismet in joint assembly to canvass
lature
the vote of the last state eleotion.
During the two hours devoted to canvassing the vote, the senators and representatives put in the time conferring on
tho senatorial contest.
It was the consensus of opinion that
Hanna was short three votes, and
Mr.
that the opposition was becoming concentrated on Kurtz for the short term and
Bushnell for the long term.
There was much talk in tho lobbies
about the references to Senators Foraker
and Hanna in the discussion of the 50The
vear street railway franchise law.
Republicans said that Hanna was not a
senator two years ago, not then chairman
nor acting in
of the national committee,
public capaoity, and that
any other
Hanna did not come to the State capital,
and lobby
appear before the committees
with the members as they said the senior
scenes
The
at the
did.
Ohio senator
Nell bouse and the Great Southern hotel
today were oontinued with Increased
and counter charges, but no
bitterness
changes are believed to have been made
either
at
headquarters.
At the Great Southern there are two
different headquarters co-operative aud
occupying adjoining suites of rooms. At
the rooms ocoupied by the anti-Hanna
wero announced.
Republicans no changesDemocratic
manathe rooms of the
At
was
there
quite a stir over telegers
ex-Senator
from
Brice,
advising
grams
members to vote for* a
the Democratic
Democrat for U. S. seuator.

MET VIOLENT HALES.

,mi-y,
EDW. REYNOLDS.
J. A. REYNOLDS.
JOHN F. MERROW.
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new

E.

England,-historians.

Boston, Januftriy 5,_xhe annual meeting of the N/ew England Historical
Genealogies^'society was held In this city
I'n the absence of the president,
today.
ex-Goif. William Claflin, tho vice president for New Hampshire, Hon. Ezra S.
Stearns of Conoord, N. H., occupied the
The council report was read by
chair.
Charles S. Ensign and reviewed the work
accomplished in the past year. It urged
house.
the enlargement of the societj’s
on
finance,
Other reports were made,
eleoted
Officers
library and membership.
inoluded the following: President, Hon.
Wm. GlaUtn of Newton; vioe presidents,
Hon. Charles Levi Woodbury of Boston;
Maine;
James P. Baxter of Portland,
N. H.;
Ezra S. Stearns of Concord,
Barrett of Rutland, Yt., Olney
James
Arnold of Pawtuoket, R. I. ; Elbridge E.
secreSalisbury of New Haven, Conn.;
taries, George A. Gordon of Somerville;
Albert H. Hoy, Boston; treasurer, Benjamin B. Torrey of Hanover; librarian,

Ed, PinamTs,
37

Boulevard de Strasbourg, Paris.

Roman Toilet

Soap,

1 toman Extracts, 111 pounds_
.halt pounds and in one oz.
.... bottles...
....

We cail your special attention to
the above, and in addition to these we
have a full line of Ed. Pinaud’s
exquisite perfumes and toilet prepa-

j

rations.

•——--—•
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RUSS&mY

RUPTURE
Men, Women and Children, cured by
Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation, no detention
from daily duties.
We guarantee a cure in every case we

of

the

accept for treatment, and

no

money is

required until cure is complete.
Physicians invited to call and investigate. Over 12,800 cures already effected.
It is to the interest of every one afflicted
to

investigate this.

Portland Office, 472 Congress St.,
and

Fridays

Saturdays,

Lewiston office, 194 Lisbon St-, Men- & Tubs.
Brur.swic: office, 118 Main St-, ThursdaysBjlh office 43 F/ort St.. Wednesday;.
Office hoars 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
and Fridays 9 a. m. to 8 p. xn.

Monday*

THE BEST VALUE
!j

-|N-

SLEIGHS.

nano

■■--—v

thac Germany has taken a lease of ivaioChou fov fifty years. It says also reports
are
current there that a French occupation of Hai-Nan island is imminent.
WHAT

MISCgLLAICEOPS.

I

n

THE

Gpn o 11111112
“■ Mj JTj IF ■ 11 VA

TIMES SAYS.

London, January 6.—The Times says
“It would he
editorially this morning:
simply to assume that the Relchsanzieger’s despatch tolls the whole story; for It
quite omits to say 'That China gets in return. To the world at large, however,
the material fact is that
Germany
by
pa#steal force lias obtained a naval
fact
that
must
is
the
guide
station. This
either powers in determining their policy.
“The talk of a lease is a mere saving
There is no doubt that
of appearance.
both Germany and China are aware that
it is a practical cession In full sovereignin
It provides a further argument
ty.
favor of an English guaranteed Chinese
loan.”
The morning papers editorials generally
that of the
are in the same strain as
Times.
They poiut out that the contract
is one in whioh Germany apparently gets
everything and China nothing, while the
question of the safety of the missionaries
is entireiy dropped.
Nothing, however, is said about railways or mines.

nniVTl'12

44

Truss braces.
Elegant designs.

IS IT 611WT 17 €! €1
.11 U Sill

44

Low. comfortable, easy.
Pullman car cushions.

COMFORT

“

fiah"'ortaMe

vsAf] UT 17

44

-1FW1

W

lilH

WliDliEi

as

The latest and best double
runners.
Easy to turn, easy

riding.

I

DOUBLE SLEIGHS.
•lie’

JS&£Sr

I

Itions.

1

Pony Sleighs for Children.
Sleighs strong and safe at
prices.
Everything in

very low

Robes.

Fnr

assortment and lowest

Largest
prices.

THE BEST VALUE IN SLEIGHS

BROWN HOLDS THE FORT.
London, January 5.—Special despatches

Fat. safety attachment.
The best construction.

€11
17 112 11 €i
SliEilll
11 W.

at

-—--

F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.’S,
Opposite Post Office.

__

x
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WOOL SALES.
New York,
January o.—The fifth auc
tion of wool was held today at the Wool
Exchange.
Representatives of the wool
were
trade from ail Darts of the country
consisted ot over
present. The catalogues on
a greasy basis,
1,300,000 pounds of wool
About 00
which realized over $250,000
of
wools
were domestic, Bosthe
cent
per
Hartford and Philadelton, Providence,
phia were well represented by buyers.

1846

THE ORIGINAL

1897

peStSIa8ts
The Old Reliable Remedy,

STILL HAS HIS WHEAT.

Chicago, January 5—Rumors circulated
last night that Joseph Leiter had closed
contracts for the disposal of the greater
part of his vast accumulation of wheat to
New York and Baltimore exporters, who
had placed it in Europe, weie positively
denied today by Broker French, who
represents the Leiter interests.

MASSACRE.

Paris, January 5.—Another letter from

Marchand
an officer of the
arose from the killing of twenty

expedition

an

officer,

SeneM. Paul

the expedition by
omte, belonging
gnlese
natives who
subsequently punished

HEALS

and

CURES

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Sore Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
ALSO

“I think
there

Ripans Tabules

best!

I

was

one

and water; there

complained

he had told

us

of

being

very

about it I said

indigestion,’ and

I gave him

pocket.

vial I had in my

a

to

were

four of

are a

us

there

W hen

him, ail that ails you is

Ripans Tabule from

We each of
one

us

took

a

little

one,

and

of the three has

the TABULES and thinks them the

things there

THE

are

uncomfortable.

since then I have learned that every

bought

they

drinksitting the other evening smoking and

ing a little whisky
and

“I guess

is,” said the Colonel;

thing

about the best

greatest

going."

were

by

a

French armed steamer.

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

hung himself in barn.
January 5.—Charles
Peabody, Mass.,
H. Simonds, <50 years of age, was found
dead this evening, bunging in a barn in
Chestnut
the rear of his residence on
street. It is supposed the act was committed during a period of despondency.
Be leaves u wife, son and daughter.
MINISTER THOMAS SAIL'.

Roman Smelling Salts,

.3

_

■*

from Shanghai today say that Mr. J. McLeavy Brown, the British Corean customs
agent at Seoul maintains a firm hold of
the
that M. Alexeiff,
bis post, and
Russian agent who has been endeavoring
been
has
the
oommitA
to
Englishman,
Medford.
supplant
John Ward Dean of
uontrol of the finances,
tee was appointed to consider obanges in unable to obtain
owing to the fact that all the funds are
the by-laws.
name in the Hong
Brown’s
Mr.
In
vested
Kong bank at Shanghai which Institution
julia a. warr;missixg.
only honors Mr. Brown’s signature.
over
Boston, January 5.—It Is now
The negotiations between Sir Claude
four weeks since the schooner Julia A. M. Maconald, the British minister at
for
Vineyard Pekin and the TBung-Ll-Yaman (the
Warr left Calais,
Me.,
Haven, and nothing has been heard from Chinese foreign office) with reference to
It is feared that the vessel the
her sinoe.
questions arising from the Russian
gales occupation of Port Arthur, are proceedcapsized in one of the terrillc weeks
which swept the ooaat about three
ing.
with
Great
ago. The schooner was owned jointly by
The idea of an alliance
and
Homer N. Skinner of Fall River,
Britain is reported to have excited Intense
James Murohle & Sons of Calais, and the enthusiasm in Japan.
owners and friends hare given her up as
The Marquis Ito’s cabinet, it is added,
lost. The crew list of the vessel was as will endeavor to promote
an Anglofollows:
Captain, George Warr; mate, Japanese alliance.
Fred Wilson of Joncsport; cook, J.Moses;
NO SHIPS FOR CHINA.
seamen, William Warr and Campbell McThe boat was built in Calais in
Kay.
Now York, January 5.—Seor. tary of the
1691.
Navy John D. Long, who was In this city
UNION PACIFIC PAID FOR.
today, when asked If the Chinese complications would render it necessary to have
New York, January 5.—The last pay- the United States more fully represented
Union
ment to tho government by the
in those waters, said:
Pacific reorganization committee for the
“No, I do not think we will require
Union Pacific railroad was made today,
any more of our vessels there. We always
(round figures) be- Kptip tt ^UUU Ucdu in Wivoo nraiwn auu v»vj
a check for $6,050,000
ing deposited with Assistant United no think we will want any more.
States Treasurer Jordan at the sub-treasReferring to Senator Toll's declaration
ury. The payment concludes practically that this country should interfere to preho financiering of the Union Pacific re- vent the dismemberment of China, Secreorganization and the payment of the debt tary Long said: “As far as the compliof $58,000,000 to the government. The re- cation in those foreign countries is conorganization committee and the reorgan- cerned we ought to follow the advice of
ized company are now entitled to take
George Washington.
possession of the road.

riflemen and

The JOHN W. PERKINS CO.

Vl„ 1_S

a_

__

to

_

Three men were killed at the Avondalo
mine of the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western Coal company at Wilkesbarre,
Pa., Wednesday by a terrific explosion of
g»«-

Geo.

WHAT CAUSED

TOILET PREPARATIONS

were

Smith of Everett, was
elected president of the senate, and John
L. Bates of Boston was chosen speaker
for the third suocesslve year.

PERFUMERY and

j

*3

chosen.
Hon.

legislature

• —---

Boston, January 6.—Captain McDonald

parent.

in me

leagues.

from
of the Lone Star steamer Miami
anchored
Galveston via Havana, which
below last night and arrived at her berth
disat Mystic wharf this morning, to
3
charge her cargo of cotton and other merviolent
had
northwest
i chandise, reports
gales throughout the
4 k and west northwest
She landed 71 head of cattle at
passage.
v,ere
transferred
which
Havana
by lighti ers. Captain McDonald states that everyHavana and many ve'sat
is
qnito
i
thing
f
including a number of American
4 l,! eels
are in port there
discharging.
* > schooners,
The city is illlcd with Spanish troops in
3 greater numbers than he has seen there
|) previously. No signs of disorder are ap-

i,

fjeraooraia

only three are said to agree with Brice
the ilnancial question and it is said
on
they will not break away from the course
agreed upon by their Democratic col-

DURRANT’S LAST HOPE GONE.

)

the oo

Of

neers.

:

on

departure of Congressman
Washington, after ex-Secretary of State
Ryan and othors had recently been there

|

premises.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

.n-er»
D

CHANCE FOR

San Francisco, Cal., January 5.—In
the United States Circuit court
today
Judges Morrow and De HaveD rendered
in
subthe Hurrant case
their decision
mitted to them eu banc yesterday.
Thay
writ
of
denied the application for a
h abeas corpus and refused to grant Dnrfrom
this
rant’s attorneys leave to appeal
decision.

1)
jj

and

It

J for'two.

ye terday

l

100

<5®>
da,

„

Monday.
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result of the meet-

administration, describing
particularly what took place la the government printing office, to the head of
which, he said, Mr. Cleveland appointed
would do tho “dirty work.”
a man who
in a single day, he said, Public Printer
Benedict discharged 150 men. That was
known at the government printing office
as
“Bloody Monday.” On another day
in

When 1800 removals
410.
had been made and 1800 Democrats ap
pointed, Mr.Clevelandjpressed tho button
the civil service was thrown over
and
them. He read what purported to ho a
literal transcript of the reasons assigned
for the discharge of tho Republican em
ployes in the secret record of Mr. Benedict’s private secretary. Some of them
Polo
were very amusing and kept the House
Tonight the leaders of the Maine
Li ague, the Lewistons, will play the in a roar.
When he had concluded the reading,
home tram In City Hall. The LewiBtons
have reached the top of the ladder and Mr. Perkins, Republican of Iowa, asked
in
that
are trying their best to
posi- if it was proposed to return to a system
stay
tion. The Portland toam can give the which made such a recital possible.
Lewistons a good argument, and when“No,” replied Mr. Landis, “but we
ever these two teams come together there want to modify the law.”
Furbattle.
Mr.
is sure to bo an exciting
Henderson, Republican of Iowa,
bush, whose rough playing has made him protested against the production of the
extremely unpopular in this city, is the record of one man in condemnation oi
main sta'v of the Lewiston team, and be the best system yet devised for the purimay be relied upon to furnish plenty of fication of the government servioe. He
excitement wherever he appears. The said the civil service commission did not
Portland men are on their mettle when endorse such work.
from Lewiston,
Mr. Landis said that after the present
ever they meet the team
came into
ana a big crowd will probably be in «t- administration
power, Mr.
endanoe tonight to oheer them on to vic- Benedict’s private
secretary bad been
tory. Reserved seats may be obtained dismissed. But he had not remained out
of the service. He had been reinstated
today at Chandler’s music store.
and after successive transfers was now
in the ^office of the commission. If the
PRICE OF A BALL CLUB.
commission did not endorse him, why
St. Louis, January 5.—The Post Dls- was he now in their office?
patoh, in its last edition this afternoon
Unless the law was modified by its
The St. Louis Browns have been
says:
Mr. Landis said, a Democratic
sold to u syndicate composed of John T. friends, and a Demooratio congress
president
Brush, the Indianapolis baseball mag- would destroy it root and branch. The
nate. Messrs.Talbott and Sohmidt of thot
law should be rescued from the cluto*- e
city and Frank D. Robinson, president of of the zealots. Mr. Landis was voeife^ 0‘U6
The price paid was
ebe Cleveland club.
ly applauded.
2:15,000 of whioh $30,000 is in cash and the
Mr. Lawrence, Populist ofNcibragfea 1
remainder in notes.
for the^
debate
closed the
ay wjtb
speeoh in favor of civil ser „JC6 ref0rm
He criticized Mr. Landi#who b0 6flid
LOOlff FIXERS’ ASSOCIATION.
urged the abuses of the gBolJg eyf,tem ft
Boston. January 5.—The annual con- an argument for a
retm£„ Ht0 tbnt s,-stem
Fixers’
asLfvom
vention of the National
Mr. Kioharoson,
of Ten ties
sociation met today in Wells Memorial see; In rep y to
asperted tha
Mry£andig
continue
in t.htt rprnr.i shnv
hall, and will probably
u...
President service was ex
session two or three days.
6
to the
>ufje(|
governmen
Fall
of
Robert II, Martin
River, presided printing onr
onjy m per cent of the ein
and there wos a good attendance of dehad
ployes
a
under
Dejno
ge(Jn appointed
legates. National Secretary Shovelton of crattc ar;ministfration
while 44 per cen
his report, in hao beFall River, submitted
appointed by a. Republic*! 1
of
the
rewhioh he
disapprovingly
cenr, reauction

a

reputation as a spoilsman. He sneered ing a convention will be held in Lewiston night to their original places.
at the professional civil service reformers.
the
next week, for the arrangement of
There was much comment today
He denounced Mr. Cleveland’s methods

mi

__WISCE^LA?rEOrS.

New York, January 5.—W. W. Thomas,
of Portland, Maine, who has been
Jr

and Norappointed minister tohisSweden
wife ami
son
way, accompanied by
sailed today on the St. Louis for Southampton.^_

In East Boston last night Mrs. Annie
till a
years old, attempted to
Kin<r,
and as a result was
lighted kerosene lampthat
sho
died a few
terribly burned
hours after at the hospital.
a tour story
on
buildworking
While
ing on Magazine street, Koxbury, Wednesday afternoon, Charles Bonefore, 5i
from the roof to the ground
vears old, foil
he died
which
receiving injuries fromto the
hospital.
W'bil* being oanvayed

Page, a resident oi
now living, G. P.
this town, and John Leahy of Seattle,
Wash. This lodge has a membership ol
Houlton, January 5.—Monument lodge 230 in good standing.
of Masons, No. 06, dedicated a new hall
The hall which was dedicated tonight,
Officers of the Grand Lodge of occupied
third story of a
the entire
tonight.
Maine conducted tho ceremony, assisted new brick blook erected during the past
by Monument lodge, and at the close of season, on a corner lot. The building
service a banquet
tho dedication
was is 75 by 05. feet. The apartments of MonHOULTON

MASONIC

HALL

DEDI-

CATED.

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS !!
bottle* only, with
Sold in
buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
For

Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For

the Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

so*

Hon. R. W. Shaw as toastmaster ument lodgoj are fitted with all the apmade. the address of welcome which was pointments
that go to make thoroughly
responded to by Grand Master Joseph A. up-to-date lodge rooms.
For Monument lodge, WorshipLocke.
™
CAPTAIN TRASK RESIGNS.
ful Master Geo. A. Gorham, Jr., respondNew York, January 5.— Captain G. D.
ed, giving the history of the lodge from
of the Sailors’ Snug
its organization. Aroostook R. A. chap- S. Trask, governor
Harbor Home on Staten Island, who was
No. 20,
was
ter,
represented by High censured by the trustees of that instituPriest Ira G. Hussey,
and St. Aldemar tion handed in his resignation today.
served.

commandery, No. IT, by Eminent ComPOND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first clads drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

mander James Archibald.
The charter for Monument

""DEATHS

FALL OFF SLIGHTLY.

Ont., January 5.—It now aplodge. No.
pears that there were 20 deaths from the
96, was granted May 5, 1850, but the collapse of the floor in the City hall. To
lodge was instituted November S, 1858. the list of dead,the name of John HamilOnly two of the original .petitioners are ton Fewer has bean added.
London,

I'HE. MUNICIPAL COURT.

E. Blaney, a young man of
Thomas
was before the
rather neat appearance,
morning, arcourt
yesterday
municipal
raigned on a charge of having damaged
house to the extent of $o.
a

HERE

AND

Items of Interest Picked Up

May, which reship her anchor off
obliged
cently
dwelling
White Head near Rockland to keep from
lie entered a- plea of not guilty.
ashoro arrived here yesterday aftergoing
Mr. Ephraim F. Ellis, in whose house
She is bound
noon leaking quite badly.
the affair had occurred,said that Blaney,
from Red Reach to New York with a
at
the
been
house
for
had
who
stopping
of stone, and has been having a
had come home on Tuesday cargo
6omo time,
hard cruise so far. The May will repair
not having any key to the
night and
at the Rerlin Mills company hero and
door, smashed out a pane of glass. Blaney then
proceed.
made a general denial.
Tho schooner L. V. B. Hutchins is still
The court imposed a line of $10 and
at anchor in the sjream and her skipper
schooner Henry
to

wns

cost*.
Patrick

This
is the only man on board of her.
I. Murphy for the larceny of
schooner recently came in here leaking
on
of
a
overshoes
from
three pairs
shop
badly, and so far has made no .effort to
Fore street, was sentenced to 60 days in
The schooner is quite an old one
repair.
j til, anu Elvine Palmer, a common night and tho captain of her does not wish to
walker, received the same sentence.
proceed to Boston with his cargo unless
ordered to do so by the owners. The cargo
CAR RAN AWAY.
was shipped at Calais by Murchle & Son,
Portland and Cape Elizabeth car No.
and is consigned to William H. Wood &
Willard
IT bound to South Portland and
Son of Boston. No vessel can be obtained
and which left the city at 9.15 Wednesday
and
on which tho cargo can be reshipped
short cut
a
take
to
morning attempted
the captain of the May is undecided what
on
the
down
grade
across lots.
Coming
to do.
a
Market street, the car had attained
Thefschooner E. A. Whitmore, Captain
on
good speed when the motorman put
Whitmore of Northeast Harbor is in the
his brake only to tind that it would not
are
two
On board of this vessel
with ice port.
stop the car on the rails covered
strapping six footers, Joo and John
This
as
glass.
and snow and slippery
Witmore, who are twins and they look so
would not have been so bad but the sand
much alike that their own father cannot
of it had
pipe wouldn’t work as tho end
tell which is John and which is Joe.
Become filled up with the light snow and
These young fellows have been having a
out
it
there was no time to dig
in
time with their acquaintances
gay
When the car struck the curve at Fore
Portland, and some of their pranks are
street those who saw it say the speed was
os is the tale of the mishaps
as amusing
car left the
The
something startling.
of Shakespeare's two Dromios.
Marthe
down
on
rails and kept straight
The schooner Wideawake arrived here
street or
ket street hill to Commercial
with a good sized cargo of fish.
it stopped yesterday
where
sidewalk
the
to
nearly
The Hattie Muriel cleared yesterday for
the
curbing.
close.to
she will discharge a portion
there Salem, where
A spectator told the reporter that
of her cargo of lumber.
four
and
were six passengers; two women
The steamer Peconlc which arrived here
but at the company’s
men on the car,
recently with a cargo of sulphur has
one passenbut
was
there
said
is
it
office
cleared for Boston, and will probably sail
However, by rare good luck no one
ger.
today.
cover
the
was injured and fifty cents will
The mud digger is doing good
work
car.
the
to
damage
sinoe ooming from the
Portland
comA blook and tackle were hitched to the
works.
pany’s
it.
back
car
another
pulled
runaway and
Owing to a slight break down to one of
with but
up the hill and on to the track
the belts in the belt conveyor yesterday
little difficulty.
morning, the old elevator was brought
into service to load bonded grain into the
COURT.
LAW
RESCRIPTS FROM
Memnon while the damage was being reThe following rescripts were received
paired.
from the Law court Wednesday:
During the month of December 449
Sagadahoc, ss. Samuel C. Lord vs. passengers landed at Portland from the
Henry Longdon.
There were 416 aliens
ocean steamers.
Rescript by Foster, J.—By the common
law a man inay build a fence on his own and 33 American citizens. Of the immiland as high as he pleases, although by so grants 107 will make their homes in this
doing it may obstruot his neighbor’s light country.
The nationalities were ns foland air.
or
other
2; French, 3; Herman,
fence
Hungarian,
statute,
“any
lowj:
Bgt by
fence, un- 2; Italian, 1; Finn, 2; English, 70; Irish,
struoture In the nature of a
necessarily exoeeding eight feet in height, 4; Sootch, 3; Welch, 1.
maliciously kept and maintained for the
The Thompson boat Devona sailed from
or occupurpose of annoying the owners
shall
be Shields for this port, January 4.
of
property,
adjoining
pants
deemed a private nuisance.
The steamer Manhattan sailed at eight
The gist of an notion against a party o’clock for New
York, and the John Engfor maintaining suoh a structure is that
in the afternoon.
it is “malioiously kept and maintained.” 11s arrived early
that
show
must
The cutter Woodbury started out on a
The
plaintiff
motive. cruise to the eastward.
malevolence was the dominant
Molirm overruled.
has
The big
barge Knickerbocker
vs. Isaac
Yo..;, ss. John A. Rhoades
finished discharging coal for Randall and
Varney et als.
Rescript by Foster, J.—Although be- McAllister.
tween joint employes, one of them takes
The schooners Wide Awalsa and Lettie
upon himself the function of a workman,
with fish. The latter
the relation of master and servant never- (4. Howard arrived
vessel wus covered with ice nearly as badtheless continues to subsist.
Where .-^defendant standing in the rela- ly as the Uncle Joe’that arrived Tuesday.
tion of master, knows, or by the exercises
but brought in a
She had a rough time
of ordinary care ought to know, that the
plaintiff is in a place of danger, it is the good fare of fish.
Tbe Allan liner Sarmatian,
duty of such defendant therefore to exerCaptain
cise ordinary care on his part so as not Johnston, sailed for
Glasgow yesterday
to expose the plaintiff to perils that might
with a large cargo.
by the exercise of such care have been morning
A fisherman of observant habits says it
avoided.
Tho servant, though
employed in a is his belief that a dory life saving station
place of more or less danger, has a right on Ram Island, just outside
Cushing’s,
the
care on
due
of
ic expect the exercise
might prove of great assistants'" fo" dispart of his employer.
The servant in assuming the ordinary tresse^'Bafietg.- Ardory, as^is well known,
risks of an employment does not assryj»» will live where
any sort of boat will.
tho
a risk which Is
Another fastfreight run ha9 been made
led

employer's

consequenoeR<^''the
negligence. MoUgj^Terru

LljjerfSHIP

COMING.

on the Grandffrunk
ment of frutjs by the

railway.

A ship-

steamship Mongolian
Portland on Thursday

The Good Will clrole of the Knightvill
M. E. churcli, held their regular meetin*
last evening in the church vestry.
The Knightvllle schools resumed thei:
sessions this week under the same teach
ars.

having a hydraulic automatic ventl
lating machine put into their large rost
house, and by this means tha house wil
be kept at just tho required temperaturi
ire

without difficulty.
The Samuritan society held their regu
[ar
mooting yesterday afternoon witl
Mrs. Turner Jewett.
There have been no vessels on the ma
rine railway for the past few days.
Thi
railwuy is usually so busy that whei
let up does come it is particularly no
iioeahle.
At the special meeting of the People1

Free PilSs.
Buoklen
Send your address to H. E.
& Co., Chicago, and get a free sample
A
box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
trial will convince you of their merits.
These pills are easy in action
and are
particularly effective in the cure of ConFor Mastipation and Sick Headache.
laria and Liver troubles they have been
proved invaluable. They are guaranteed
10 be perfectly free from
every deleterious substance and to be
purely vegetable.
They do not weaken by their
action,
but by giving tonio to stomach and bowels greatly invigoiotes the system. Regu25o. per bsx. Sold by li. P.
ar size
S.
Goold. 677 Congres street, under Congress Square Hotel.

Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
THE LEST SALVE in the

world for

n nnvo rm

assistant.
Mr. Ray Ellis of South Portland fell oi
;he Knightvllle Ice pond Tuesday after
aoon
and sprained his right leg.
Bayard lodge, No. 44, K. of P., are ti
hold their installation of officers this eve

Portland.
The scene about the Grand Trunk docks
last night was a lively one. The elevator was pouring grain into the holds of
two steamships and the
steam wenches
were

making the night hideous with their

rattle and roar. Tho custom house officers have been obliged to wort night and
day during the past few weeks, and some
of them have practicully lived about the
docks

during

all this tlino.

---

THE BUILDERS’ EXCHANGE.

supper

was

address.

an

Rookamecoofc tribe of Red Men pos
poned their publio installation of officers

at

of Bethany Congre
Rational Y.P. S. C. E. are nearly perfect
;d, for the exercises are to be held nex

anniversary

tveek.
.The week of pruyer services at the Peo
pie’s Methodist and Bethany churches
ire being well attended and much inter
BSt is shown in tho meetings.
Mr. Q. P. S. Dyer, who has been quiti
the past week is now im
sick during

until next Tuesday evening, January 14th.
Stroud
The monthly meeting of the
water W. C. T. U., wus held yesterday
afternoon.
The Newcomers club of Woodfords were

The schools at Town House corner an
to resume their sessions next Monday af
ter their holiday vaoation of three weeks
; Miss Hattie Purington has just returnee
from a pleasant two weeks’ visit to Rev

<jf

Hill lodge K.
will be installed at their meeting

Rocky

to

served.
The two rosewood

gavels recently preFollows
sented Fraternity lodge of Odd
member of the
were made by a brother
order, Mr. J. S. Gilliatt of Ligonia lodge

The hardware men of Portland, mostli
jf the wholesale species, dined at the Con
I
;ress Square hotel Tuesday evening.
was a small cotorie of guests, but quite t
'actor in the mercantile life of Portland

Very pretty

menus

were

participants and a social confab was en
joyed for several hours.
The hardware men here organised somi
time ago, and have held regular month
ly meeting, although once or twice a yoai
they include viands in thojprogramme
Although no formal speeches were madi
last night, there was more or less inoiden
conversation concerning the trade
tal

anJTf~i5ft'of^generaT^T§Fdcin8trade

at

rapidly growing prosppets
der the McKinley administratidrtV.
UNIFORM

K. OF
TION.

RANK,

P.

the olos? of the installation the members
enjoyed a social hour. The next meeting
of the lodge will be held in the new Odd
Fellows’ block.
The members of the Us Four are to
hold their dance this evening in Abbotts

hall, North Deering.

thi
un

ning

at

WESTBROOK.

|

leaves

today to re
suite his duties at Tufts college.
Miss Bertha Knight leaves today fo;
Newark, N. J.. where she*will bo thi
guest of Mrs. Dr. Potter.
Mrs. Maud Allen left yesterday for Bos

Mrs. Manson

have

Salem, N. H.

It is rumored that the Westbrook ging
soon start up, as the tie
lain mill may
nand for ginghams is said to lie gone
ind not any manufactured goods of anj
hand. If this shoulf
on
arge amount
would be welcome
jrove to be true it
jews for this city.
Dr. A. F. Murch and wife entertainer
'our tables at whist Monday evening.
Mr. J. R. Andres is conlincd to hi:
^ louse suffering with a bad odd.
A DAY IN CAMP.
The military entertainment, illustrating
day of camp life, to be given by tin
! ihoridan Rifles assisted with appropriate
nusio by the full American Cadet banc
vill be a decided novelty in this locality,
his with music by an orchestra of 2(

The/ annual meeting of the Portland
Bruises,
Cuts,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Lever Sores, Tetter, (Jbapped Builders’ Exchange was held on Tuesday
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin
and the following officers wero
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or evening
| ileees for the grand ball which follow;
elected:
no pay required. It is guaranteed to
give
( he entertainment should be the mean;
President—George A. Willey.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
if attracting a sufficient number to fil.
Price 25 cent* per box. For sale by H. P.
Vice-President—A. K. Walker.
* he Auditorium to overflowing on the
S. Goold, 677 Congress St.,
under ConSecretary—Charles E. Snow.
t vening of Wenesday, January 12th.
gress Square Hotel.
Treasurer—Syl vacua Bourne.

It describes

are
Servant during
lar order of the day; but all this is given with Dr. Mitchell's keen characterization and wit. In the first instalment the following are the subjects :

Chapter 111.—What

Introductory,—Wherein is some account
a thief reformed by circumstances.
Chapter I.—Of how Francois, the foundthe
ling, was cared for by the good fathersofofwhat
Benedictine asylum for orphans, and

ol

comes

losing your

voice, and of how a cat and a damsel got him
in trouble—whereupon Francois, preferring

of

Norwich

Rioe

University,

leaves today for
where ho intends

in medicine.
The following notice has been senl
around to all members of the Deering
Chorus, and those who have thought of

taking

a course

JlUU

miu

icvjuontvm

uo

of lad he was.
Chapter II.—In which Francois becomes
a choir boy and serves two masters.
manner

'T'HEIR racial origin and characteristic1: will
be described in an early number by Henry
Edward Rood and the artist Jay Hambidge,
with a number of striking illustrations of

“GOOD AMERICANS,”
the Hoise
fashionable life
or

The Ride of His Life.
Braybrooke’s Double Event Steeple-Chase.
The Popularity of Tompkins.
The Parish of St. Thomas Equinus.
The Bishop’s Missionary Meeting.
How the F. B. L. was Stumped.
The Transfigured Pair.
_Chalmers’s Gold Piece.

Graphic Impressions of an American Writer who Comes Over
Emigrant “No. 1616, Group C.”
With a Picturesque New Series of Drawings by Castaigne.

well

as

article of interest and
ANAmbassador
Andrew D.

White

on

the

Russian Conservative statesman. Mingreat whit*,
writac
fmm nprsonal
contact

THE
—

November
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mence
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:
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January

November

Two new poems by the same author are :
"LINES TO A PORTRAIT BY A SUPERIOR PERSON,”
HER LAST LETTER,” completing the celebrated
and
series, Her Letter,’’ and His Answer to Her Letter.”

Empire.

This poem with illustrations by Relyea, the illustrator of Riley’s
Doc Sifers,” will occupy six pages of The Centurv

HEROES OF PEACE;
Century, which has so brilliantly described and
illustrated warlike patriotism, is printing a sugges-

THE

:ive series of illustrated papers on the “Heroes of
Peace,”
Following Mr. Kiis’s thrilling paper in the
fanuary number, on the

HEROES WHO FIGHT FIRE,
by Gustav Kobbe, Herbert D. Ward, and

vill be articles
Dthers on

Egypt,

and graphic pictures of the desert
and the town, by the artist,
R. TALBOT KELLY.
have

ever

Known

so

Every-Day

Heroism.
Heroes of the Life-Saving Service.
Heroes of the Deep.
Heroes of the Railroad Service, Etc,

and in the villages. He
describes scenes far from the
beaten track of travel, as well as
those more familiar.»

prietors,

GILBERT STUART’S
PORTRAITS OF WOMEN,

1 he Sand-Storm.

^xOliftlrms

^

Desert.
antH!?e ^vi!

Family Life

who comissue can have

and

December
NUMBERS

FREE,
begin all of the serials, including Mrs. Burton Harrison’s novel of New
York life, “Good Americans.” All dealers take
subscriptions and supply the
free numbers, or the remittance of $4.00
may be made directly to the publishers.
and tlius

Tim Century Co., New York

Engraved by Peter Aitken and Henry Wolf,

^ye’Natives.

including:

Affile tf?e

Sally McKean, Marchionessd*Yrugo.

Mrs. Plumstead.
Frances Cadtvallader, Lady Erskine, Mrs. Gatliff.
Mrs. John Travis.
Slancy Pennington.

Street Scenes in

An Unfamiliar Page of American

A

American writers of short stories will appear

rnelius Stevenson, of

I
FRANCOIS

M

LEARNING TO JUGGLE.
From "The sid-nent^res of Fratigois

durinp- the vear.

most remarkable draftsmen of the

present day is Andre Casartist identified with the Century Magazine. Mr. Castaigne
is a Frenchman whose artistic schooling began at the Beaux-Arts. He has
lived for several years in America, and his versatile talent has been employed on a large variety of subjects. The following series are mong
an

HIS NOTABLE WORK:
THE WORLD’S FAIR SERIES—the best drawings of the Chicago Exposition.
OLYMPIC GAMES—tv«o series: The Old Games (carefully restored) and the revival of
IS96 at Athens.
ROME AND THE VATICAN (including views of St. Peter’s, the Forum restored, and
two striking portraits of Pope Leo X.).
THE EMIGRANT’S PROGRESS (from Europe to the prairies of the West).
WASHINGTON CITY (strikina drawings of scenes and public buildinas).

LIFE IN THE STEERAGE (characteristic scenes in the life of the emigrant at sea—
an admirable set of drawings).
THE MAMMOTH CAVE (the mast artistic and satisfactory pictures ever made of the
famous cave).
SCENES AT NIAGARA FALLS (an impressively illustrated series including new
points of view).

THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD,

ount

yet print*

era

history,

"s

The Temple of Diana at Ephesus.
The Mausoleum.
The Colossus of Rhodes.
Alexandria.

and

Timely

E's^s

Writers

aPPear

are

of "The American Commonweal, h. bong orn of lus „
which he analyzes the conception of Equality and exam,
realized politically, socially and economically.

:

far ,

can

^

BURROUGHS ON BOOKS AND ON BIRDS.
FRANCIS C. WALKER’S paper in December on “The
pm an-nrcPls
erty," with comments on Henry George’s theories. A prominent
declares this to be the best study of the subject he has ever read.
JOHN

Sfh’T^th P°VZ

GEN.

Fraternalism vs. Paternalism in Jovern“
PROF. RICHARD T. ELY.
ment,” a timely and suggestive paper.
GEORGE KENNAN, author of the work on Siberia and the Exile System,—
an original and striking essay on “The Origin of Music.’’
PRES. DANIEL C. GILMAN on Tocqueville, and his great work on “Democracy in America.”

“A Myth of Waterloo.”

FORBIDS, the noted English lated story that after the defeat of Bliicher at
war correspondent, has written a
paper Ligny. the Duke of Wellington visited him to
entitled “A Myth of Waterloo” for the January learn definitely what
support he could expect
Century. The “myth” is the widely circu- in the impending battle of Waterloo.

ARCHIBALD

ASCENT OE THE ENCHANTED MESA.
1j

With full-page pictures by Castaigne, accompanying brief papers by Prof. Beniamin Ide Wheeler,
of Cornell, lately connected with the American School at Athens, on the myth, tradition, and
Erchteology of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, as follows:

4.
5.
6.
at

and authentic

ed in English of the reign of Maximilian in Mexico—one of the
most remarkable episodes of mod-

in

NEW WORK BY CASTAIGNE TO APPEAR
IN THE CENTURY.

1. The Pyramids.
2. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
3. The Statue of Zeus at Olympia.
7. The Pharos

ar

Among Valuable

CASTAIGNE
of

n

is now giving
pV .}o .Sphia,the
nadei^v
oniy popui he CENTUR^

Important Essays by prominent
to

THE CENTURY’S ARTIST,

the
ONE
taigne,

History.

WOMAN’S REMINISCENCES
OF MAXIMILIAN’S REIGN.

Will appear this year in The Century,

pi'-o

CENTURY
Began With The

BRET

of serious reflections on the imforth with a light touch.

“THE CENTURY” HAS SECURED A SERIES OF CHARMING

Europeans
the country and the people
FEW
he
has lived with the Bedouin
well;

It must be remembered that Mr.
others.
Cole's work can be fonnd only in The Century Magazine.

AND POEMS.

IN EGYPT.
on

The present series includes examples of
come.
the following English Masters : Hogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, Wilson and

one

Every year more Americans
spend part of the winter

Picturesque Papers

artistic nature in the magazines has so
a chance for survival in the
years to

of the greatest of the living masters of fiction, is conHARTE,
tributing some of his best work to The Century. His next story will be:
“THE PASSING OF ENRIQUEZ,” handsomely illustrated.

with the subject of his paper; he tells also
of the well-known miracle-worker, Father
Ivan. Striking portraits of these two Russians
are eiven.

importance by

an

good

BRET HARTE’S NEW STORIES

CONSTANTINE POBEDONOSTZEFF

ness

Volume

as

migration problem set

The most influential personage in the Russian

of

Timothy
appearing in The Century. Having engraved
the Old Italian and the Old Dutch Masters, he
Old English Masters.”
is now engraving the
Amid all the cheap and ephemeral half-tone
work of the day Mr. Cole’s work has a lasting
importance, and it is doubtful whether anything

vvnat stopped
magazine by his sea stones,
the Ship,” and “The Mutiny on the‘Jinny
Aiken.’” His descriptions of the steerage are
done to the life, and are full of amusing anecas

dynamite,”

most exquisite wood-engravings being
pHE
x
Cole now
made are those of

THE STEERAGE OF TO-DAY.

dote

various types among the men and women.
The artist has written as well as pictured
his impressions of this strange “land of

THE CENTURY PRINTS
THE BEST WOOD-ENGRAVINGS.

Member of Society, by David Gray, is an illustrated series
among horses, of a piquant and original character, including:

as a

CINCE Robert Louis Stevenson’s description
°
of his experiences in the steerage there has
been nothing so vivid as the paper by H. P.
Whitmarsh in the February Century. Mr.
Whitmarsh is the author of articles on Pearl
Diving, and is familiar to the readers of this

method of carrying tracks over and under sur-»
face streets in England and Europe will be
fully illustrated.

THE PENNSYLVANIA COAL-MINERS

Mrs. Burton Harrison’s Novel of New York Society:

“GALLOPS,”

be

Level
interested in the article on
Railway Crossings,” to be discussed by Mr. F.
B. Locke, an expert on the subject.
The

will

OTHER FICTION OF THE YEAR.

ent at the meeting of the Deering chorus
at Hoegg Hall, Deering Centre, as busi-

The

The Entire Traveling Public

the world to a monastery, ran away from the
chanters of Notre Dame.
Chapter IV.— Of how the world used
Francois, and of the reward of virtue. Fie
makes his first friend.

including
“The Two Quick Devils of Totsuka.”
“The Transit of Gloria Mundy.”
NUMBER of other stories by some of the best

Clarence

announced.

at

of pure adventure.

Centre.

The West End W. C. T. U. met witl
Mrs. Gilkey, Stroudwater street, Tucsaaj
ifternoon. The meeting was called to or

lister, Mrs. Blake

one

NEW STORIES bythe AUTHOR OF
“THE CAT AND THE CHERUB,”

svening.

Subject to be

story is

has a very bad cold.
Mr. li. J. Gilman, of Colebrook, N.
IL, is visiting with friends in Deering

the Prospectus.”
Mr. and Mrs. D. \Y. Hoegg leave this
morning for a four weeks’ visit to
Florida.

ier by the president, Mrs. N. D. Center
k paper was read by Mrs. Paul L. Chand
'er on “Home Making.” The next meet
ng will.be held with Mrs.Chandler wher
Mrs. Charles T. Ames will read a paper

new

as

Hawkingtathe

Miss Annie Latham has returned
her holiday trip to Boston.
Hon. Myron E. Moore is sick at his
He
home on Stevens Plains avenue.

Mr.

CENTURY has obtained twenty-four striking and exclusive views of
scenes and hardships attendant on last summer's rush to the Alaskan
gold-fields, which will be published in an early Century. The articles, contributed by Mr. John Sidney Webb and Mr. Edward S. Curtis, deal with both
the Yukon River journey and the terrible trip over the mountain passes from
Dyea, and abound in information refating to the system of allotting claims,
the character of the diggings, and the methods of working them. The articles
present the comnietest picture yet given of life in the tragic Klondike region.

THEthe

MITCHELL’S
DR. Francois
“Foundling, Adventurer, Juggler, Fencing-Master and
the reguthe French Revolution.” Flair-breadth ’scapes

from

\

join her husband, who has securer
situation there.
Presuinpscot commandery, No. 209 o:
the Golden Cross, will install officers thi:

“THE RIVER TRIP TO THE KLONDIKE.”
"THE RUSH TO THE KLONDIKE OVER THE MOUNTAIN PASSES.”

By DR. S. WEIR MITCHELL.

in the desert, with the landed pro-

of great importance is to come before
the meeting. At this pieetlng a president, treasurer and two directors are to
be elected. Everybody's name must be in
by Monday night, as all the names are
be sent to New York to be published in

ton to

January Century).

FRANCOIS.”

OF

returned

'?rom^BeTr^(nicIif^?l?ftT<,^~*N^*v

JUiiil lif-i

Rollins

to
eve-

Lewis hall.

Mr. and

ELES

First Lieutenant—W. B. McCausland.
Second Lieutenant—3. S. Wilson.
Recorder—W. A. Gilman.
Treasurer—A B. Brown.
S. K. Guard—G. W. Jones.
S. K. Sentinel—M. J. Driscoll.

B.

with the

DEERING CENTRE.

Captain— P. H. Higgins.

Eddie

connected

The Ladies’ Circlo

Woodford’s Uni versa list society are
hold a supper and social on Friday

mL iiLUINUIKL
Profusely Illustrated,

story of the French

ADVENTURES

“THE

The gavels are handsome
of Portland.
and are highly prized by the officers and
members of Fraternity lodge.
of
the officers
The Installation of
Columbia lodge, Daughters of Rebecca,
At
was held last evening in the old hail.

provided for thi

a

Revolution,

of

his recent illness and i:
recovered from
now able to attend to his business.

BANQUET

nugn Wynne,

of sketches of

hall is located.
The invitations have been extended to
the members of the lodge and their lady
friends, as also to prominent members of
At the conclusion of the dedithe order
cation exeroises refreshments are to be

OF HARDWARE MEN.

The Author ot

A story of the American Revolution, has written
illustrated by Castaigne (begins in the

PIvery member of the company
is urged to be in attendance as a good
time is in store for the occasion.
There is to be a supper and social this
Oakdale at the
evening by the residents

a
to mako
intends
completi
change in the architecture of the; interio;
if the house. The chimney whioh wa:
is to be removed jAnd a nev
iefeotive
ind smaller chimney built in its place.
Mr. H. E. Brooks, Preble street, ha:

Gordon

which began in November, will excel in the variety and freshness of its contents.

Which portrays contemporaneous social life in the characteristic manner of
the author of “The Anglomaniacs and “A Bachelor Maid.”

be held this evening.
The dedication services of Ionic hall the
hall to be ocoupied by Deering lodge F.
and A. M. are to be held this evening in
the new Odd Follows block in which the

*

The Present Volume,

Woodfords.
The members of Hose 3
of Morrill’s
corner are to enjoy an oyster supper this
evening at their hose house on Forest

P.,

Mrs. Harry Ryder, formerly of thii
village, but now located at New Sharon.
Mr. N. E. Gordon is to commence toda;
the repairs and remodelling of hi:
in
house, recently damaged by fire. Mr

THE CENTURY IS THE GREAT FAMILY MAGAZINE OF THE WORLD.

entertained on Tuesday evenlng, at the home of Mr. ana Mrs. tieorgc
T. Edwards of H;gh street.
The A. B. C. Klass held their regular
meeting yesterday morning at the home
of Mrs. Mary Baxter,
Pleasant street,

Pitt street hall.
The offioers of

md

popular magazine is more thoroughly edited for entertainment and instruction in the homes of the people,
No

pleasantly

avenue.

proving.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE

enjoyed.

work. J. H. Lervis also gave

their hull. A supper will be hel< l
it the closed of the meeting, and severa 1
landidatos are also to take the side de
gree of the “Order of Gorillas.”
The
plans for the celebration of thi

viaa

by any of the steamships running into

pionio

The
opened with a
evoning session
social,service led by G. H. Boothby. Mrs.
deL. M. N. Stevens was present and
temperance
livered an address on tho

man as

Mr. Will Reddon.who has been at wort
two months at Portsmoutn
or the past
S’. H is at homo for a few days.
Miss Clara Woodman is visiting he:

ova

a

Methodist church Sunday school, Tues
lay evening, Miss Kosamond Henley wa
sleeted as secretary and Miss Elva Merri

accident occurred to her machinery and
delayed her somewhat. Off Cape Race
the Fremona encountered several snow
storms and sighted a small ice berg, the
first which has been reported this season

/-*

Bean of South Portland, delivered an interesting address on “Bible and Stato.”
Then came tho question box, conducted
by I. N. Haiiday followed by a discussion. This concluded the afternoon and

t

Uniforn
Portland company, No. 8,
Rank, K. of P., held their annual elec
tion of officers for the ensuing year a
the Sons of Veteran’s hall last night, am
these officers were chosen:

movements to-

welcome to which the president of the asMiss
sociation, G. H. Gruy, responded.
Florence A. Jones then reud the reoords.
The following committees were appointed:
Committee on Business—James Patterson, A. IScott, Jones, James S. Tatley.
on
Committee
Resolutions—Irving
Leighton, Kov. C. E. Beun, James W.
Johnson.
Mr. 1. N. Haliday made some interestAt 3 p. m. Rev. L. H.
ing remarks.

P. Adams, the well-known evangelist.
Messrs. J.W.Minott & Sons,the florists

second

Sunday school yesterday

ning
meeting opened at 2 p. in. with ft song
service, led by Rev. C. E. Boan, which
was followed
by reading of the scrlptuie
and prayer by Air. James Patterson. Mr.
Irving Leighton delivered the address of

;

which arriyed at
The
important
left that city at 6.10 p. m. the same evewards Portland’s welfare and advancein Toronto at 3.80 p. m.
are all
ment,
progressing very satisfac- ning, arriving
the distance being covered in
Friday,
for
a
The
off
the
project
lightship,
tory.
hours and twenty minutes,
entrance to this port, meets the appro- twenty-one
the train running through from Portland
bation of the U. S. lighthouse board, and
+
T/\nnnfn nf
r\f
nlw till nf Tr
Commander Wilde, the naval secretary,
miles per hour.
writes to
thesecretary of, the Portland
Mr. William Snowman who has served
Trade
that “the lighthouse
Board of
the
greater part of twenty-Uve years as
board will approve a special bill Introchief pilot on tho Boston and Portland
duced into Congress for such a light vesMr. Snowman
has resigned.
sel at the entrance to Portland harbor.” steamers,
has not been well lately, and last Sunday
So there is little, if any doubt, that the
had quite an ill turn, his physicion tellappropriation will be granted.
him he must givo up the somewhat
The naval dry dock, it is thought, wil ing
life he has followed for so many
be favorably considered, by our
Con- exposed
Mr. Snowman has lately served on
as there is sufficient years.
soon
as
gressman
the steamer Bay State and has been consurplus in the treasury to warrant furth- sidered one of tho most accurate
pilots on
er expenditures for the navy department.
He will shortly move from
tho coast.
Meanwhile the Board of Trade will lose
to his old home in Georgetown,
to push the project just Portland
no opportunity
Maine. He retires with the respect of all
and
as fast as is reasonable
expedient.
who know him.
Tho Dominion steamship Vancouver
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
sailed late yesterday afternoon with a
The following transfers of real estate
large cargo and quite a number of pashave been recorded:
Martha Wilbur to Charles H.
Wilbur, sengers.
Tho Thomson lino steamship Fromona,
botn of Casco, for 81, a lot of land in
Casco.
Capt. Kitchie, arrived here yesterday afLouis H. Morse of Oakville, Tenn., to ternoon about 6 o’clock. She sailed from
Mrs. Sarah
J. Estabrook, for $1, a lot
with 500
Shields on December
17th,
of land with buildings thereon in Brunstons or coal for Portland as ballast.Capt.
wick.
Dorcas Kneeiand of Harrison to W. E. Ritchio told a PRESS reporter last night
Crosby nt East Boston, ior 8’5, a burial that tho Fremona met with strong westlot in the village cemetery in Harrison.
erly gales all the way across. A slight
recent

association held with tho Strom
was very
Both the afternoon and evesuccessful.
The
sessions were well attended.
School

water

The series of special meetings held a
the Elm street M. E. church last week
which were productive of so much good
uro being continued, through this week
under the direction of Kev. anti Mrs. 1

ning

The Largest and Best of the Magazines.

SCARBORO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. B
The convention of the Scarboro Sunday

Alongshore

Yesterday.
The

DEEMNG.

SOUTH POltTLAJVD.

THERE.

lit.

iky

has

secured

irom

the

suc-

cessful explorer of the celebrated precipitEnchanted Mesa?’ in New Mexico (Mr.
F. W. Hodges, of the Bureau of Ethnology;, a
ous

popular account of his discoveries, with
which will be published the evidences of hu*
man habitation.
full

REPRESENTATIVE ART.
Century has in preparation examples America and Europe. Great
of the best work of the leading artists of the reproduction of originals.

THE

care

is

uscu

ii

THE JANUARY CENTURY.
Now ready everywhere, contains a rich table of contents, with superb illustrations. In it
he first chapters of
TUB a nTT~m TVT’T'TTPa. JsISi OP PRA.3STCOIS.

THE CENTURY CO.,

-

are

.......
n,
tiib N«.vri of :hf ihradi iirvji ii
n!*
Wynne.” “Hugh Wynne” is the Acknowledged seriai .• access of last year, &gu the 3S1U
thousand of the book (issued in Ociobor) has reccutiy been needed.
•.

-

NEW YORK.
•

^

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

to the Arotio Sea, and whalers will tell
you that they have obased “bowheads
all over tho waters above Point Barrow
well up to 0 degrees north, without see
Ing a cake ot Ice big enough for a Quaker
lemonade
The Japan current is warm
and It Is joined on the Siberian coast by
the fresh waters of the great rivers whioh
flow to the northern ocean. This creates
a strong flow of the ocean ourrents across
the Arotio Circle toward Greenland. It
carries the lee along, and the movement
beneath Is aided above by the prevailing
winds. Consequently
the way to the
pole Is muoh less impeded on the western
than on the eastern side.
“You know, perhaps, that any number of whalers have been lost by drifting
Into the current above Point Bajrow in
September and never getting cut. Suppose they should go up there about July
1st instead. They would have time to
sail to the pole and back before getting
nipped by the return of cold weather in
the autumn.
“Give me a good coal supply on Wrangel Island, and a government cruiser,
and I will agree to start out on June 25
from that point, arid astonish the natives
I wish to say,
by discovering the pole.
however, that the Polar Sea may not albe
That
ways
region, like the lowopen.
warm sumer latitudes, has its cold and
mers.
About two years out of live the
way would probably be barred by Impassable ioe In what the explorers oall the

whatever. Now after making
present of all these exceedingly valuable privileges to these roads the city asks
be compensated for the
it shall
that

at

no

cost

a

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

amount it has expended to enable them to
$3 for ill
And one of them hesicross tide water.
50
a
cents
month.
a
months; $1.D0 quarter;
The Daily Is delivered eveqy morning by tates, and haggles, and threatens to take
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at up its rails If tho city insists that it shall
return
tho expense the city has been
\Voodford3 without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the put to for its benefit.—and that too after
rate of $7 a year.
practically promising in its charter, or
Maine State Press, (TVeeiklyj published
agreiomant with tho state, that it would
for
six
months
per
year;
$1
;
every Thursday,$2
PV all the expense of changes in brldgia
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripmade on its aooount.
tion of six weeks.
But it is said that this road is an ex
Tersons wishing to ieave town for long or
it
have the addresses of their perlment, and it is not oertaln that
short
Daily (in advance) $G per year j

periods

may

papers changed as often

desired.

money enough to afford to pay
this expense. Does any one suppose that
Advertising Rates.
was
ns
that
such a consideration
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
urged on anybody else who
week; $4.COfor one month. Three insertions ever
for
material
or
labor
Every other day ad- furnished
or less, $1.00 per square.
whom
this roadi Were
the
vertisements, one third less than these Tates.
people
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one this road
bought its iron of told
Week or $2.50 for one month.
that they need not expect their pay if the
of
a
of
the
width
cola
Is
space
“A square"
business of the road did not meet the exumn and one inch long.
ono-thlrd addi- pectation of its projectors? Were they
Ott-ilrst
page,
Notices,
Special
ever asked to aocept interest on the cost
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per of the iron they furnished at 4 per cent
Three insertions or less, for 88 years and go without tho principal?
square each week.
Wbro the engineer and the contractors who
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed built the road settled with on this plan ?
with other paid notices, ID cents per line each We venture to
say they were not, and we
Insertion.
venture to say that if such a proposition
matter
In
type,
Notices
reading
Pure Reading
bad beeu mode them they would have
25 cents per lino each insertion.
it to scorn. What right have the
Wants, To let. For Sale and similar adver- laughed
for members of the Board of
Aldermen,
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
are
trustees
of
simply
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- who
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- the
city’s funds, who are bound by
tisements not paid in advance, will lie charged every consideration of honor to take
at regular rates.
scrupulous oare of the funds committed to
In Maine State Press—$1,00 per square
them, to make a present to this road or
for
cents
and
50
per square
for first Insertion,
to enter into a contract with it which
insertion.
each subsequent
as private individuals would not
Address all communications relating to sub- they
scriptions and advertisements to Portland consider for a moment?
We would not oppress this road by dePublishing Co„_87 Exchange Street,
Portland, Mb.
manding immediate payment in cash.
Rut we should Insist (that it give some
as

oan

THE PRESS.
eT”

JANUARY

THURSDAY,

Women do not vote in Ohio, but when
“ indignities are heaDed unon them’* they
become a power In politics. Mr. Griffith,
member of the legislature, can bear witness

earn

paleoerystio

sort of a pledge that.within a reasonable
time it will return to tho city the money
that has been spent to adapt tho bridge
to its use. One result of the concession
proposed to be made to this road, will
the same
we shail have to make
concession to the other one, and so the
city will get back not one cent or the
principal ot tho sum that It has advanced
for their benefit. We do not think it is
be that

_L

outsiders
the
most likely explanation is that the Hanna
people have succeeded^; in converting
some of the reoalcitrant Republicans, and
matter

of

him must

be to

speculation.

Perhaps

disthat the fact should not be
closed until the vote Is taken in the legislature, lest they be subjected to pressure
that may cause them to backslide.

prefer

Furthermore, we do not believe tho Board
of Aldermen have any right to do it.
NEW WAY TO THE POLE.
A Fast Cruiser and
the Flan of

a

*.-v

*,1.,,

Tlacm/i nmnlil

lux

his traok, no icebergs, perhaps, to tell whence he had
tome, and he might be left upon a trackless waste without a chart or compass—a
hopeless fate for the sailor. But that
such a scheme Is practicable is apparent
Men whose obser:o every old whaler.
vations have been at all extended in the
Northern Ocean will not much doubt
the possibility of doing wbat I have
lescrlbed. You see the conditions would
he entirely changed were a cruiser, fot
instance, sent into the Arctic Cb !e in
place of the old whaleboats which have
;one there thitherto.”

just to the taxpayers of this town, who
to
The decision of the Ohio Republioans are already pretty heavily burdened,
with obligations that really
not to hold a senatorial cauous is diotated saddle them
private corporations amply
of course by the belief that it will help belong to
bear them themselves.
Mr. Hanna. But in what way it is ex- able, we believe,to
a

J!__nxt^ —

stars

io

to this.

pected to help

.1.

to point

out

ble.
What has the Y’ork County Republican
committee to say about this plank of
the platform?

If promises were all that were needed
to make an administration good Mayor
Van Wyck’s administration of the city of
most
Mew York would be all that the
exacting could require, for his inaugural
address is full of excellent promises. But
out like
we fear many of them will turn
the great majority of good resolutions on
Mew Year’s day—made only to be broken
later on. Perhaps Mayor Van W'yck is
sincere in making them and intends now
that they shall be kept. But while he
proposes there is a power greater than he
that disposes. That power,is Tammany
IIsll and to assume that it will dispose in
the direction of a wise, prudent and
honest administration is to affront probability as violently as to assume that the
man who has made hie living by stealing
will make an honest guardian of other
people's property committed to his care.

Tukey'e bridge will cost the oity

the expense would have been so^e J4Q.000
less. The question now befo-0 the
peopie
of Portland, is whether thj raiiroa(i 00m_
panies shall pay this ad ttional expense
incurred for their beD^jjt or the
olty ghall
bear it in whole or *n
That lg the

Why should not
soys

til©

'nSnlo

th®sJ'roadB

nf

are

*~u "-e’refora they

tbe
a

are

roatia
ifS

pay

it,

CnmohnSv

benefit to Portland,
entitled to consid-

eration. Granted that they are a benefit.
So is every steam railroad line, but did
anybody ever hear of a steam railroad
asking a city to build a bridge for it
without compensation because it would

The Yarmouth railroad oocupies many
miles efjtown roads and has acquired the
right to occupy several of our oity streets

selling

ULSTERS

the
There are three periods in all life
time of the bud, of the flower and of the
that
fruit.
It
is
thus
girlhood
perfect
emerges into womanhood and womanhood
into motherhood.
Almost all of the ills
from which women suffer have their inception iii weakness and disease of the feminine organism, which bears the burdens of
These disorwifehood and motherhood.
ders usually begin with puberty, childbirth
or with the “turn of life.”
Thousands of
women suffer silently for years in this way,
rather than undergo the examinations and
local treatment insisted upon by the majority of physicians. This is unnecessary.
An eminent and skillful specialist, Dr.
R V. Pierce, for thirty years chief consultto the Invalids’ Hotel and
ng p^sician
—

the North
plished by other means.
“About June 15 each yeafi>> Mi\ Lewis
continued, “Davis Stra’j begins to get
clear of ice. At that tiinealso the whales

Surgical I'tiSuu!?; »f

north and enter
Hudson Bay.
^ifero js muoh floating
ice, of course, rm} j,r0bably several parks
might be ej^untered on the passage,
but it is j.ertaln that
there ir a

floes which might be mot with, there
need be no fear. Dnring the entire twenty-four hours it would be light enough to
read a newspaper on the deok of the cruiser, the approach of large masses of ioe
could be seen, the ship could be got out
of their way, and the paok could be dealt

from fee

The Surprise of All.

Mr. James Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones & Hon, Oowden, 111., in speaking
of Dr. King’s New Discovery, says that
last winter his wife w'as attacked with
La Grippe, and her case grew so serious
at Cowden and Pana
that physicians
could do nothing for her. It soemed to
develop into hasty codsumption. Having
Dr. King’s New Discovery in store,and selling lots of it, he took a bottle homo, and
to the surprise of all she began to
get
half dozen
better from first dose, and
dollar bottles cured her sound and well.
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds is guaranteed to
do this good work. Try It. Free trial
bottles at H.P. S. Goold’s Drug Stole.

3‘^SrJi

since discovered a wonderful medicine
:hat will cure all troubles of tbiR nature
This mediin the privacy of the home.
:ine is known as Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Preon
the
It
delicate
acts
directly
scription.
md imporant organs that make wifehood
md motherhood possible. It makes them
strong, healthy and vigorous. It allays inflammation, heals ulceration, soothes pain
md tones up the nerves. It banishes the
indispositions of the period of impending
maternity, and makes baby’s advent easy
md almost painless. It transforms weak,
sickly, nervous invalids into happy, healthy
wives and mothers.
All good medicine
dealers sell it, and no honest dealer will
urge a substitute upon you.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets cure constipation.

down from

be encountered.
Davis Strait,
The
route through
Smith Sound, past
Baffin’s Bay and
Grinned Land, or through Jones Sound
to the westward, is comparatively free

CHERUB.

:

-sPBoraijWeek of Jan. 10th.

Matinee Saturday.

The Famous Hanlon’s Gorgeous Spectacle

:

Importance.

and amusing

at

8 o’clock p.

ni.

soc. For sale at Williamson's Drug
store, rrooeert# to be given to the Boys’
ianfdtd
Home.

V.

FINANCIAL

Mat. 2 p.

Manager.

C, Tl'KESBURV,

SATURDAY,

UNITED GAS

AND~

at

$7.50

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.

*»•

Production,

Special Scenery.
The
The
The
The

ft ^ ^
V LL

Birr
w be be

Strong

Cast.

Thrilling Burglary.

Massive Cotton Pre9s.
Unique Electrical Effects,
Plantation Brass Band,

and numerous other features.

Cent Gold Bonds.
now

0

|9n
m.

A Romance of Goon Hollow.

Five Per

Mortgage

Eve. 8 p.

The Big Scenic

ELECTRIC CO.
First

m.

As the Old Homestead
so is Coon Hollow to the

is to the North,
South.

Popular Prices—Matinee, Children ice
Adults 25c. Evening. 19, J8, 38, 80e.
Seats now on sale at Box Office.

DUE MARCH 1. 1917

$8.50.

heavy WARM ULSTERS selling at only $10 and $| 2.
A few $25 Ulsters selling at only $15 each.
All
Great values in GOOD OVERCOATS representing greatly reduced prices.
surplus stock and broken sizes MUST BE SOLD.
from $8 and $10 to only
BOYS’ ULSTERS ages » to 10 years, reduced in price
Lots of $15 and $18

$5.00 each.
Boys’ $2.50 and 3.00
Every article sold

guaranteed

at only

$ | .85’

thoroughly reliable.

and

represented

as

selling

ages 3 to 8 years, offered and

REEFERS,

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Portland, Trustee.

GAIETY THEATRE.

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures ot
both Maine and New Hampshire and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domesiic lighting in the cities of
Dover. R' Chester and bomersworth, in New
Hampshire, anil in the towns of Berwick and
North Berwick, In Maine.
The population of
tlii3 territory aggregates about 32,000.
This Company not only furnishes the light for
the cities and towns named, but also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway
between Dover add Somersworth, and also
power used for manufacturing
purposes.
This branch of business lias never been de-

veloped, and the next five years will
very lurge increase ill the earning of

NEW

1 INANCIAL

(From
Capital

Tlie

Official Statement

of the

authorized

Stock

Total

of

—

Net

cost of this property,
It is certified to by two engineers
that the present value of the
property is

informed by
corporation that the net
in 1897, will
ending
year
on tile bonds by at least
We

Me.

are

BOND

AND

—

Second Baseman Brooklyn, N. Y., B. B.
Club, supported by

Manager); A MATCHLESS COMPANY
$250,000.00

6 -COMIC

250,000.00

8—BRIGHT
2—PRETTY

COMEDIANS—6
20-GAY GIRLS—20
SPECIALTIES—8

BURLESQUES—2

MATINEE DAILY AT 2.
Admission loe.

103,133.08

Earnings,

Original

Marvelous

BILLIE HALLMAN

show a
this de-

First

Operating Expenses,

Puzzling—The

and

Mortgage
Bond, authorized and issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1035, to
April 1, 1807. the time of operation underpresent management,
amount

WEEK,

OXjEO?

STATEMENT.

Issued,

YEAR’S

JAN. 3rd.

partment.

GREAT SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS’ CLOTHING SATURDAY.

FINANCIAL
_

Investments

$50,000

Pole will never be accom-

hundred mites. The way is narrow, and
probably much float ing ice would he
found, but the ram and torpedoes would
be at hand to demolish it, and the warship would sail through into the open sea
which
of
land
upon
beyond in ten days, when it would And,
pay for? Nor a foot
an unimpeded
path to the
the steam railroad lays its track but it probably,
North Polo.
has to pay for at a fair ord oftentimes a
north
from the
“But while the passage
high prioe. Not a bridge but it has to Atlantic Ocean is possible, that from the
build all at its own expense. But tbe Pacifio is much easier and more dlreot.
It is well known that the Japan current
electric railroad pays not a cent for tfce
flows steadily through Behring Strait inland on which its road is laid. Streets
and roads which have oost the people

and roads in this vicinity without paying
one cent to the people who nave expended
thousands of dollars in their construction.

warm

FINANCIAL

cruisers, for example, well stocked with
facilities for fighting against the ice pack
with two hundred men on board,plenty of
coal and a magazine of dynamite, would
suoceed in the undertaking, and sailing

be a benefit to the city? Suoh a
from a steam railroad would be
at. Do the people ever think of the tremendously valuable rights and privileges
which the electric railroad gets for nothing, which the steam railroads have to

and sometimes hundreds of thousands
into them. The Portland Railroad company occupies hundreds of miles of streets

and

heavy

$12

aud

THE

sale.-Prices 25, 50. 75c, 51.00.

Tickets

the Manufacturers.
$10

on

A^?r.S:,n1£r.?ry-

Friday evening, Jan. 7tli,

REEFERS AND SUITS
of Good Black

Seats now

:

MublUAL AI iULMAN HUUdt

ULSTERS,

Lot

AND

:

100 people engaged. Grand ballets, beautiful transformations, scenic illusions
Sale of seats opens Friday, Prices 250 to $1.00.
specialties.

OVERCOATS,
By

Saturday.

HELD,

CAT

:

An Event of Great

OF1-

-

and Operators of 36
Manufacturers 'anti Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing,
America.
in
janodtf
Dealers
Retail
and
Stores.
Largest Wholesale

and torpedoes, with which to plough
its way through Davis Strait, past Spitzbergen, or due north from Behring Strait
into the open Polar Sea. One of our

by July 1 or eacn year, r-roi.
Heilprin, leader of the early relief expedition, landed on the shores of MoCormio Bay on July 24, and his ship proceeded two days northward before It.struck
like solid ice. From the' upper
request anything
end of Baffin’s Bay,
through Kennedy
laughed Channel into Lincoln Sea, is about six

thousands.of dollars to construct and keep
without
in repair it takes possession of
Its
expense
money and without price.
for stations is praotically nothing while
thousands
the steam roads have to put

Clearing Sale

THE

SATURDAY,

and

on

36,093.09
723.00.00

Next

EVENING AT 8.

Orchestra Chairs extra.

Week, May Sliaw Road Show.

501,681,50
the treasurer of the
earnings for the
exceed the interest
$10,000.
J

ISSUE.

bonds Is
$250,000.00
Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys
to be a first lien on the entire property and
franchise of the company, now owned or
hereafter acquired. The full amount of this
mortgage has b en issued, therefore no additional first mortgage bonds can be Issued.
EXAMINATION.
The total issue of

AUCTION SACKS.

with by very simple means. Torpedoes
placed under it would blow It to atoms,
part
and the ship’s ram would make short
simple question Ending in the Beard of
work of any ordinary areas which might
Aldermen.

and

Cash

A.NNJ2L

*

*

255, Middle St., Portland,

in ordinary years
comparatively free path for
ships om jbe opening of Davis Strait to
North Pole between July 15 and Auwhen
gust 80. As for bergs and any large ice

completed in the neighborhood of *200,000. Had not two eleotrio railroad co "n.
panies asked that the bridge be 0Ujit
wide enough to accommodate their tra0^H

Annual

*

8, FRIDAY

With Special Matinee

•

STANDARD CLOTHING GO.,

ram

oome

Kay Bros. & Hosforil.
Lessees and Managers.
A GOOD KESEKVED SEAT FOK BO CENTS.

JANUARY 7 and

Baltimore Alan.

done in the frigid zone in summer byway of sailing must be done quickly.
iWhat is needed, therefore, is a large ship
run by powerful engines, provided with a

to

AMUSEMENTS.

I

W

Tleuty of Dynamite—

(The Pittsburg Commercial Gazette.)
T. A. Lewis, of Baltimore, has a plan
The York Connty Republican commit- for
reaching the North Pole. He spent
service several
tee has resolved that the civil
years on a whaling vessel and
law is a fraud and ought to be repealed. was shipwrecked in Cumberland Inlet,
Yet concerning this civil service law the
passing the entire winter on its shoros.
used
these
last Republican platform
“You are doubtless aware,” he said,
woids:
“that all the expeditions which have
The civil service law was placed on the
gone northward were fitted out in slow
st itut-e book by the Republican party,
The idea seems to have been to
which has always sustained it, and we ships.
renew our repeated declarations that it reaoh a point as far north as practicable
and honestly en- n some old wooden tub, cast anohor and
shall be thoroughly
forced and extended whenever practicawait to be frozen to death. Whatever is.

|

AMUSEMENTS.

MI9CKLI.AKKOPS.

“THEATRE.
JEFFERSON
CC.
CLOTHING
STANDARD

sea.

“But from tho lookout on theoruiser it
would be possible to size up the extent of
Icefields about, and a little reconnaissance
In front would soon determine the possibility of breaking through. Should it
be found that tho way was blocked I
would simply back out and wait a year
for a more "open sea. And let me tell
rou," said the old seafarer with great
sarnestness, “if this plan should be pursued year after year, at small expense,
and with no risk to the ship Or lives of
Its crew, a curious world would not have
to wait more han live years to know all
ibout the oireumpolar regions.
“To my mind, only one difflulty lies
In tho wav^of sailing to the Pole. If the
theory regarding an open polar sea Is accepted, the cruiser would enter it In latitude 84 to 80, but when once the ship
rad sailed across these untraversed waters
ind reached tho pole, it would be necessary to turn around and immediately reTo remain would mean to have
turn.
rhe outlet fastened with impassible ice
»nd the vessel left for six mofiths In a
closed sea.
Besides, it is not known
ivhat fate would bebill the oompass as
soon as the ship should pass under the
polar star. The mariner might he left
without his reokonlng nnd not know

MIBCIXXJVlfgOPS-

MISCKLLANMOPB,

BAILEY & CO.
loctioneers and Commission Merchants
F,

O.

Salesroom 46

Exchange
C.

S'. O. 13AII.EY.
mark*

SLIME'S
| “KOFEKO,”

f
|
V|

THE ORIGINAL

|$

Malted Grain Coffee. «

AV

yj

t'll
'and

W

as
vj?

fl’k
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A

.1 At Iml' si..n.Peitcious to
tlie Tns te.
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a

Benefit to Mankind.

All This Week
at our store whore its merits
will be fully explained by a
competent person.

y|

|
|as GOODWIN&G0.,$
-WI3L.3L. JEZ.

Monunieut

Sqnare.
3an4d5t

A\

Agents for Wurren'S Anchor Brand, Natural
taphalt Hoofing, endorsed by leading arcliiects and engineers.

tSPIIALX READY ROOFING
2 and 8 ply. Greatly superior to coal tar
preparations.
Aspliall Floors, also • alvanand
Iron
ized
Copper Gutters
and Cornices, 'S'in and Iron
Rooting. Iron Siding for Fire
Proof
Corrugated
Buildings,
Conductors, Smoke
Pipe* for

O.

3VSC.

8DKFMJ9

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
on

Time

-A.

.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
riiHH SUBSCRIBER hereby gives notice that
4 she has been duly appointed Executrix ol
the last will and testament of
KMKKY C. CHAfeE,
late of Portland, lb the County of Cumoerland,
deceased, as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate of said deceased
tor settlement,
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

Stationary payment immediately.

54 and 5fi Cross St., Portland, Mo.
TuTh&S4m
sep28

'Williams Indian Pile
Ointment IB n sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 5©c*.
and SI. At Druggists.

E. Goold & Co
juned&wf*

gLIj;A A. CHASF
^ dl3w3wTfa4

l>fSSOL,UTIOItf.
The linn of Charles McLaughlin
Co. was dissolved Dec. 81, 1§!J7, by
the death of Mr. Geo. E. Davis.
The
business will be continued under the
ALBERT

jansdlw

DRUMMOND.

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Baltimore City, First Mortgage Gold 6’s.
Penobscot Shore Fine Railroad First
Mortgage 4’s, guaranteed by the City
of Bath.
Astoria, Oregon, Municipal Go'd 5’s.
Leadville, Colo.. Water Co. Sinking
Fund Mortgage 6’s,
Berlin, K. H., Water Compajy First
Mortgage Gold 5’s.
Sterling, III, Water Co. First Mortgage Gold 5’s.

Hampshire.

MASON&MERRiLL
98

HOMEBONDS.
4’s

4’s

Portland

Water Co.,

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co„

Maine Central R.

4s.

3ierrimack County,
N. If.,

4s.

Prices

on

application.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
dtl
jy 27

o’s

COMPANY.

dtf

janSdtl

HALL, PORTLAND
GRAND SYMPHONY CONCERT-

CITY

THE NEWLY ORGANIZED

Maine Symphony Orchestra!

& MOULTON,

fVSILLS,
Tuner,
piano
gi.u at Cliundler’s Musi« Store, 431

BANKERS,
Cor.

WILLIAM

THE

DIRECTION OF

CHAPMAN

R.

(Director of the Maine Festivals),

middle nnd Exchange St.,
Portland, me.
janl dtf

IVill make

tour of the state
Grand Concert at

a

PORTLAND CITY
Friday,

X-MAS
40

Hardware,

a

HALL,

Jan. 14, 1398.

Skilled Musicians.
MADAME LILLIAN BLAUVELT,

I he

Most

Concert
AMERICA, and

Brilliant
in

Sleds, Skates,
Boys’ Tool Chests,

sitobr

MB. HANS hKOSiOLD,
rile talented Violoncellist, will be the solo
o
Symphony
irtists. A brilliant programme
selections will be rendered. Next to
tnd Opera tvatiuoik
flip*('mnifirts will hi» the
treated Musical Events ever given in Maine.
AFTERNOON REHEARSAL CONVERT at
•
esnectally lor the children, at which full orM B. Kuonoi.t. and other
ihestra will May. an All
under 15 years of age
lololsts will appear.
will be admitted to any pun f the house for-.'5
iekets on sale at Box
cents,
80
adults
-ents

Scroll Saws with choice woods,
Fine Razors and Cutler/,
Pocket Knives and Scissors,
with Sterling Silver Handles.
Carving Knives, 7oc to $10.00.
Knives and Forks,
Table
Plated
&c.« &c.

office

at

Jan. 14.

11■

at » o'clock. Evening
Drives *1.00, 75c and 5(ic. Holders of certificates
Jan. S, 9 a.m.,
■an excuange the same Saturday.
it Cressey, Jones & Allen's.
Tickets for sale at Cressey, Jones & Allen's
Music House,on ami after Monday. Jan 10, mini 'i d ni.. day of concert, when they can be
arocnied at City Hall Box Office.

EVENING CONCER TS

CALL ANI) SEE OUR LINES.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
llardwnre Dealers,
Opposite Middle
tiT.,
___decHdtf

and give

GRAND ORCHESTRA OE

HOLIDAY

I

Jan. 8,

PORTLAND.

8 FUEL

98

i

EXCURSION RATES ON THE FAIR AD3<;hase,|Maniger, Auburn, Me.®

Homer X.

ilit

janu

DR. MOTT’S

GRAND BALL AND
Cedar ltapids, Iowa, Water Com<lue
pany, First Mortgage, gold, 5’s,
19*27.

Population, estimated, 28,000.

apital stock of the Water Company, $225,000
150,000
Total bonded debt,
Tills company has paid dividends at the rate
of 8 per cent for many years.
TOR SALE BY

t

—

—

=

Conuress street.

WOODBURY

vs.

Jan. II.—ROCKLAND.
Gaines at 8.30. Seats in advance at Chandler's.

-FOB SALE BY—

4s.

SWAN & BARRETT,

4’s

porilIFtrust
uraar

LEWISTON
a Tuesday evening,

land, Me.; George E. Macomber, Augusta.
Me; H. L. Shepherd, Rockport, Me., and
Berney C. Parsons Boston, Mass.
This
corporation Is controlled by well
known New England men and the directors
are men of local standing and position.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO bank stocks

H. E.

THUltSfeAY EVENING,

and Gen-

4s.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

Maine

nov23

POLO

as

New

dlw

Cashier-

_

Railway,

Wallace, President, Rochester,

is

HALL

CITY

Hon. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer
eral Manager, Rockporc, Maine,
Direct rs, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
George E. Wall ice,
J ini C. Kivel.
H.,
Roehest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Fort-

BONDS.

_

Cumberland County,
Brunswick, Me.,

Exchange Street

jaul

Correspondence solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busithis
of an;
description through
ness
Bank.

_dim

decio

follows:
Albert

jaH6dlw

I'NDKR

4’s
Books, Letter and Note Paper,
R.
R.
4^’s
Central
Co.,
Maine
Bill Heads, Statements, &c,
5’s
S. D. KNIGHT.
Maine Central R. R. Co.,
No. 45 Exchange St.,Room on 8(1 Floor. Portland and Rumford Falls
Account

Go!/! g’s.

Deposits.

R. SMALL. Presided
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

LEGALITY

Mousam Water Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5’s, Kennebunk and Keunebunkv.
passC'lof bdfi s.
purt, Maine.
issue
Rockland Water Co. First Mortgage
MANAGEMENT.
Gold 5>.
The m nagement of the Company
First
Aroostook
&
Mortgage
Bangor

-FOK SALE BY-

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
of England, London, in large or
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rales.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Interest allowed

.

The legal papers have been 'drawn under
the combined direction of Charles H. Tyler,
Esq., of Boston, Frank S. Streeter, Esq., of
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
A Drummond of Portland, and tiny have
their opinions favorably upon tills

Sterling Exchange.

M, STEPHEN

Paper Ruled to Order,

Portland, Dec. 21, 1697.

by J.

AND

Je4dtf

Gravel Roofers.

For sale

1824.

Incorporate!!
CAl'ITAL

|
Vlf

MAINE.

ALLEN
tt

flOLLIVAN & PARKER,
Asphalt, Composition and

and

OF

—

PORTLAND.

ROOFING!

Heaters

Dasco National Bank

w

FREE

SERVED

—

Pay

y/

and

FOR SALE BY

son & Co.
if. M.
dec31dtf

Recommended by Eminent
Physicians and pronounced by il
them a Wonderful Discovery

3VX.

Rollers.

—

Street.
W.

1

steam

Portland Water Company Gold
4s, Due 11)27.

We have the favorable reports of two engiwho made a careful examination of
this property.
neers

H. M. PAYSON&CO.,
Bankers.
dec31

dt£

MILITARY
The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for
DHL. MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL PILLS
and take no other. Send for circular.
Price 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ohifr
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

ENTERTAINMENT

(Illustrating

It the

a

AUDITORIUM,

Day

in

Camp.)

WED. EVE. JAN, ’2

GIVEN BY TIIE

Sheridan Rifles, Go, L, 1st Regt.
N. G. S. M.
Assisted by the AMERICAN CADET BAND.
Tickets -Gei-ts 50e; ladies 25c. Dance music
] amidst
jy orchestra of vo pieces.

and

tion,

8/IU8IC AND DRAMA.

skit

is

iigure.

ANNA HELD.
Tho fashonablo rage of Paris and New
York, hllle. Anna Held, will bo the gala
attraction at Tho Jefferson Friday and
Saturday and Saturday matinee. Mile.

in

the

choruse3 and marches with fun scattered
hero and there will find the bill at the
Gaiety this week a very enjoyable one and
worth the price of admission.

HANLON’S

“SUPEKBA.”

The Hanlons will commence

their engagement,Monday, January 10th, at The
Jefferson,
during the week six

giving

Cook Frye, a resident of Fryeburg, died suddenly at his home on January 5th, 1898.
Mr. Frye was the son of Captain Isaac
Frye and Ann (Webster) Frye; he was a
Amos

night performances and one matinee.
The sale of.seats will open next Friday
grandson of General Joseph Frye, and a
morning. This year s “Superba” seems cousin of Senator Wm. P.
Frye.
to be a most satisfying production, and
He was born in Fryeburg,
May 20th,
1830, and was, therefore, in his sixtyIn 1800, he left Fryeburg,
second year.
aDd was afterwards
employed on tho
police force, and in the lire department of
Portland, afterwards becoming connected
with the internal revenue

service

in the

South.

i

WOOD

HEALTH

THE SECRET,

A Hint to

900000000000000000000 co

Women They Will Xot Bo blow
to Take.

Today, Jan.

Women win husbands by their beauty.
It is

a

not

pay

mistake to think that a man doee
much attention to his wife’s
beauty after marriage.
He is always
charmed by her good looks, vivacity and

Brothers Rossi, who do a most unique
net which excites the extreme commenda1 ion of the audience whenever presented;
Louise Traux, a phenomenal'child whistler, who, despite the fact that she has
barely emerged into her teens, does some
remarkable whistling, and shows a depth
of expression and a marvellousness of execution whloh In one so young is very remarkable. Sarony Lambert, who does an
eccentric dance, which is especially fitted
to the situation, and Nellie Daly fo m a
The new ballets this
talented quartette.
and certainly
year are particularly fine
most, elaborately dressed.
COON HOLLOW.

production of “A Roin Coon Hollow” will be the attraction at Portland theatre, next tratiirday afternoon and evening. “A Romance
the largest
of Coon Hollow,” Is one of
Callahan’s big

mance

dramatic organizations on the road. Besides a magnificent equipment of scenic
and a
caloium and electrical
effects,
strong acting company, ; the troupe carries a band of colored boy and girl' buck

dancers,

two

quartettes and

a

plantation

bress band. It has been before the public
four suocssful seasons.
Seats are now on sale at popular low

£«

prices.
THE GAIETY.

These attributes of beauty
depend en
tirely on her maintaining good health,
The prudent wife, therefore, will not al
low her personal
attractions to fade
She will not permit her complexion t(
lose its roses, her face to become saliow
her lips purple or ooloriess, her eyes heart
and crow’s feet to appear under the
eye
lids through the weakness, nervousness
ailments, and the cares and worries st
common
to women.
She
cannot b<
bright, joyous and happy with tie
of
female
weakness and di-east
weight
dragging her down with its train o
weakening and exhausting symptoms
headache, backache and nervous exhaus
tion.

REMNANTS

Half Price
Today
The

is the third

ballads,” and Jessie Thomas.

Their musical turn is a serio-comic melody and suen songs as‘‘I’ll make the bluck
gal mind,” and “The coon that stole
my Lize,” were given with an unction
won repeated encores.
The wizwhich
zard of the piano, John Topp, accompaand does good work.
Miss
nies them,
Helen Watson is worthy of special men-

shows the club to be in a prosperous condition. Tho following offloers were elected
for the ensuing year:

President—George Libby.

First
Vice
Barker.
Seoond Vice

ningham.
Third
Allan.

P stands

Patronage of agrateful

People bestowed upon

Powerful allevia-

tor of Pain for almost
a century; also for the

xjiiici

the

world,

which

Physicians had Pronounced to be Past
any Possible hope of
Palliation. Thousands
of cases of Painful
inflammations have
been Penetrated, relieved soothed, healed
and cured by this good
old remedy which
in
have
the
house
for the many ills
should
Mother
Every
that will occur in every family as long as life has woes.

Johnson’s

Anodyne Liniment

originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old
fashioned, noble hearted Family Physician, to cure all ailments
that are attended with inflammation; such as asthma, abscesses,
It

was

bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup, catarrh,
chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera-morbus, all forms of sore throat,
earache, headache, la grippe, lame back, mumps, muscular
soreness, neuralgia, pains anywhere, scalds, stings, sprains,
strains, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic and whooping cough.

in

Thursday’s

sale

the

at

|

LOTS

ODD

Night (towns,

Silks,

Drawers,

Arelvets,

Corset

Table Linens,

White Skirts,

Crash,

Towels,

Siikaliue,

Napkins,

Drapery Muslin.

Chenilie Covers.

the Remnants at the Linen

Department

will be 2000 importers

75 cts. per

•»5 pieces of Fancy Silks, Colored Brocades, Roman
Stripes, etc., reduced from Si.09 and l.'ii to

58

OF

The list of

goods

for

cts. per

yard.

10 pieces of Black Rrocnucs. reduced to

58 Cents

same

price,

Yards.

Covers,
LOT NO. 3.

"■"■■""."I"

1

■

48 \‘ls. per

travelling men's samples

Friday’s

from

pieces Fancy Silks for Waists, etc., reduced
$1.00 t<»

S!0

of

yard.

LOT NO. 4.
40 shades
reduced to

Friday.

j

yard,

LOT NO. 2.

fine Table Damask.

The sale will he continued
in tomorrow’s papers.

Prices:

«

“0 pieces Brocade and Fancy Weaves in latest colorings,
reduced from $1.-5 and 1.50 to

Clack Wool Cress Goods,

Among

Reduced

following

LOT NO, I.

are

OF

$1.00 Silk Faced

of

for Waidi,

Velvets

sale will appear

c£s. per

yard.

J

TERMS EOR THIS SAI.E STRICTLY CASH.

SALE BEGINS AT 9 O’CLOCK.

STORE OPEN AT 8 O'CLOCK.

This is not a sale of Broken Lots and Remnants, but is si
Genuine Bargain Sale of our regti nr line of Fancy Silks that we
cun

cut sis ciistomei's desire.

coutiaiisitioti «£ « tir t'stSe
of Hiiiitbiti'.; iOilgisss* sit

EASTMAN

lbresident—James

President—George

ANNUAL

BANCROFT.

BROS, ft

-OINI

HALF
for

|

PR8CE,

Today

Jaiiuar

Gils

H.

CLEARING

—

!

•••■»

Vi

"TO

SALE

---—

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

11.
Cun-

JANUARY

OF

THIS

WEEK.

WE

GREAT

OFFER SPECIAL

Portland, Jan. 0,

BARGAIN'S IN

Good Clothing for

Boys.

»»

Purchasing—George Libby, J. D. PrinHands m3 and Artistic Caen Jars Givjn
FRIDAY AND
dable, C. L. Tewkesbury.
Membership Committee—W. J. StephenIsaiah Daniels,
son, C. E. Waterhouse,
John N. Long, Fred A.
C. P. Osgood,
A.
George
Willey.
Bibber,
Following the meeting of the club the
255 MIDDLE STREET.
executive committee met and discussed
Col. (Manufacturers and Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing and Operators of 130 Stores.
the plans for the annual banquet.
Largest Wholesale
and Retail Dealers in America.)
dot
janG
John D. Prlndable was elected chairman
of the banquet committee and Alderman
as
treasurer.
Pine Cone lodge, No. 4, U. O. of I. O.
Frank I. Moore selected
deaths.
Efforts will be made to have the banquet L.. installed their officers for the ensuMessi'njjer’s Notice.
term at their rooms in Farrington
the best and most in- ing
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
this year one of
block last night
after which a box parof Maine.
State
Cumberland ss. January
In this city. Jail. 4, Miss Lizzie Conk, aged 01
teresting'the club has ever held.
ty was given and something like 60 la- years 10 months.
5th, A. D., 1898.
The
Wills is to give notice that on the 3rd day
dies participate J in tho luncheon.
at
l
afternoon
o’clk.
(.Prayers tins Thursday
A
ACCIDENT ON BRACKETT STREET.
of January, a. I)., L898, a Warrant in
at her late residence, No.3 Monument street.
evening was a very enjoyable one.
Insolvency was issued out of tne Court of InsolBurial ou Saturday at Brook berry. Canada.
Mrs. Wjlliam W.Dyer of Brackett street,
In tins city, Jan. 4, Cyrus (L Uoogins, aged vency for said County or Cumberland, against
the estate of
a
met with
very painful accident on
30 years 21 days.
marriages.
[Funeral Sunday afternoon at l.oO o clock,
FREDERICK E. MORSE, of Portland,
Tuesday night last. While attempting to
In Windham, Jan. s.
Aikins
Mane
lerrace.
2
K.
from
No.
J.
his
late residence,
by Rev.
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petiIn Windham, Jan. 5, Susan H.. wife of the adjudged
light the gas In the hall on the second Will H. Rogers and Miss Georgia A. Harmon.
of
said debtor.
which
tion
petit Ion
In Charlestown, Mass.. Dec. 23. by Rev. Mr. late Thomas Smith, aged ill years 8 months.
the 3rd day of January, a. D.,
w as filed
on
story of her residence, she slipped and Sprague
1
of Sr. Johns l ulscopal Church. Clar[Burial
services Sunday aUeriioon at o ck, 1898, to which date interest on
claims is to be
fell to the bottom of the stairs,; striking ence A. Stevens and Mrs. Mary K. Vaughan, at Union Chapel.
botn of Charleston.—formerly of Portland.
In New Glucester, Jan. 4. Capt. A. G. Cutter, computed.
heavily on her right side and fractured
That the payment of any debts to or by said
In Rockland. Dec. 28, Woodbury H. Thomas aged 88 years 4 months 12 days.
two of the larger bones of the right wrist and Millie
Aurelia M. Col- Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
Isadora
In
Mrs.
Froliock.
Dec.
23,
Farmington,
smaller
ones;
property bv him are forbidden by law.
and possibly some of the
In Vinalhaven. Dec. 27. Simeon Goss of bton- Bus, aged 55
years.
That a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor
tho latter can only be determined only by mgton and Annie Young.
In Farmington, Dec. 28. Mrs. Helena true to
prove their debts, and in case there are asIn Union. Dec. 25. Edmund N. Oxton of Ban- Wright, aged 8W years.
later examination.
a
..in,
sets suhloent to authorize the same to choose one
1.
B.
gor and Evelyn R. Hills.
North Haven, bee. 26, Mrs. Sarah
?In
or more assignees of his estate, will be held at
In Vinalhaven, Dee. 25. Hiram A, Brown and Coombs, aged 60 years.
E. O. STEPHENSON,
a Court of Insolvency to be hnldeu at Prolmtc
Mrs. Charlotte O. Castner.
Iu Warren, Dec. 26. Wallace Guptiil.
Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
for
is
In Friendship. Dec. 24. Rrainard Simmons
contracting
In Thomaston, Dec. 24, George A. Seavey,
the West End'grooer,
on the
3 7th day of January,
Cumberland,
aged 18 years.
T
another car of .those choice Aroostook and Flora Vanunh of Waldoboro.
.r
A. 1).. 18903. at 10 o'clocKiiu the forenoon.
In North Waldoboro, Dec. 25, Herbert L.
In Bangor, Dec. 31, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Kelley.
to retail to
Given
under
the date first above
baud
my
Simpotatoes, which he proposes
SeaM.
In Waldoboro. bee. 27. Mrs. Loviua H.
Mr. Sukefortli of Waldoboro and Miss Ida
written.
his customers at jobbers’ prices.
mons of Appleton,
vey. aged 74 years.
C. 14. RUCICNAM,
in
is
goods
large
Minnie
purchasing
Stephenson
In Norway, Dec. 26, A. L. F. Pike and
In Etna, Dec. 26. Maud, daughter of Mr. ana
lots g from the producer and retails them O. Bennett.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Mrs. Sarah Howe, aged 4 years.
insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
Hi Bangor, Dec. 31. Mercy Brown, aged 88
In Wlnthrop. Dec. 23, Levi P. Hersey atm Mrs
at jobbers’ prices to the great advantage
jan(>&13
B.
years.
Evelyn
of his customers.
Hersey.

STANDARD

Away.

CLOTHING

..

fI

a

__

THIS

morning

a

timely

mark-down

sale

is.'js

of

women’s Knitted Underwear.

anti

...

Send for Our Book, “Treatment for Diseases,” Mailed Free.
The Doctor’s {-‘ignatiye rnd Directions on every bottle. Price 35 cts; six $3.
V-’-d by Druggists. I. S. Johnson & Co., 23 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

Line of

great Red Figure Remnaut Sale.

our

SATURDAY—Elegirt,

that in the Past, as
well as the Present, it
lias Performed very
inanv Perfect and Percures

%

Less.

$5.00.
$8.00 to $10.00 ULSTERS, (for Boy# 5 to 10 years,) only $3.50
Roys’ fine All Wool Suits, (age* 4, 5 and 6.) $5.00, 6.50 grades, only $2.00, 2.50 and 3.50.
Boys’ middy Suit#, ages 3 to 8, $2.00, 2.37 a;s«l 3.50.
Boys’ Keefer Suits, ages 4 i«> 10, $2.50'atid 3.50.
O N LY $6.50 each.
Boys’ Fine Suits, ages 8 to 16 years, ia $8 OO, 10.00 and 12.00 grades,
Boys’ Reefers, ages 3 ao 8, $1.85, 2.50, 3 50 and 5.00. (Extraordinary values.)
BOAS’ om> KNEE TROUSERS—SPECIAL L9YV PRICES—39c, 50c, 75c and $1.00. Great
values because extra quality goods,
mothers’ Friend Shirt Waists, all 50 and 75c grades, sixes 4 to 11, to be closed out at
ur^
ueuTgc uiuuj, v>.
iuurrui,
ONLY 38c each.
Thomas Payne.
All our STAR SHIRT WAISTS—in fancy patterns, $i.00 and 1.25 grades, to be closed out at
Kecoption anil Entertainment—Horatio
Clark, W. H. Dugan, C. N. Trefethen,
ONLY 75c each.
Frank I. Moore.

for the Praise and the

mauent

Vice

lJresldent—Charles

Secretary—Alpheus L. Hanscome.
Treasurer—Isaac U. Smith.
Executive
Committee—George Libby,
chairman ex-officio, Edward P. Chase,
Carroll W. Morrill, William
G. Soule,
John D. Prlndable. Horatio Clark, Benjamin Gribben, Charles N.
Trefethen,
William H. Dugan,
Henry H. Hunt,
Clinton L. Tewksbury,
Thomas Pnyno
and Frank I. Moore.
The following are the sub-committees:
Finance—C. L.
E. P.
Tewksbury,
Chase, W. U. Soule.
House—J. D. Prlndable, H. H. Hunt,
Benjamin Gribben.

:he world.

Piper

Fall and Winter

our

SILK NOVELTIO

>JDARD“OL6raiNG'^or

The annuul meeting of the Lincoln club
occurred last evening.
President Libby
presided and there was a largo attendThe reports of the several officers
ance.

lircles,having commanded several vessels
ind gone on voyages to different parts of

to all the

offer

shall

LINENS.

ness.

the result of burns accidentally
received the
day before. He was about
and had been in feeble
i0 years of age,
Pie-removed to
iealth for some time.
In
Sew Gloucester some SO years ago.
lis prime he was prominent in shipping

Proclamation of

We

Fleets Officers and Transacts Other Busi-

as

our

of

or

WOMEN’S MUSLIN UNDERWEAR,

Buffalo,

He was quite successful In bis work In
his varied pastorates, receiving
many
hundred persons into the Baptist church.
The rebuilding of the Saco ohureh in

This t)ig

LOTS

■

SILKS,

Mrs. May Clark, 175 Austin
street,
N. Y., says:
"For two years 1 was unable to do any
REV. CHARLES F. HOLBROOK.
hard work of any kind. I was so miser
The Rev Charles F. Holbrook, pastor able and no one can imagine what hours
1 put in. I felt so sad and down hearted
o( the First Raptist church of Darners,
all the time, and sometimes felt as if I
of
a.
died
at
m.,
Tuesday
1,20
Mass.,
would be glad if X could die, for it was a
pneumonia, after an illness of a week. misery to live and feel as I did. I
sometimes
thought I should lose my
His end was peaceful. The funeral service
mind. X had the headache, and I could
will be held in the church at Danversport
not sleep at limes. I tried many mediThursday, at 3 p. in. The interment will cines. but they did me no good. At last I
Me.
decided
to try JJr. Greene’s Nervura blood
be at Bangor,
The Rev. Charles Francis Holbrook was and nerve remedy, and after taking two
bottles I could sleep well, and my mind
born, July 14, 1830, in Hellingham, Mass., did not trouble me any more. I am now
and spent his early years in
Worcester, able to do. all my housework, which 1
being graduated from Worcester Academy. have not done for two years before. I
can say I am very thankful
for what Dr.
He was graduated from Brown university
Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remewith the class of 1855, receiving the de- dy has done for me, and I gladly recommend
it to all who suffer as I have
cree of A. M. He next taught sohool, and
was graduated from Newton Theological suffered.”
Dr. Greene's Nervura is the best female
institution.
regulator, invigorant and restorative in
On October 14, 1863, he married Annie, the world, and by giving women sound
daughter of Captain Benjamin Burbank health and perfect strength, it restores
the
delicate complexion, brightens
Bradbury and Elizabeth Lowell Bradbury the clear, with the
eyas
sparkle of health,
of Newport, Me. He successively filled
to the nerves and body,
strength
gives
Baptist pastorates in Tariffville, Conn., elasticity to the step,buoyancy to the spirWest Boylston and Danversport, Mass., it, and that tireless vigor which alone
makes perfect happiness for women.
Saco, Me., Newport, N. H,,
Halloweli,
Dr. Greene, 54 Temple Place, Boston,
second
pastorate Mass., the most successful specialist in
Me., and Danvers, his
female complaints, can be consulted free,
there beginning iate in 1888.
or by letter.
He was a member of the Christian com- personally
mission in war time serving In the field
THE LINCOLN CLUBhospitals at the Wilderness and other

ning

ODD

-

BLACK DRESS GOODS,

REMNANTS

builfling

of

day

departments represented

where he

The attendance at the Gaiety yesterday
was large and the crowds artj still guessing as to Cleo. Is it a man or a woman? which he ministered from
1870 to 1879,
The voice Is at least bewildering. The
of the Hallowell parsonand the
all
lovers
of
is
trio
Creole
catching
genuwere largely due to his efforts.
ino coon songs and buck and wing dane- age
CAPTAIN A. G. CUTLER.
iDg. They are very clever. These are
Mabel Fisher, formerly of the Alabama
Capt. A. G. Cutler of New Gloucester,
troubadours; Hattie May, “the colored formerly of this city, died Tuesday evequeen

AND

■

-AT-

wide acquaintance, and
friends, particularly in his

battles.

SALE COMMENCES AT 8 O'CLOCK.

-OF-

a

year of its career, much has
in Fryebeen put into it that savors of
novelty.
Integrity and
The specialists this year include Charles bnrg, where his honesty,
Guyer, who enaots the role of the clown many excellent qualities were highly
and contributes a delightful ten minutes esteemed.
with
His funeral will occur on Friday, Januof the art of tumbling combined
droll sayings and humorous by-play; the ary 7th at one o'clock, p. m.

iujtho eighth

6th.

bright appearance.

of his death.
He was married to Mary E. Thoms oi
Fryeburg, on October 14th, 1884, and his
wife survives him, but he leaves no chil-

many warm
native town and in Portland,
long resided.
His loss will bo greatly felt

■

Isilk

AS

SORROWFUL WIVES KNOW.

Harrison’s election in 1888, he was appointed postmaster at Fryeburg, holding
that office for four years, and was again
re-appointed to that office in September,
1897, which position ho held at the time

dren.
Mr. Frye had

9000000000000000000000000
■

mall
About 1883, he was appointed
agent on the northern division of the
Maino Central, then the P. & O. R. R.,
After
and returned to Fryeburg to live.

the attendance throughout the cities they
have played has been most
gratifying.
This, perhaps, may bo accounted for from
the fact that, while the spectacle is now

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RIMES BROS. CO.

Lost,

The sale of seats for Hanlon's Superba,
which is to bo presented at The Jefferson
tho week of Jan. 10th, opens next Friday,
announced in
intead of Wednesday, as
time ns her the
be seen here for tho only
papers.
Miss
illle. Nelletti,
Cram, Mr. J. Parkthis
present tour is her farewell one to
and Grant Snow, the latter
er Coombs
country. In conjunction with the Anna
the well-known guitar soloist and com
Hold entertainment a superb production
heard in his new
poser of iioston, will be
of the latest New YorkJandLondon novel- descriptive
piece entitled “The War
which was a decided success in
ty, “The Cat and the Cherub,’’ will also Song,’
New York, at the Tolman house, on Fribe given, interpreted by the original New
day evening, January 7th. at the concert
York company. These combined attrac- in aid of the Little Samaritans.
tions are most
expensive and should
OBITUARY.
piove a noteworthy event. Seats new on
sale.
AMOS COOK FRYE.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS._

NEW

NEW ADTERTISEJ/ENTS.

Easily Won and Often Carelessly

NOTES.

ai

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

A HUSBAND’S LOVE.

a prominent
Lovers ot fetching music, lively

d tier company will present here
that charming entertainment which creatNew York for
in
furore
ed such a
months. Tho chic and famous Held will
Held

and closing
and very attractive

opening

CO.,

One lot of “Oneita” Union Suits, heavy winter
weight merino, close rib, light grey color, beautfulfinished with silk crocheted edges and pearl but-

ly

tons

(fasten

across

the chest) to be sold at 59c.
to slight mill imperfections which

subject
injure them for actual wear but are just serious enough to throw them out of the first class.
These flaws bring the price down from $1.00 to 59c.
These

are

do not

One lot of white “Oneita” Union Suits, fine
Swiss ribbed at $1.12—marked down from $1.75—
these are also under the same ban as the other lot
Some extra large sizes in
...but look at the prices!
this lot (all perfect goods) at same money.
One lot of pink silk plated Swiss ribbed
dervests, sleeveless and medium neck, at 50c

selling

all the

season at

$1.00.—great bargain.

Unbeen

__

..One lot of white lisle Combi nation Suits, long
sleeves and short sleeves, regularly sold at $1.45
10

it
you are going
go today at nay.
is the right
a warmer climate for the winter this
sort to take along, or as an investment against next

and

Sr.09

to

summer’s needs, it is a good opportunity.
One lot of pure wool ribbed Undershirts, brown
mixed, for children one to four years, at 25c, been
wonderful value for the money.
UnSeveral other small lots of very desirable
derwear will be on the counter today at cut prices.

42c.

This is also

OWEA.

a

MOORE

&

CO.

PUBLISHED BY

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL

UNDER-A
The

Story of

a

ARRANGEMENT.

CLOUD.
Lost

Memory.

community, as well as his family and
largo circle of friends.
GRAY.

Forty words losortod under this head
week for 25 cents cash In advance.

Dry Mills, Jan. 5.—Mr. William Swett
has gone to Boston on a business trip.
Little Gardie Morrill, who has been
quits sick with lung trouble, is better.
Tuesday morning was the ooldest mornThe thermometer
ing for the season.
below
from 10 to 20 degrees

DYES

WASHES

|

jv

AT ONE OPERATION

_ANY COLOR.

i

No

# No Mess.

Trouble,SOLD

1N

#

#
0

everywhere.

ALL COlors

J
T

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
Ribor Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,
Undorlinen, etc.,
bons, Curtains,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.

1

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“
TRADE MARK.
PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR

I3 DR. SAMUEL PiTCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same
011 ever^
that has borne and does now
bear the facsimile signature of (*fa&%7eMcZeAC wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
and see that it is
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper
on the
the kind you have always bought
“

and has the signature
per. No one has authority
cept The Centaur Company

of

wrap-

to use my name exwhich Chas. E. Fletcher is

from

of

me

^March 8,1897.

,;d.

Do Not Be Deceived.

™d
,

Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the ingredients of which even he does not know.

a

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
THE CENTAUR COM PANT# 77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK GiTYa

PIANO BUYERS-1

1

SEE

TME
WW
J*I'W

i

I STSXES.J
NORRIS &

|

STEINWAY,
HARDMAN,
FABLER,

§
I

BRAUEYIULLER,

|

PEASE.

HYDE,

|

fftl ft

|LJjj| J||| |f*l | gj %

Transposing Key Board

1 h I ^ U yj

b
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THE

UNIQUE
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AEOLIAN.

A CALL at our Warerooms will convince you that we are fully equipped to fulfill youi
and that we are in a position to give you better value for your money than can b<
obtained elsewhere.
Our Liberal Terms of Credit enable anybody to own and enjoy a good Piano.

requirements,

MUSIC
selecting the goods for this department we have spared no pains o; expense to make i ;
the I.eadiua Music liepot In the Mate.
Mail Ordors Promptly A.ttondtecJ To
In

M. Steiner! & Sons G§„
TFLEPHONE 818-2.

T-

MSSST

517 CONGRESS STREET.
declGdtfnrm

HOTEL ilAJESTIC,
Central Park West 8s 72d to 71 st Sts.,!Mew York,
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
One of the largest and dues:—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.

AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS,
AINSL1E & WEBSTER.

janl

eodtf

0. E. STEPHENSON, Corner Park and Congress Sts.

24 1-2 ib. bags Washburn Flour.75c
24 1-2 lb. bags Rllsbury’s Flour.75c
19 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar.$1.00
4cans Extra Corn.25c
Choice Aroostook Potatoes.79c bushel
7 bars JLenox Soap.25c
r ibs. of Prunes.25c
Choice Country Eggs.2lc doz.
Choice French mustard. 5c tumbler

6 X'ra

Fine Maine
FIRE IN

Broken Candy.3 lbs. for 25<
Choice Ham.9c II
10 lbs Rolled Oats.25<
100 Common Crackers.19(
Portland creamery Butter.25i
Choicest St. I.ouis Flour.S5.G5 bbl
Cream of Wheat.He
Choice Country Chickens.i;;c 11

Turkeys,

17

AUBURN.

Penis

Prr

Found

A NEW CORPORAHON.

Lewiston, January 5.—The dwellinj
house at 64 Summer street, owned b;
Salmon Record.of Auburn and occupici (
by Leslie L. Stevens, was badly dainagoi
by fire at four o’clock Wednesday
ing.
The house was gutted and Mr.Stevens'

morn

furniture is a total loss. The house wa
n story and a half dwelling with a lonj
It was a partial loss, th J
e 1 and stablu.
main house being burned, but the ell am 1
Th
stable being but little damaged.
The furni
house was insured for SSOOO.
t ,re was insured fur $iOO.

Notice of tho organization of the W. T
Kilborn company of Portland has beet
tiled in the oflico of tho rearistry of deeds
The
and
and
Tho

000,
tho

company is authorized to buy, sel
deal in carpetings and furnishing: 1
business
carry on other mercantile
capital stock of the company is $25,
with $300 paid in. The par value o:
shares is *100. W. T. Kilborn is thi

president,
and

1’. C. Kilborn the treasurer

N. A. Johnson

poration.

the clerk of the cor

2

s$SuSSfS

E“™”?muen4ne£rreatab»I^
£^thoUsS.S» li“-os

much sickprepare a

prevented
of
The Mimvon Remedy Company
At all druggistsrare for each disease.
medical advice write
need
If you
avial
'ROI Arch Street, Philadelphia. It is
and

Miss Grace Dow has gone to take oharge
of her school at Cliff Island, where her
Author of “Shot in toe Back,” “A Conflict in a Railway Tunnel,” “The sister Hottie has been acting as substitute
for the past two months.
Haunted Room in the Forester’s Arms,” “The Mystery of
About eight Inches of snow fell last
"An Attempt at Blackmail.”
IIumpton Gap,”
Friday, and it makes the lumbering business quite lively.
S. W. Foster has bought another pair
(ALL EIGHTS RESERVED.)
of horses.
ms
nuuio
Mr. Moses Libbey, of Boston, is stopIvt'u
meuicai
JiavO
reputaCHAFTKlt XIV. CONT1NULD.
human skill could have ping with Mr. Will Dow.
tion that no
of
His plaoe was token by the figure
saved her. From the moment of closing
CUMBERLAND.
the cool unemotional little doctor, who her
the word
eyes after pronouncing
looked for a moment or two. and then “mother,” as described at the conclusion
West Cumberland, Jan. 5.—The Christ
softly shook his head again. Mr. Hartree of the last chapter, she lay for many mas tree and concert at the Methodtsl
glided sliently as a phantom to his side, hours in a comatose stato, with no othor church was greatly enjoyed by all pres
and whispered:
“Do you consider her indication that she yet breathed than ent. Two trees were well tilled with
condition dangerous, doctor?” 'Lhe med- was to be
got by tho delicate blurring presents. Quite a number were not ablt
ical man laid his finger upon his pursed- of a mirror held close to her nostrils. co attend on account of the measles.
up lips ami nodded In the affirmative.
Miss Annie Morrill spent Christmas a'
Then, after a long night of suspense and
“And there is nothing to bo done?”
heart-subduing anxiety to those who had homo.
been
has
moro
than
already
she
“Nothing
watched
The measles ax-e still raging in this vi
suddenly
by her beasido,
done. It is not indeed a case of simple manifested symptoms of returning conOliver Mounlfort is sick Witt
cinity.
first
concussion of the brain, as I at
sciousness; and in a littlo while from them at the present writing.
never
she
would
so
baa
it
been
feared, for
first evincing signs of animation was
Miss Nellie Graves spent Sunday at xar
have recovered consciousness. But from wide awake again, staring in a startled mouth.
Mass.,
the fact of her complaining of pressure
way round upon the faces of her parents,
Henry Clough of Lawrence,
upon the head I very much fear the cere- tho doctor and Kawdon. Not to protract spent a few days of last week at hn
if
and
has
been
bral membrane
injured,
this sickroom.scene: during the course of uncle’s, S. L. Clough.
Mrs
that is so I am afraid she will not re- the day she grew so much better as to be
The Ladies’ Circle will meet with
oover.
ablo to sit up and talk, although still C. M. Abbott next Friday evening.
Mr. Hartree gave vent to a deep breath. complaining of the sense of pressure upon
GORHAM.
Indeed, the spectacle of that poor girl, her head. Mr. Lambert, anxious not
stricken down, as the doctor stated, by a to tax tbo kindness of tho Hartrees, de- | The business places of Gorham will b<
thret
mortal injury, her situation rendered the termined as soon as ever the poor girl closed today between two and
moro peculiarly
pathetic by the knowl- was well enough to be moved to hove o’clock, during the funeral o, the lati
had
she
mind
of
edge ot the distress
her carried down into a carriage, and Stephen Hinkley.
labored under, could not fail to he affect- drivon over to his own house,
and on
ing in the extreme. Mrs. Hartree occa- the following day ilr. Scott pronounced FI RE IN SHINE’S CLOTHING STORE
her
sionally smuggled a hamlkcrohief to
her to be sufficiently recovered to return
eyes, whilst Marian every now and then home. Accordingly she was
conveyed
Which Was Extinguished
ia an audible into a closed
hoc
emotion
relief
to
gave
vehiole, and driven with slight Blaze
and prolonged sigh, which defied all her her father and mother to Fitz William
Without Much Loss.
violent efforts to suppress it.
Lodge; but scarcely Jiad she been lifted
For another snell of considerable dura- indoors and luid upon the couch in the
The first fire of the new year occurred
tion Clara Lambert lay as she had done dining room, when she complained of
An alarm
when first brought in—motionless and to violent pains in her head. A doctor was at 11.50 o’clock last night.
she
Then
again sent for, took her temperature, inquired
all appearance lifeless.
from box 44 summoned the department tc
return
to
seemed
and
her
eyes
into the uature of her sufferings, and
opened
streets
corner of Union and Middle
suddenly to consciousness as before. Dr. then ordered her to bed at once, telling the
Scott, who all this time stood by her side, Mr. Lambert that his daughter had got wnere a Iiui> uir wan gutting lii
asked her how she felt.
an attack of brain fever, and would need
in the cellar stair caEe in Simon Shine’s
“I believe I am dying.” she answered the most unremitting care and watchfulstore at the corner of Union and Middle
in a low voice.
followed
Then
ness to preservo her life.
of lively
“Oh, come, come! Vou mustn t say a whole fortnight of that most trying streets. Afer a few minutes
little medical condition of
Only
that!” exclaimed the
which always work the blaze was extinguished.
uncertainty
a good deal shocked by her percepman.
enters a house baud in hand with sickthe prompt discovery of !ho fire by some
tion of what he himself had every reason ness; at the end of which time the crisis
men in the neighboring all night
to fear was inevitable.
of tho malady had passed, and the doctor young
lunch room and the prompt notion ol
“I am not afraid,” said she, com- pronounced all danger to bo over.
see my
to
“I should like
posedly.
Officer Conlon who pulled in the alarm
(To be continued.)
mother.”
prevented a more disastorous blaze. As
“She will be here very soon now. Do
vv ix a*
IVIMMX ^
it was the woodwork about the staircase
you feel any pain?”
and some clothing and bags of rags were
“My head aches, and I seem to have ice
on rav forehead.
The stock of the store was
Items of Interest Gathered by CorreA- destroyed.
“The nerves are Becoming numueu,
not at all burnt but suffored some from
poadents of the Press.
whispered the doctor to Mr. Hartree.
smoke.
Very soon she asked what had become
The young fellow, on hearing
of Cecil.
but is
Mr. Shine’s loss will be small,
POWNAL.
her pronounce his name, made a desperinsurance. The damage to the
covered
by
and
stepped
ate effort to appear collected,
Pownal, Jan. 5.—A "Poverty Social”
building was small and $75 will cover it.
She smiled and extended her
to the bed.
is to be given by the Ladies’ Aid Society
kiss
would
sho
The
as
though
This is also covered by insurance.
hands, making
Jan.
on
Friday evening,
him. He took one look at the girl as she at Mallet Kail
was owned by the Clapp estate.
building
lay in this attitude, yearning towards 7th, the same being in charge of Mrs. Mr. Shine had $2500 insurance in the
him. The spectacle was too much ior Arthur Thayer. A list of lines
have
stock in the Little agenoy.
his composure, and covering his.eyes he
beon handed in, which are supposed to
sobbed like a child.
that
she
exon
attire
worn
occasion,
BRIEFLf TOLD*
govern the
“Why, what is the matter?’’
claimed.
“Cecil—poor old Cecil—what and a committee will be appointed to
You are safe and we
are you crying for?
Gov. Woloott. yesterday declined to inmake continual observation for the evenAh, I know,” she
are together again.
concolleot tho just terfere in behalf of John O'Neil,
added, IcttiDg her voice die out in a ing, and will immediately
victed of the murder of Mrs. McLeod.
whisper, and half closing her dim violet dues for undue attention to same. FolI am goGeorge J. Smith, the discoverer of the
eyes. “It is because you think
lowing is a list of the fines:
famous Treadwell mine in Alaska, was
ing away from you.”
one
for
women—No
Fines
oent;
head in
his
apron,
shot through the
found
Rawin
“Sir,” said tho little doctor
don’s ear—he snoke sternly, but that was trimmed apron, two cents; finger rings, workshop in San Francisco, yesterday.
or
He had committed snioide.
chiefly to conceal his own agitation—“let three cents; ornamental hair pins
Peter Jackson and Peter Maher are tc
me
implore you to control yourself. breast pins, three cents; gold framed
three
steel
to
hide
five
frames,
cents;
The managers of each have beer
glasses,
meet.
Restrain your grief, or rather try
hair
two
comfort
to
cents;
ribbon,
her;
talk
watch,
a
her;
cents;
in correspondence for some time and havt
It. Be
man;
side
two
her!”
one
bracelets,
cents;
The mil!
don’t
upset
cent;
come
to an agreement.
her;
finally
encourage
flirting, three will
Cecil made a fierce effort to master, him- combs, ono oent each;
probably take place within eighl
of
remorse
cents.
weeks and in San Francisco.
self, although his anguish
Dines for men—Shining boots, one oent;
stung him to the heart, stirred as his soul
The French embassy at Washington
had beon to its very depths by the girl’s watch, two cents; stand up collar, three has been notified by cable that the nev
love for him. and the old memories cents; cuffs, two cents: buttonhole bou- Fronoh ambassador, M. Gambon, sailed
'k tie,
two cents;
which during this time, crowded thickly quot, three cents;
from Havre last Satur
on the Gascoigne
moustache, two cents; full beard, one
th<
through his mind.
und will arrive in New York
the middle, five day
“Will you make me a promise?” said oent; hair parted in
latter part of this week.
Clara, weakly drawing him towards her cents; gold collar button, two cents;
ox
If is said that John Woods, the
spooning and casting sheep’s eyes, three
by the sleevo of his coat.
superintendent of the Metropolitan In
cents.
“What is it?” he asked.
took
sudden
leave
who
surance
company,
“That when I am gone you will marry
Business is very dull throughout the
of Biddeford, with some of the oompany’i 1
Marian Marston. I know she loves you town
at present. Lack of any ready money and also the salaries of the agents
just
she
is
a
good girl
and that you lovo her;
farmers has brought is now living in Boston, and that he hai 1
—she saved your life. Oh, my head, my money among the
his case satisfactorily.
head!” she added, seized by a sudden about this condition of circumstances, settled
Dr. Zaoeharin, the famous physician o:
spasm of pain.
and there is no possibility of any change
is dead.
Ur
Again be bowed down until bis face until another season’s crop3 ara sown, Czar Alexander III,
Zaccharin was an eccentrio
personage
lay against hers, with a strange feeling
of dizziness coming across his own brain. grown and harvested. Never was there n who, shortly before the death of Cza
She pressed her lips to his cheek and season in this vicinity where so little was Alexander 111, which ocourred on Novem
ber 1, 1894, was accused of having made <
murmured, “Do you promise?”
stored in the cellars for the consumption
mistaken diagnosis of the Czar’s malady
“I will promise anything that will
season.
as
the
families
the
present
which may have caused his death.
make you happy, dear one.” he answered. of
to be practised
of
a rattle
There sounded
carriage Great economy will have
and all during the winter, as
one
drive
outside.
by
the
It is a pleasure in those days of oheai
wheels upon
gravel
will be experienced in the
Mr. Hartree looked out of tho .window harder times
literature to call the attention of ou:
has
been
in
than
months
already
Heaven! Here are coming
and said, “Thank
readers to the conspicuous announeemen
her father and mother at last.” He then the past.
are now over, and the of the new year's programme of the on<
The
holidays
and
to
meet
room
them,
quietly left the
to
school
duare returning
whioh stands pre-eminentlj
conduct them into their daughter’s pres- young people
The Misses Josephino and Ella publication
ties.
“Are those flowers I see
ence.
lyi Hodsdon left for Hebron
for the best there is in literature and ari
on
Tuesday,
there?” whispered the girl.
A Professor ir
too! A great stream while Miss Lillian Latham, Miss^FJorence _the Century Magazine.
“And
water,
How Hodsdon and Miss fc-adio Dresser returned one of the largest colleges in the Unitec
to be rushing towards me.
seems
on
MonAcademy
Yarmouth
dark it looks, and what a terrible roaring to North
made this statement:—
Miss Ida Sweotsor of North Pow- States recently
it makes. It is coming closer and closer; day.
commenced a course of study “The Century Company has furnished
has
also
nal
lam
now
save
n;e!
I am afraid;
Ah,
at that school.
two of the masterpieoes of literature ol
in it; how cold it feels!”
Miss N. E. Winch, ono of tho teachers the last decade: Sloane’s Napoleon anc
The door opened, and Mr. Hartree, folYarmouth Academy, has recentlowed by Mr. and Mrs. Lambert, nolse- at North
The Life of Abraham Lincoln.”
been spending several days in town,
lessly glided into the; room. The poor ly
of Miss Lillian L. Latham.
Besides its literary merits,the reader is
mother advanced, trembling and sobbing the guast
Tuesday moning registers as tho coldest not only sure iuut uuuiiug win wvur apand Cecil softly
to the side of tho bed,
neiiBuu »u
itii,
jucii/uij
editorial columns that has nol
drew aside to make way for her. The or run
pear in its
to 12 degrees below zero.
girl, on feeling him release his hand
elevating influenoe, but it
an absolutely
from hers, opened her eyes, and her
NEW GLOUCESTER.
is the one publication whose advertising
countenanoo, which looked inexpressibly
beautiful in its pallid, marble-liko hue, A. G. CUTTER BURNED TO DEATH. columns are also carefully edited, and
grew suddenly radiant with a glad smile.
nothing alowed therein which cannot be
New Gloucester, Jan. 5.—Messrs. Win.
“Mother!” she murmured. That was
the claims made foi
as to
all. Then again she dosed her eyes, and and John Greoley are at home for a few depended upon
a deep, long
sigh escaped her, that, to days on account of the illness of their the article advertised.
H. Greeley, who is now
W.
her father’s fancy, was like the rustle of father,
the soul escaping from tho lovely image muoh better.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Mrs. Charlotte Hilton of Boston is viswhich had clothed it: a shudder ran
H. Greeley.
througn ncr wnoie irame, anu nor »«•- iting her brother-in-law, W.
A most shocking accident occurred yesAt the Inquest In Arizona.
stretched arms sank slowly to her side.
“Come away,’’ said the ilootor,softly,to terday morning at about 7.30 a. m., to
was tho cause of DiaCoroner—What
He placed Capt. A. G. Cutter. Ho opened the door
those standing by the bed
in his room, and the mond Jo's death?
his car to her mouth, thinking to find her to the stove
Broncho Pete—Heart disease.
dead. After listening for a moment or draught was so great that it drew in a
tho Captain
Coroner—Are you sure of that?
two he drew himself up, and looking portion of his olothing, and
was
on tire
Broncho Pete—Sartin. The heart was
round 'exclaimed, in a subdued voice, did not see that his olothing
in
still
the an aco and he had it up his sleeve.—Chiuntil he was entirely enveloped
“Take hope, my friends, for she
the
in
room.
alone
His
was
He
dames.
lives.”
oago News.
cries brought his wifo to tho rescue, who
CHAPTEK XV.
succeeded in extinguishing the Are, but
not until he was most fearfully burned
Thousands suffer from Catarrh or cold ir
THE QUESTION SETTLED.
all over his body. Capt. Cutter and his heart and have never tried the popular remedy
It has so far been the somewhat unfor- wife were alone in the house, but al- There is no longer any excuse, as a 10 cent trial
secured almost
tunate province of the author, whilst though medical holp was
of Ely's Cream Balm can be had of yom
Capt. Cutter died at 8 size
pursuing this Darativo.tobe obliged to in- immediately,
or we mail it for 10 cents.
Full size
one of our best
been
druggist
for
the
m.
He
has
which
always
p.
troduce the reader to scones
ELY BKOS., 56 Warren St., N. Y
a great loss to the
cents.
be
GO
cheerwill
and
of
a
not
are
citizens,
most part
particularly
The only apology that
City.
ful character.
can be offered for tills must lie in the foot
A friend advised me to try Ely’s Cream Bain
unavoidthat it was a cond’tion wholly
and after using it six weeks 1 believe myseli
romanand
the
able in relating
singular
cured of catarrh. It is a most valuable remedy
tic experience which forms so memora—Joseph Stewart, 624 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn
ble a passage in the life of the hero of
N. Y.
this story. At the same time, however,
it maybe a source of satisfaction to those
A Bad Break.
who like, when they have followed the
fortunes of various characters through
did pretty well during tho
“Smithers
close
the
to
volume
the pages of a book,
of tho temperance play at tho
first
the
part
that
actors
all
a
with
knowledge
church last night, but ho spoiled It all
come out right, and are comfortably disWon. later.
posed of in the end, to learn that the seNO MONEY IN A»VANCE.
“How?”
quel to the little drama upon which the dori'al appliance andtosciontluc remany reliable
the third
edies sect on trial
curtain will now shortly be descending
“Got v»> and wont out betwoon
n*an. A world-wide reputation back of
as usual.”—Cincinnati
was of a happier nature than the earlier
obstacle to happy married and fourth acts
Every
offer.
this
events seemed to promise.
life removed. Full strength, development
Commercial
Clara Lambert did not die from the
and tone given to every portion of the body.
effects of her accident, although the one
of g Anoient
installation
Failure impossible; age no barrier.
“After the
No C. O. D. scheme.
puzzle of Dr. Scott’s professional life has
of O. F., this
1-50.
lodge,
Brothers’
been to understand how she managed to
served.
olude the grim spectre when he would
evening, a e“PP“ will be

BUSSELL,

ness.

Ssnarate
IsSimts
Frof^Miinyoti.
abaoiotcly free&

MAGICALLY
EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT

_

F£

Tribune._

ERIE MEDICAL

CD.,ftjW^

F”

O LET—Rooms, furnished or unfurnished,
v ery
with heat, gas and use of bath room,

pleasantly located.

J3AA.A1.

129

Spring

St._4'4

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words Inserted
one

week for 25

cents,

SALE—First class detached brick house
14 rooms and hath, perfect repair, sieam
heat and all modern improvements, rental of
rooms are $60 per month aside from what the
owner occupies; best c *ntral part of Congress
street. Price §6 00.
W. II. WALDKON & CO.f
iso Middle street.
__6^1

J'OR

__

pOR SALE—At Old Orchard Beach, summer
boarding house, Winona house, beautifully
1

situated on Hotel street, lo rods from depot, 15
rods from site of proposed pier. 19 furnished
rooms, house in lirst eUss repair and will be
s°ld cheap if sold at once. Inquire at SMITH
^ BO 1HE\S STORE. Old Orchard. Me.

5-4_

SALE—House of 7 rooms with ell and
pOR
*
stable, 9000 feet land, best location on Ste-

mo LET—Very desirable room on the third
A floor of building553 Congress St, corner of vens 1 lams avenue, close to schools, post office
Oak St. Hot water heating. Very reasonable and stores, electrics pass the door, price $1350
to close an
Terms half cash balance
price. Apply to FREDERICK L. JERRIS. 396 mortgage. estate.
W. II. WALDKON & CO.. 180 MidCongress St.___4-1
dle street.
5-1
rent No. K9 Myrtle St.,
ITOrTreNT—Upper
A six or seven rooms. Price, $12.00. Inquire
SALE—A one and a half story house
of F. S. SMITH, 170 Cumberland St.3-1
arranged for two families. Sebago water,
15,000 square feet in tile lot,-fruit trees, chance
LET—Graphophones; justthe thing for an for a garden,
near schools, electrics, a
evening’s entertainment. For terms, etc., home at a bargain. Also a three-flat housegood
at a
call or address R. H. DARKER at E. D. Reyinvestment.
N. S. GAKDINKK.
paving
nold’s trunk store, 593 Congress St., Portland, good

I'OK

1\0

3-1

Me.

LET—One-half of double house No. 271
Brackett St., near Neal, contains eight
rooms with bath and all modern conveniences.
For further particulars inquire a)t 269 Brackett
St., or at LOIUNG’S Printing Office, 45 Ex-

TO

3-1

change St.

mO LET—Rents with bath and other improve
A ments.
Nos. 172 and 295 1-2 Brackett, 7
rooms each; No. 171 Neal, 7 rooms, steam heat;
Mellen St., 8 rooms; High, 7 and 8 rooms; ConReal
gress, 7 and 8 rooms, and many others.
4-1
Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAlLL.

■

....

LEL—A very desirable tenement of six
rooms, centrally located, newly painted
and papered throughout. Price $10 per month.
J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Exchange street,_5-1 j
ORRE NT—We have a very de s i ruble list of
houses and rents for sale and to let in all
We also make a
parts of the city and vicinity.
specialty of collecting rents and general care of
property. For particulars. Real Estate office.
First National Bank. FREDERICK S. \'AILL.

TO

zero.

HERBERT

JC U1V

_

»n«

registered

BY

IV* UUi..

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

under this head
Forty worrti inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

nne

of the Heap
in popularity

Top

and sales—

SITUATION
ing. either

engineer, stationary or hoistsingle or double drum; sta-

tionary preferred but would ttke watchman or
fireman’s berth: or running planer, four sided
preferred. Can furnish good reference. Do my
own repairing.
Anywhere in the state, Aadress JAMES TUPPER, Brunswick, Me. 6-1

Casco National Bank.

people.

Every

*

to-

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland will be held at
the office of said bank on Tuesday, the eleventh
day of January. 1898, at. 10 o’clock a. m.. for the
unl oose of electing seven directors for the ensumg year, ana the transaction of any other business which may legally come before that meeting.
jn4dtd MARSHALL R. GODING, Cashier.

The Portland

&

Ogdensburg Railway.

Stockholders
meeting
should in- 1MIE annual
Portland
Ogdensburg Railway
City
Mayor
Portland
Tuesday, the eighteenth day
vestigate what there is January,
o’clock in
forenoon,
1898,
for
ensuing year, and
about B-L that so
business
legally

bacco

of the
&
the
be held at the office of the

user

of the

on

pieases
USED

Colored Man

In

the taste.
HIS

RAZOR.

Boston

Cuts

His

Wife’s

Cambridge, Mass., January 5.—Early
this morning, Henry Barrington, colored,
cut the throat of his wife, also colored,
cut

his own

throat.

It

SALE—Lodging
FORnished.
$200, $250,

Both

victims are still alive although there are
slim chances for their recovery. Barrington and his wife attended a colored ball
last evening, and it is alleged that he objected to his wife’s action in dancing
with oertaln man and vainly expostulated

of
will
of
of
to
to

that may

JOHN W. DANA, Clerk.

jan4d2w

NATIONAL

BANK.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Canal National bank of Portland will be
held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
11th day of January, 1898, at 11 o’clock a. m.
of seven directors and for
for the election
the transaction or any other business that
may be legally presented.
C. PETERS, Cashier.
declldtd
December 10, 1897.

and second

SALE—New
FOR bargain,
call at American

hand sleighs at
Express Co.’s

Stable, Cross street. B. M. MITCHELL.

3-1

CHANCE—For sale, the stock
and lease of a small country store; good
tenement and stable connected; low rent: -ituated in village at 11. K. station; good place for
one with small capital: satisfactory reason for
selling. Box 596, Portland, Me.31-1

BUSINESS

SALE-On Hampshire street, between
Newbury and Federal St., a thoroughly
built 2 1-2 story house in excellent repair, two
tenemeets rents for $30 per month, 12 rooms
and bath, cemented cellar, large lot and sunny
exposure. A good home, cheap; terms easy.
31-1
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange street,

FOR

TTiOK SALE—A thorough built house, 9 rooms
A
and batb, in complete repair, neatea wun
liot water, set tups and lavatories with hot and
cold water, large stable, nearly 5000 feet land,
good central location: price $2,200. W. H.
31-1
WALDRON & CO., ISO Middle street.

Skates. Skate

Snow

Straps,
STICKS.
POLO
Shoes. Ice Creepers. Ankle Supports for
Guard
Pocket Knives, Razors,

Safety
Skates,
for Razors, fits any razor. Carving Knives and
Forks. The best assortment of Polo Stioks in
the city; wholesale and retail. G. L. BAILEY,
203 Middle street.

_31-1

SALE-l 18 cell McIntosh Galvanic
Battery, cost $40. good as new. 1 Oxygen
Generator. Lot medical hooks. F. O. BAILEY
31-1
& CO., 46 Exchange street.
16 horse power engine
'Uk SALE—One
and boiler; also 2 radiators All In good
condition. Enquire of H. H.NEVENi & CO.,
333 Fore street, City.dec2tf

FOR

SOR SALE—Tickets to

dancing

sohool fur

beginners, luanchester teacher, commencing Friday night, January 7: 12 lessons,
also
Post Hall,
10 assemblies, Thatcher
pupils, 12 lessons, 12 assemblies for advanced
Janupupils, commencing Wednesday night,
Tickets at HAWES’ Music Store, 414
ary 6.
13-3
Congress street.
MISCELLANEOUS.
NEGOTIATED—At 5 and 6

real estate
MORTGAGES
per cent
and others desiring

security. Buildto place or renew mortgages will find our facilities equal lo,any. and
our charges very moderate.
Apply td Real EsNational Bank \Bulldlng,
tate Office, First
F'REDERICK S. VAILL.31-1
on

Merchants’ National Bank.
stockholders
The annual meeting of the
National
Merchant’s
;
the
Bank of Portland. Me., for the election of seven
directors for the ensuing year and the transacof

ers

have got the best' flour in Porttion of any other business that may legally be
land for ail purposes, It will make raise
presented, will be held at their banking house, bread, biscuit an pastry. It is winter wheat
ou Tuesday the 11th day of January, 1898, at 10
white as snow, and every barrel warranted or
o’clock

C. O.

a. m.

BANCROFT, Cashier.

NOTICE—We

money refunded and

only S5.75

a

barrel.

9,1807._declodtd WHITNEY, the Grocer, 201 Congress St. 31-1
for top of gilt butter
PORTLAND NATIONAL RANK. REWARD will be paidPreble
road if left at
dish lost on Fort
December

with her. After some further trouble, he
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
took his wife home.
the Portland National Bank of Portland for the
election ot diectors for the ensuing year and
had
not-been
home
the
They
very long,
the transaction of any other bu-dness that may
neighbors Btate, before Mrs. Barrington legallv be presented, will be held at their bank11th., day of Januwas seen to slip out of the house.
She ing house on TUESDAY the
at It o’clock A. M.
When Barrington ary, 1898, CHARLES G. ALLEN. Cashier.
went back to the hall.
found this out he took his razor and
Portland, Maine, December 9,1897.
dtd
awaited tho woman’s return.
dec9
Officers McCarthy and Mulvaney found
MEETING.
ANNUAL
Mrs. Barrington stumbling down stairs
of her home wounded
and bleeding at
The annual meeting of rhe, stockholders of
about 2.10 o’clock this morning.- She was
Bank cf Portland for the
sent to the Massachusetts General hospital. the First National for the
election of Directors
ensuing year, and
There it was discovered that murder had the transaction of any other business that may
been
be
will
held at Its Bankattempted.
probably
legally he presented,
The house was searched and in the rear ing Rooms on TUESDAY, the 11th day of JanA.
M.
upper room Barrington was found on the uary, 1898, at 10 o'clock
J. E. WENGREN, Cashier.
floor unconscious, though stillf oreathlng
dec6dtd
heavily and with his windpipe terribly
cut. He was sent to the hospital.
A note was found, which was written
by Barrington, saying ithat he regretted
The annual meetingof the stockholders of the
that his wife had brought the gray hairs
of his mother In sorrow to tho grave. Chapman National Bank will be held at its
the 11th day of JanThis morning a complaint was prepared banking rooms on Tuesday m..
for the election
uary. 1898, at 10 o’clock a.
against Barrington charging him with of directors for the ensuing year, and the tranassault upon his wife with intent to kill. saction of any other business that may legally
This will be held however, pending the come before the meeting.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
result of the injuries of both.
declodtd
Portland, Me., Dec. 10. 1897.

The

Chapman National Bank.

CONSULSHIPS PASSED ABOUND.
Washington, January 5.—The President
has sent tho following nominations to
the Senato today:
Justice—Franois C. Lowell, U S. district judge for the district of Massachu-

houses,
newly fur$300 down, balance

monthly payments. Bakery and confectionery
and
double
for
single
lalso
sale;
houses In Bostons and suburbs for sale on easy
C. G.
Houses and suites for rent.
terms.
FERRY, 1686 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
4-1

GEORGE

Throat and Then His Own.

and then

the

at ten
the
choose Directors
transact any other
come before the meeting.

CANAL

o-i

as

ANNUAL MEETINGS

in quality and
flavor best suits the

Midille street._

OR SALE—Three storied brick house, two
tenements. 13 rooms, newly painted and
papered, new open plumbing and perfect drainage ; one of the best houses and best location
on Lincoln street; rents $25 per month, first
time offered. Price $2,500. W. H. WALDKON
4-1
& CO., 180 Middle street.

a

TVTANTED—Situation in small family by
¥ ▼
middle-aged American woman; no
children; good plain cook.
Address, BOX
1-1
140, Gorham, Me.

TQRAGCO

185

LOST AND FOUND.
under this
head
cash in advance.

Forty words Inserted
one

week for 23

cent.,

office, Prehle house.24-tf
LOAN—On

TO
mortgages
MONEY
tate in the city and suburbs, at 5 and~s per
of

real

es-

cent. Notes discounted on reasonable rates of
interest. Real estate for sale and rented.rents
collected. Care of real estate. 25 years in the
165
Middle
N. S. GARDINER,
business.
street, room 4.27-4

will advance money on any kind of
merchandise consigned to us, or will
store
pay cash for household furniture,
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
<& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

WE

Household goods of every description are always to be found at
private sale at our Auction Rooms. We often
have articles less than half the cost to manufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
Free street.11-1 f

CONSIGNED

YV ANTED—A11 persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
therefore
can
give bottom prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
23-2
pictures.
■

563

Difficult cases Cured

by Dr. C.T. FISK.

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
prominent Maine citizens cured.
ur. DISK'S raetnou is easv. gate,
kljB ■ 8
8 8 £-3
Consultation Free!
painless.
Call at my Lewiston or Portland H
8 8
office, or consult me l>y mail.
Dr. C. T. FISK, 832 Main Street, Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.
■

evening between 4 and 5.30
setts.
o'clock a lady’s mink scarf on Congress
Owen I. W. Smith of North Carolina, street between J. R. Libby’s and Pearl street.
WANTED.
to be minister resident and consul gene- Reward will be p aid to person returning this
5-1
ral of the United States to Libera.
scarf to 107 Franklin street.
Forty words Inserted under this held
James G Stowe of Missouri, to be conone week for 23 cents, cash In advance.
sul general of the United States at Cape
A FINLANDER MURDERED.
Town, Cape of Good Hope.
hand printing press, 5x8
Horbert G. Squires of New York, to be
Mass., January 5.—Chairman
with 4 or 5 fonts of type:
Shirley,
secretary of legation of the United States Parsons of the board of selectmen of this must chase or larger,
buy cheap. Address Lock Box 201, West
at Pekin, China.
notified this morning that Buxton.
was
Adolph L. Brankenthal of Massachu- town,
Mattl Saldeni, a Finlander, was stabbed
hire a large pung or would
setts, consul at Berne, Switzerland.
unknown man at Slab City, a set- WANTED-To
if
huv set of heavy, second hand, hub runNoble C. MoMlllan of Michigan, con- by an
tlement in the westerly part of this town, ners.
Addres, J. A. HAMJPSON, 438 Fore
sul at Port Sarnia. Ontario.
and died soon afterwards.
James A. Myers of Ohio, consul at at midnight
Dr. A. F. Fernald of Shirley was sumRosaro, Argentine Republic.
at 3 o’clook and when ho reaohed HrANTED—A house suitable for a lodging
John H. Grout, Jr., of Massachusetts, moned
TT
house, all furnished. Want a house in a
the scene Soldeni was dead.
oonsul at Malta.
for a boarding or
The Slab City settlement is made up good location and adapted
E. Brodownki of Illinois, now
consul
Answer stating terms, etc.,
of operatives in Fred D. Weeks’s lodging house.
HOUSE,’ Box loot, City._\-i
at Breslead, Germany, oonsul at Fureth, mostly;
j,(jdqINCt
shoddy mills, among whom are many
Bavaria.
Charles W. Erdman of Kentucky, now Finlanders of six or
TirANTED—Burnham’s .Jellycon best desert
A party
eight of these occu- TT out. No sugar: made in a minute. For
cornul at Fureth, Bavaria,
consul at
of
a two tenement
one-half
house
in
economy’ no equal. For sale by grocers.
pied
Breslau, Germany.
the district. This house was the scene of Rasnberrv and assorted flavors in stock at H.
and jobbers generally.
the affair last night. The affray and sev- S. MELCHER CO.’S
NOMINATIONS CONFIRMED.
30-1
will use no other.
eral persons who were present have been Try it and
Washington, January 5.—The Senate placed under arrest.
today confirmed these nominations:
U. S. oonsul generals—Charles
To be
MAINE POSTMASTERS.
M. Dickinson of New York. at. Constan
Washinton, D. C., January 5.—Among
tinople, Turkey, Hezekiah A. Gndger of
the postmasters appointed today were the
North Carolina, at Panama.
H.
Jackson of following for Maine: Walter D. Stinson,
To be consuls—Geo.
at
A.
H.
France;
Connecticut,,
Cognac,
Augusta; George T. Hodgman, Camden;
.
..
at
Naples, Frank D. Hume, Houlton.
Byington of Connecticut,
Italy; Benjamin F. Clark of New Hampshire, at Pernambuco, Brazil
SAVINGS BANK WOUND UP.

LOST-Tuesday

WANTED—Second

Me.__5-1

street.___4~1

EVERY...
MAN

Old town,
5.—The Orono
January
Savings bank, the trustees of which de5,—Pensions
have
January
Washington,
cided to wind up its business some time
been granted- residents of Maine as folago, has disposed of the banks fixtures
lows:
at auction.
Among the securities sold at

|
TO HIS TRADE.
|

MAINE PENSIONS.

ORIGINAL.

William H. Y’ork, $6.
INCREASE.

the same time were a number of Arkansas
bonds of a face value of a thousands each.
The bonds brought Sol each.
A number
of bonds will be disposed of later and the

McRaw, Blaine, $14 to $17;
Wro. C.
Timothy Hanlon, Togus, $6 to $8; Calvin affairs of the bank wound up.
H. Dearborn, Mt. Vernon, $16 to $17.
Do you get what you want when you
ERISSUE AND INCREASE.
Win. Manning, Togus, $6 to $8 James; ask for goods advertised iu this newsMcGuire, Sanford, $6 to $8.
paper? The publisher would be glad to
CRIOINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
lear of any case where substitution had
been practiced or attempted.
Charlotte P. Haoket, Lisbon Falls, $8.

I

<g

I

frequently

have customers

come to ns with copy and say
“

Put it in attractive form and

® make the
ft

I

price

5

$

reasonable."

In 3>ioh case* the work is

always
satisfactory and brings excellent

® results.

(j.
^
v.
d

m

$
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PORTLAND. ME.

%

MAY
Trouble In

INQUIRY.

OFFICIAL

BE

HMMAUSKMMAL

Portland Light

notations of Stacie Prodnets in the
i padin? Markets.

Kheubarb, rL76cal
JISIibbibi
snake.3o®40 CMk.ct.nasel 85«1

company’s

((notation*

and Bonds

(By Telegraph.'
yc-RK, Jan. 6.
cent: prime merMoney on call firm 3@854pr
eantile paper at 3543.4 car com. Sterling Sxnance was (inn.with actual business In bankfor demand and 4 825a
ers bills at 4 85*4 B55a
„4 s25i lor sixty days posted rates .835* a
6G. lour'd cl bills at 4 8144.
Government Bonds strong.
State bonds dull.
NEW

head-

junrters, and an oilicial inquiry on the
part of the adjutant general of the state
is likely to follow.
method
The committee criticized the
employed in recent years in handling
funds outside the regular company dues,
and recommended that the treasurer be
authorized financial agent of the
the

only

Betail Orocorv suxor (tar.e«,
Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion ea y
itilvtrlsed 6n: powered, 6j; granulated
codee crushed 5c t yellow *■:.
654
e:

Hides.

The following quotations represent the paying prices ill this market:
eral.
<Jo\v and ox bides.7c t* ft
to tali; ot Bulls and st gs.6c
Captain Dow was disinclined
the Ccalf skins, trimmed,.ICe
the matter, saying it concerned only
9c
untrimmed.
do
regarding
Lamb skins.60 to SOc each
company but being questioned
comin
the
tho definite charges included
exports.
mittee’s report, he said:
GLASGOW.
Steamship Sarniattau—42,000
I have bush corn 16,593 do pe s 28,8«s do oats «8lo
That report was premature.
..

■

SHX IlUUl

from Sergeant Lidback,
he will
tinted Scnenectady, N. Y., saying
all reports
mail from tbero this week
received

a

letter

I think he should be given a
called for.
in mischance. But I do not uphold him
he
demeanor, if after reasonable inquiry
As
is found to be guilty of any wrong.
I can acfor myself, I can truthfully say
company’s
count for every dollar of the
of the
funds I have bandied. The records
last meeting show a vote of the company’s
of the committee’s reference

PORTLAND, Jan. 6.
following arc to-days wholesale prices of
Provisions. Groceries; e:s
Orals
Floor.
It
Corn car
38g39
do baa lota .... 4o
tow rrades.4 0004 25
Meal oac lots
@38
Spring Wneat Daners.ci ana st4 460505 Oats, ear lots 31©32
OaU. bag lots
1 aient u»f
@34
wneat.. • 6 75®6 30 Cotton Secc.
car lots .00 00®23 00
dieh. su’am
bat lots 0000024 00
roller.... 6 26 46 40
olear do.. .6 10*5 -6 Sacked Lr’r
car lots. IS 60,014 60
tl.oumst’g
5 36R6 50
ban totals 50015 6u
rebel...
clear do..6 20©o 35 Middling 816VJ&17 Oo
bag ots. .S17®18 00
nt’i wheat
patents.. 5 6685 75
181..
toilet.

Sm erase

_

One of last evening’s Biddeford papers
a
young man,
says: “Oliver Cantara,
who has worked at various livery stables,
Deputy Marshal
made .a complaint to
at I ort
Mogau yesterday that a soldier
Preble in Portland, stole his overcoat in

Java&Mocha do26®28
<5®E0'J
Molasses.
Ot'jth 6u Porto Rico.26080
864*86
26@3 50 BarDaaoes.
76®2 00 Fancy.30®88
Tea.
Hake.2 00*2 25
Uerrlne. box
Amoys ..16020
Dgl4c Congous.16060
Scaled....

Coe—Large
Snore ....*
emali do.. 2
Pollock .... 2
Haddock... 1

the shop hut a short when Cantara made
the discovery that his overcoat was missand the clerk
So was the soldier;
ing.
thinks he noticed the latter pick up the
garment as he walked out.
Yesterday Cantara went to Portland
and saw the soldier at Fort Preble, but
the
committed
he denied that he had

IfishPotat’s.oussoSeG Alsike,
tu®i0Vs
15® 17
oo, Dbi2. 25 @2 3ij Red Top,
Provisions.
OO
Perk—
ao Nortolk 2 75«*
@12 60
heavy
do Viuelana,4 6o«46
Onions,i£gp*'a ooigO 00 mediumll 25® 11 £0
m
do Natives 2 76®3 uo medium
Chickens....
12®13 Beef—light. .9 0009 2o
Turlies*.Wes. 13@t6e heavy... 9 76®'0 26
Ernests1*!)* 6 76@
Northern ao... .11 ®I7

Swcetsjersey376@i

9011 card, tesano
Bowls...
i I* bbl.uure 6Vs@6>/«
Apples.
K-atlorr nnill’43 50.®4 50
do COm'Ud. 4%ffl %
do ccuimou 82*3 001 flaus.compd&V4«t6Va
Baldwins 3 50«>4 2B
pans, pure 6% @7
pureilf
844*9
s@10c
Ilvap «* It)

theft. The captain at the fort was seer
that he
by Cantara and ho told the latter
would have the suspect put in the guard
house, and if the Biddeford officers saw

Messina

3 00®4 26
3 60*375
California, 3 25®4 OO
cgcs.
Lasierti

FreshWestern..23*24
18*19

Creamery.tncv.. 21® 22
Gill Lugo vr'tnt.l8S20
Choice.... ....14gl6
Cheese.
N. y. let rv 10'/2S11
Vermont ...1U44''*11

Sage_.12

8 t.

_«

441

90— 25'

93-27

»

96- 24i
454—129:

87
80
a'
77

Whitewpod—
No 1&2, l-in$32@$35
826@$28
8aps.i-im
Com’n, 1-in $23@$26

144,

in. Nol&2$83@$35

1^‘>i'*42‘1i,!B~»3fl

c8aDi’.

$36**38

.Squares,

CliP4n n7 1*2 $3u@*33

1U:1n^L%32@,34

2V2 8&4-m|36@$sS
S’th pine.
$26@$36
Clear p.no—
...

Uppers.$66®6f

Select.646®6c

Fine common. .842*44
com*
rone.
,Spruce. $13 @14 oc
m.184*.Hemlock.»11@1S
Russia do. 18
Clapboaroa@74.
Steal. < Vt
llrogs and Dyes.
Clear.*28@31
Acid Oxalic.
Acid tart.33®301ad clear.*a"®2‘
Ammonia.10 4201 No 1.Il6t»2£
A sues. pot.... G% ®s 81 rme... f 3i6(g)o£
Ba?s cooabia.. .65@G0l Shlneles—
.* 75*3 21
cedar.

Beeswax.37*421X

87
<5
8b
<4

93

8 00

fe6.00
40U

.12@14l Spruce, X.SjJ2@3i

Arlingtons.
Hadtins.

libls lc extra
Raisins.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®64j
London iay’rll 764M0C
CeoL
Retail—delivered.
Cumberland 000*4 50
uBttoO
Chestnut...

...-

1

397

8 ®9

Cordage.
Ainer’u®tb 10 @lr
Manilla...
64-. @8
Manilla bois

Willards.
»
88

J4(ggg

..SStfffg? U2fo
uogeu

foore:

87
»
89
^

(&>

Hoops 14 U.

close af
top notch with 273 pins, Willard

Kerosenel20ts
844
844
Ltgoina..
Centennial. 844
Frau’s Astral ..104s

amwr

@7 44
@avi

hlidshooKs

good

..

1 Franailm...

Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & Ms—
Mol.city. 160*175
Sue.count’j 86 @100
Country Mol.

hhdhdgml

@944

cocovra
*J1I.

Lehigh....
ffil244 Fca.

Breao
Filot sup....
do sq.
Crackers....

the Willards made one of their accus
braces on the last and won tht
tomed
30
pins. There were severa
by
game
totals secured, Merry reaching thf

9

26a2t» in hall

Held.
Unit*..

entitled to credit for their work. Tht
Arlingtons gave tho winners^quite a scarf
second string, and it looked a!
on the
one time as though they might win, bul

-~“

28C29

NearDv..-rt

WILLARDS IN SECOND PEACE.

l’refethen,

o0@4 00

oranges.

th<
The Willards took second place in
in the tournimen
teams
of
standing
in progress at Pines’s alleys by defeating
Capt. Merrj
the Arlingtons last night.
had to pick up almost a new team
but they put up a line gamo and ari

Ridley,
Thrasher,
Willard,
Stud ley.

•>

Florida
Jamaica

Denis

The

Hams.,..

Le mans.

ia.

he would
them for trial.
The ooat is valued at 810 and Cantan
fev
claims that he had worn it but a
A warrant has been made on1
times.

at 270.

....

Macuerei.oi
Japan.18086
Snore is 822 003 126 Fortnoso.22060
sugar.
Snore 2s *18 OOfcJrO
6 84
*12®J1« standardGran
Large 3s
6 34
Ilx cllne duality
produce.
*96
gxtrao.
One canrreate 00»
75o®*800 Yellow Extra C....454
8do but
6 60
Seed
Maine.
3 65®3 76
Pea Beans.l 30®i 40 Timothy.
Yellow fives.1 5501 Uo Clover,West, 854®n
N. Y. 9bb aiO
Cal Pea.... t 66@1 6o| do

Saturday, when the soldier, Louis Denis,
and a companion, also from Fort Preble,
They had been in
came into the plaoa.

ter

11@15

(Buyiua& selling price) Hlo,roasted

this city, on New Year’s day. The deputy
marshal sent Cantara to Marshal Harmon
who will look into the case. Cantara says
he was in a down town restaurant last

against

ceints

The

SAYS SOLDIER STOLE HIS COAT.

lit,

5

Portland Wnmeisa Mint)

the company.

uver

lCctlUCl

by Maine Central R. R.—For Borland, 146 cars miscellaneous mcrcbaudlse; lor
connecting roads 106 ears.
R

investigation made of all his transactions

soiuier

UdlV/3

PORTLAND,'Jan

meeting^

turn tne

0 4/

Blcli powaers...

20
AS
25

7vfc9|Gl6ar cedar.i
10@lilX No 1.1

FALL

<88
—

W-jg

RIVER.

print ooth

SuDhur.274*27*
3««4 J
sugar lead.20@2* Tupentl»#.gai..
7
»»
White wax_§0@5S Oakum...
ou*
874 *9
A troi. Blue
Linseed..
vanina-Dean. .»io®20
H
■

market

named

Produce

Bank.3£@40

oz.18
Gunpowder—Shot.
Blasting e... 3 26*8 50
4 6n®6j26
Sporting.
Dropsnet.26 lbs. .1 26
BB.
B.
Buck,
T. TT. t.1 50
Bay.

Porgie.20®“!
60 k 66
...

EugVenRedS

C hicago lay.

*874

Market.

874®*

^CHICAGO;

Salt.

Cast steel..
8*10
German steel.*874

bhoesteel.®S
Sne^' Iron—
H.C.,4T4®5

I Tks Is.lb ha 1 76*2 25
[Liverpool ,,i 60*1 80
! Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 26
Snleratn*.

Mace.

Mid weigot...

.85*26!Ginger.i7®81

Slnreh
Heavy. .26038
Gocdd’mz._33324 Laundry.474 @5
Gloss.674®77a
Union pack*. .36*37
■

90®1.0bi

Am. calf....

Xohneco._

Sheet.

Best brand*... .60*80
@7 Medium..30*40

:Ptpe..

*8

Lead,

774*8

Common.26®SO

Naturaial.

...80*70

Portland Dally Pros* Stock tjnoiatlouf.
Corrected by Swan S Barrett, Bankers, 186
Middle street
ST0CK8.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Des.rlptton.
116
114
Canal National Bank. ..100
i02
102
Casco National Bank.loO
34
32
Cumberland National Bank...40
100
Chapman National Bank. f<J
99
97
First National Bank.100
109
111
Merchants’National Bank.... 76
99
97
National Traders’Bank.100
10U
102
Portland National Bank.100
1.5
120
Portland Trust Co.100
78
8tf
Portland Gas Company. 60
103
100
Portland Water Co.100
130
125
100
Portland St. Railroad Co..
126
128
Maine Cemfal R’v.100
60
48
Portland & Ogdensburg K.R. 100
BONDS.
Portland 6s. 1907...}J®
103
Portland 4s. 1902-1912 Funding,. 102
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Fending.106
104
B.
aid.103
Bangor 6s. 1899. R.
117
Bangor 6s. 1905. Water.116
102
..101
Bath 6s. 1898. R. K. aid
103
Bath 4V*s, 1907, Municipal.101
102
Bath 4t. 1921, Refunding.100
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
103
Belfast 4s. Municipal.100
103
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refundina....lu0
Lewiston

6s/1901, Municipal.106

Lewiston4s, l' t3. Municipal.101

Saco 4s. 190).

Munioipal.10U

R R 7s, 1898. 1st mtglOl
Maine Central
•*
•»
7s. 1913,cons. mtgl3'2
••

4s

others 5

Market,.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

^Oats—receipts 266,600

P

i'nr

■

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sid fm Glasgow Jan Otli, steamer Prussian,

Ar'at Point-a-Pitre prior to Jan Dill, barque
Nineveh, Portland.
T
J.
Kay,
Ar at Singapore Dec 5, barqne Evie
Kaston, R?ming.

1

00*8 60; packed 9 00*10 00.
Pork steady; new mess at 8 60*9 00; lamllo 25@») l 0 o.
"lemoriuida.
Lard autet: prime western steam 5 06 nom.
of the
Butter—receipts 0.860 packages :steady; state "Mobile, Jan 4-Tlie Collector oil selnportImAbb e
li>@20c; state cream at i6@21c; Western do a posed a tine of SI.COO yesterday
Customs
unjoin is
to
16®*uc; dairy at lSaklc: Elgius at 22c; fac- C Stubbs for not reporting
in port.
arrival
after
48
hours
within
tory at I2*lic.
C Sumner,
Southport, NC. Jan 4—Soh Sadie
Cheese—receipts 1147 pekages; quiet; llarge
Sumner, from Demerara for Delaware Breakwhite a; a%@s%c; small white 9®Mvi
condidisabled
a
in
water. arrived here to-day
EE*5—receipts 6,28* packages; easier; State tion.
On the night of Dec 20, off Hatteras, was
and Penn 21@2*c; Western t 22®2oc.
blew
which
a\vay
of a violent g»!«.
Sugar—raw quiet; fair reltnlng at S»'4C; Cen- In the midst
and sprung mainmast, frytrifugal 98test *%c; relined steady: Crushed at fore and main sails,
tor
this
headed
vessel
sails were rigged and the
6V»c; Powdered i. 7-16c; Granulated 6V*c.
Petroleum dull.
from
Ira
5—Sell
.Tan
Bliss,
Coffee weak, lower; No 7 at 6%.
Rockland for New York, arrived here to-day
Spirits TuruentlnB autet 33V4S386*.
with mainboom and quarter rail broken; fore
Molasses quiet ;New Orleans 26®81.
and other damage, sustained
Klee steady ;duuiesiie4Va@«H4 ;Japan 6®6V*. sail and jib torn,
in a gale oil Boon Island.
Freights autet.
Kosln quiet.
Rockland, Jan 4-Sch Island City, of Dennis,
Brothers
Tallow quiet; city 8%; country 3%@3%.
71 tons, lias been purchased by Berry
of Rockland, for tlie lime-carryiug trade.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour dull.
Domestic Port?.
Wheat—No spring F6%c;No3do at8o@89c;
4th. schs Fanny C Bowen,
YORK-Ar
NEW
2
«
at
26%
Corn—No
at
lied
2
No
8964@90c.
Rivei.
j Wm R Robei is* Chase, fall
28%c. Oats—No 2 at 2 c; No 3 white I o h at Fall River sch
Hattie Dunn, for Fernandiaa.
Sid 4th,
28*23% ;No 2 White fob—; No 2 rye *6%e.
McAlice
M
sells
Colburn,
5th.
BOSTON—Ar
at
No 2 Bariev f o b at 28@-F.ic: No 1 Flaxseed
Norfolk; Jennie S Hail. Watts, A pa1 16*1 20: Prime Timothy seed 2 67%. Mess
pork at 9i0@9i6. Lard * 76@* 7%7; short laclileola.
Mary E H G Dow, Maleolmson,
rib sloes * 60*4 76. Dry salted meats—shoulNews;
and John Twoby, sieveuson, NewportSusie M
ders *W@4*/4 ; short clear sides 4 76®* Sfi.
Andrew Peters, DeYoung, New York;
Better firm; ereamry at liferlc; dairy at 12
Orleans.
New
Plummer.
Creighton,
Cheese quiet 8®8%e.Egg» gteady ;fresh
Haskell. NewCkl 4th, sell Augustus Palmer,

109
103
103
103
134

2
fiiSc.

Grain Qnoranons.

affix*:::.:::::::

THE PL K. FAiRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago,

St. Louis,

New York,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Touching at Five
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
wiscasse^
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00

and Wisca*#et.

Islands

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

on

Mondays,
in., foi

a.

Hntb, Fopbiim Heach
and i'o< tiand. Touching at Five I-la-ids on
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
U. 0. OLIVER, President.
nov9dtf
CHAS. K. LEWIS. Treasurer.

_1111

OCEAN

was

From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p.m.
In
l’ine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. ani
South by connecting lines, forwarded free q

P

European Marfcats.

(By Telograpn.1

Pfd

3y TeleoraDh.
LONDON. Jan. fi, 189R.—Consols nosed a
113 3-ltt for account.
aud
113 for money
a
LIVERPOOL, .Ian. 6, 1898—Cotton mark
American middling at 3xAd; sales
easier;
for
specula
1000
bales
12.000 bales, including
tiou and export.

A Quincy

98%

Dflaware.Laehawana A Wesilfto
Hlo Grande. 11

Denver A

..14%
•:o

1st

preleirea

87

Missouri Pacific.82%
9*»/s
New Jersev Central.
New York fCentral.l >o%
New York. Chicago* St Louis|12%
68
do pf
Northern Pacific com. 20%
do

do

,pfd.68%

Northwestern.!{£%
Ont &

FPOM

FOP.

Jan
Caracas.N e w York.. Laeuayra
Irrawaddy —New York. .Trinidad... Jan <
Kaiser WdeG New York. .Bremen;-Jan *
Portl od.. Liverpool ..Jan { :
Vancouver
Germanic
.New York.. Liverpool:.--Jan t
St.Louis.New York. .So’ampton...Jac !
Aurauia.New York. .Liverpool... Jan l
WeBternland .New York. .Antwerp—Jan i
Parisian.Portland
Liverpool... Jan *
Yunmri.New York. Hav & Mex. Jan f
J»n l
Trinidad.New York. Bermuda
..

■

...

Western.

99V

«

111V a
154

10V
MV
37 V

15V
171
"6V
111V

?

2n
86V

98V
106
13
»

>

!•>%

142%

?,£”?“:.v.::::::::i486
Mann.121

SljPaul.'.Mlnu,

A

•:

Jan

..

i
I
t
11
1]
li
11
If
it
If
l
it

J•
l.

1*4
143 V

ii®
121

Servia.New York.

Liverpool

for New York.

ner,

Foreiirn Pore.
At Simranore Nov 23, ship S DCarlton. Ames
bury, and Geo R Skoltield, Dunning, for New
York
Passed Anler Nov 29, ship Josephus, Gilkey,
from Manila for New Torn; William H Connor,

jji

Sanfos°,ian°

BAr

Dennison,

Ar at Salt

River, Ja, Dec 31, brig lelos, Park-

Hemingway, Barbabos.
Ar at St John, Dec 4, sch Wed B Balano, Sawyer. Annapolis. NS.
Ar at Ponce Dec 29, brig Sullivan, Allen, fm
Cobb, Pascagoula.

*•*

**

i

H
H

1

i

There

is

nothing equiv-

J

j
j

It states just
ocal in the contract.
“
what will be done—pay upon satis- <

factory proofs of death.” No time
limit of which advantage might be
taken, but oracticallv immediate set-

<

tlement.

j
j

(ft

$
$

Spoken.
Nov 2, lat Bl. Ion 53, shin Emily Reed, Nichols, from Hiogo for New York.
Jan 3. about 36 miles North of liatteias, .1
Manchester Haynes, from Baltimore for Cieu-

fuegos.

ton, Dixtield. Rumford F’alls.
F’rom
Union
a. m.. 1.10 and 5.15 v. nt.
Station for,Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
l.to train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
& li. L. K. R.
Tit roiigli Tickets oil 8al«:.

8.30

any form

!

Insurance Co.
Portland, file.

i.anrentlan._15

Jan.

Glasgow,

TO

Vancouver. Sat.,

)
)
/
t
/

j

m.; and

7.30

Berlin, 7.30

a.

a.

in.,

m.,

6.00

and 6.00

m.

*cTTKr«¥-FOOT

0*

aanllUu„„.
oct4tf
October 4tn. 1897.

&_WORCESTER.

PORTLAND fs ROCHESTER R. R.
Station l oot of Preble St.
On and after Monday. Oct. 4, 1837, Fassengei
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton. Ayer Junction, Nashua
Wlmlliam and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.31

p. m
P*. 1 p.m
Peb. 2, 1 p. in
12, l p. m

F

or

Manchester, Concord and points North

7.30 a, m. and 12.30 p. m.
Rochester. Springvale.
F'or
boro and Saco River at 7.30

Boston Service.
JLIVKKPOOL VIA. QF EENSTOWN.
CANADA, JANUARY 15.

Foi

uorbam at 7.30 and 0.45

a

Alfred.
a.
a.

m.,

Water12.30 and

in.,

12.30, 3.00,

For^Vestteooit,
Junction and

Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Woodfords at 7.30,0.46a.m.,
12 30 3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m,
Tlie 12 30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Aver Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for tiie West and at Union Station, Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via "Providence
Line” for Norwich and New Y'ork, via "Norwich Lino" with Roston and Albany R. H. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

KATES OF PASSAGE.

t

Gorliam auu

PORTLAND

$50.00 and upwards. Return
Sioo and upwards according to steamer and ac
commodations.
T
recniul Cabin, to Liverpool. London. Lon
R<»
donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
turn $00.75 and $78.4o, according to steame
|
ami accommodations.
London
"Springfield."
to l.iverpool, London,
suM-rif.c,
!
Trains arrive In Portland from 'Worcester
(Jlasgow. Queenstown and Beliast
deny.
I at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., t.30
s\;-j 50 and $25.r>o according to steamer.
!
5.52 p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40, S.SQ and
;*l
1-ami
Exchange
B.
J.
Keating,
to
app*v
I 10.50 a. in.. 1.30. 4.15, 5.52 p. in.
street, T. P. McDowan, 418 Congress street, J
For tickets ior all points West and South a]V
\V. PetersoA. 2 Exchange street, or David Tor j
agents, loot ol India ply to T. F. McG ILLICUDDY. Ticket Agent,
ranoa & Co., general
Portlond, Me.
3UeetJ. W. PETERS. Supt.
deo2$dtI
le26dtf
First Cabin,

)
t>
/
/

Lewiston and Auburn,

For
1>.

Portland.

•*

*'

For

INDi A

Vancouver, Wed. Jan.
Scotsman,
Labrador.

aiid;6.00,p.

ARRIVALS.

I’rom

••

m.

m.

From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorliam, Montreal
and Wear. 3.30 a. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Cars on
Night
Pullman Palace Bleeping

Liverpool._Steamers._Portland.
r>. 1

Sat.. 18th Dee.
Sat., 1st Jan.
Sat., 15th
Thurs. 27

a.

и. oo p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a.

ARRIVALS.

vice.

From

F’or Montreal and Chicago B,oO

Auburn
and
8.30, 11.15
Lewiston
From.
a. ni.,
3.16, H.oO and 0.40 p. in.
From Island Pond. Berliu and Gorham 8.30
ami 11.15 a. ni., and G 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.JO a, m., and
G.oo p. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. in., and G.OO p. m.
SUNDAY TltAIN'8.
xtnnireal. Ouebec. Toronto and Chicago,

or

\

1.30 and ti.oo p. m.

m. :

Royal Mail Steameri— Liverpool Ser-

t

|

MONDAY. October 4th. is;,7
trains will tun as inuows
leave.
For Auburn an t Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.|
l. 30.4.00.0.00 p.m.
For Gorliam, Berlin and illand Pond 8.00 a.

DOMINION LINE.

furnished.

i Union mutual life

Parisian.

Maine.

On and after

Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
X'or tickets or further information apply to
T P. McGOWAN. 4,18 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 61V> Exchange St., II. & A. ALLAN, Montreal 92 stalest.. Boston, and PortjiySldtf
land.

cheerfully

(ft

Mongolian,

Steerage—To Liverpool, London.

|

specimen upon

BRADFORD, Tiuttic Manager.
Portland, Maine.

R. C.

Tlie Saloons and Staterooms arc in tile cenKlectral part, where least motion is loit.
tricity Is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
the night.
Slusie
passengers at any hour of
Booms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. Tue Saloons ano muwuuius aid ueatea
bv steam.
A reKites o! passage $82.50 to 87U.GO.
duction is mailt) on Hound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, S84.U0 and $36.25; return,
$66.73 and $69.00.
Belfast

jft

Turks Island Dec 17th, barque Antioch,

--

—

j

4th.

Ar at

DEPARTURES.

22 Deo.
1 Jail.
8 Jan.

Carthaginian.

4 Dec.
10 Dec.
23 Dec.
30 Dee.

R'y.

15, 1897.

From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic F’alls. Buckfleld. Can-

From

From

—

°

In Effect Nov.

Liverpool Steamship_Portland.
38 Dec
Numidian.
2 Dec]

Forfeiture Law. Other privileges are
Dec 25, sell N E Syraonds.
erArtatlPor?o'Plata
(ft likewise guaranteed after three annual
Snowman. Port Antonio.
Ar at cienfneaos Jan 4, sch Ralph M Hay- (ft
all
payments have been made
ward. Cook. Baltimore.
L DavenA
contract.
in
the
Ar at Cienfuegos Jan 3. sobs Ckas
stated
clearly
Watts, Norfolk; Henry J Smith, Adams,
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, I liiladel-

Portland & Rumford Falls

Londonderry._

THE

Company.

PORTLAND.

law._

PIERS._
and Portland, calling at

Liverpool

The condition obligatory upon the
(ft policy-holder is the regular payment
P
of premiums. After a time, even if
4. sel. Viator. Parker, for
Sid hii°
those are not promptly met, the polM°surinani 1st. sch Gertrude L Truudy, *
icy has a value by the Maine NonFoniandina.

Sid fm Havana Dee 31, soli James U Dudley,

*Ja,i f

Normandie... New York.. Havre.
New York. Rotterdam
Amsterdam
Philadelphia .New Yorg.. j.aguayra..•• J*
Pennsylvania ..New York.. Hamburg.
Lahn ..New York..Bremen-••

Sadie
RWlLMINGTON-Ark4.h%sch
Sumner, Demerara

Sum-

ARRIVALS IN'

ROYAL MAIL STB A

...

Found in every policy issued by
Maine's only old-line Life Insurance

Paper

a. m.

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.: Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
WaterviUe ami Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kiuglield. Phillips. Farmington. Bends. Rumford Fails. Lewiston, 12.3(1
p.m; Lewiston amt way stations 3.25 p. m.; bt.
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Kangeley. Farmington. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
ami Montreal ami all While Mountain points
8.10 p.m.; dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Balh and Lewiston, 1.40 a. rn. daily ; Halifax.
St. John. BarHarbor. WaterviUe and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTliBY, G. P. & T. A.
novl2dtf
Portland, Nov. 14,

sept23_dtf

DEFINITE

4tli, sch Andrew Peters, for

C

for Brunswick. Autrain
gusta. WaterviUe and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
Bath, Augusta. WaterviUe, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
tor all points.

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

AND

Baleli. Crocker. Allyns IS

Heaton,

SUNDAY THAI.VS.
7.20

ALLAN LINE

PLAIN

0
YARD-HAVKN-Ar 5th, sells Sarah
'"v IN EIlillshoro
j|
lor Boston; Orizimbo. Calais
Cornelia Sonle, Greens Landing fordo; | jft
M°K>«
A
John
Ricliar’d Hill, TTiomastsn fordo;
tor Sag j»
Deer Isle for no; Sarah Eaton. Calais
Ut>; ! $1
Harbor; Annie Gus. Calais tor Cottage
New York for New York, liaLltss,
a

STEA31SHIFS.

and all points west.
з. 30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Corni3h. Fryeburg.
Bridglon. North Couway. Fabvans. Lancaster.
Lunenourg. at. Johnsbury, Newport, sberbrook. Montreal and Toronto.

Tib HOBERT REFORD CO., Limited.

Ropes, Kreger, Boston;

Philadelphia.

*

WING

*

!°SALEM—Sid

do;

l.

F. P.

JIRoCKLAND—A1; 5th, sell Sardinian, llalver-

port,

i.

to

SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera
Manager, 89 State SU Fiske Building, Boston
oct22dtf
Mass.
B.

E.

fiUARAHTEE

if
it
it

included.

For freight or passage apply
Agent. Central Wharf, Boston.

Bedford.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4lh, sch Gov Aine9, Waldemnr, Newport News.
n„__
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th, sch Chas A Campbell, Robinson, Philadelphia.
RICHMOND-Ar 4tl), sch Cora C Meader,

}*

..

»

St Paul
dobfd.

..

...

<

>2°"'

Havre

••

100V

20V
"94

Bretacno.New York.

Veendam.New York.. Rotterdam;.-Jan
Jan
Prussia.New York. .Hamburg..
Trave.New York.. Bremen.Ian
Jan
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool
New York... .New York. .So’ampton. .Jan
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ..-Jan
Laurentlan —Portland
Liverpool .Jan
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad;—Jan
Mobile.New York. London .Jan
Talisman.New York. Demarara. Jan
Dalecarlia.... New York. PTnambuco Jan
Niagara .New York. Olenfuegos. Jan
Venezuela
.New York. .Laguayra
-«{an
Spaarndam.... New York. Rotterdam ..Jan
au
Gascogne.NewYork.. Havre.J
Umbria.New York. Liverpool-. Jan
Patria.New York. .Hamburg
•{*“
Wera .New York. .Genoa.
Britannic.New York.. Liverpool.. Jan
Jan
Paris.New York.. So’ampton.
Berlin.New York. .Antwerp
Scotsman.Portland... Liverpool --JJ'
Jan
Werkendam
New York.. Amsterdam
Massachusetts.New York.. London.
-Jan
F Bismarck.. .New York. Hamburg

room

An
and
and
Skoivhegan, BelFexcroft. GreenKnox

**
“
S4tli E. J- T.OVEJOY, Superintendent,
70U0
“
Rumford Falls.
jeldtf
Hist
S. S. Revonn. 7000
Anti weekly tlieronfter.
Special attention given to tlie carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Ifnnnil Tl'in ft 1ft. MV

fill

Meals and

Smith
fordo-

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

-.

Ciiloaeo’Buillngtou

E

til'd 4th, sells Sarah C

£ 1.1

Brunswick.
Bockland

the

or

Cervoua,

commission.
Posuairn

stations

Lincoln division. Watervllle.
fast. Har'iand, Dover and
ville. Bangor, Oldtown and Maliawamkeag.
Lisbon
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Uaidiner.
Falls, Richmond.
Augusta and
WaterviUe.
Danville
New
Gloucester,
5.15 p. m. For
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic F’alls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick. Bath. Lewiston. Augusta. WaterAroostook
viUe. Bangor, Moosehead Lake
countv via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
Andrews,
St. John and
St. Stephen. St.
Aroostook County via Vauceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast. Dexter, Dover and FoxcrofC
or beyond
Sleeping cars to St. John.
Bangor.

—

SM Bird. New

NkwVork btockauit Money Market.

do

WAerU«h,‘^i"es

all

PORTLAND
Wednesday and Saturday,
TO
ant
Phitadeiphii every Wednesday
LONDON: DIRECT.
Saturday.
Fremona. 4500 tons, Jan. 7tli
Fron

From

^°N^£W

SAVANNAH—Xti* cotton market to-day
steady; middling 0 8-I60

Watervllle ana Skowhegau.
1.15 i). ni. For Freeport.
gusta.’ Bath.
Bootlibay.

From Boston every

t0Sld°5thTsdch

Portland. Saco & Portsmouth K .148M
Laconia Manufacturing Co....670

Farmington. Khiglield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and VfanfrplftV Winthron O'lklanil.
Bincham

T II O M SON LINE.

UIHECT STEAMSHIP LI.NE.

_

MOBILE—The
quiet; middling 5V*c.

Stearnsrs.

Beginning October 1st. 1897. steamer Aucocisco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long ami Cliebeague Islands. Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Oil’s island, 2.00 p. m.
For Clift island, .Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland —Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. in.
ISAIAli DANIELS. GenTMgr.
sepll

Harlxir.

lbiothbay

SiKKoSJSK;

Minn A St Louis. 25
Minn & St Louis ;pf. 86

ing, does the work quickly,
cheaply and thoroughly.
Largest package—greatest economy.

STEAMER SALACIA

P«?;ONDON-Ar

Michigan Central.100

Best for all clean-

will leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, on 'J liesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in
for Foptiam iv»*ac»i, Hath, lioothbay Harbor

^NORFOLK—Ar

Mexican Central.

Washing

iUBHlbGKPOBT—Sid
iUCAPE°HENBY-Paa«9rt

Freeport

and

On and after Oct. 4th steamers leave Portland
Pier for Mackworth’s and Falmouth, Cousen’s,
Cliebeague anil Bustiu’s islands, So. Freeport
and Porter’s Landing at 2.00 p. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth. 0.15 a. m., leave
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. m.; leave Chebegue,
7 35 a.m.; leave Bustiu’s, 7.15 a m.; leave So.
7.00 a. m.; Porter’s Landing, 0.45 a. m.
Freeport,
1
BENJAMIN M. SEallURY,
General Manager.
oet6dtf

Nov,

Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, I lie

alter

anil

Saturdays at

These steamers a is superbly fitted aud furnlshed for passenger travel and altera the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
round
trip, SG.no.
Fare, one way, $4.00;
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,only $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
j. B. COYXE, Treasurer._actldtf

Go.

On

_

Illinois Central.103
Lake itrieA WesL. 16%
Lake Shore.170
66V4
Lou s A Nash.
Manhattan Elevated.110

made.

York direct. Returning. 6leave
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays aud
8

Falmouth

Navigation

For Danville .Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewFalls.
Falls. Rumforu
iston, Winthrop. Oakland, Read field. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farming ion uud Philhos.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester. Danvine June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20a. in. Express to. Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Waterviile. nttsfiehi. Bangor. Bucksport.
Bar Harbor.,Greenville and Aroostook County,
via B. & A. It. K. for lioulton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vancehoro
and St. John.
Falls.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumfortl
Bemi.s, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
8.30 a. m.
Mechanic

White Mountain Division.
THREE TRIPS PEIS WEEK.
8.45 a. m. For Bridglon. Fabyans. Burlington
Steamships Manhattan aim John '.Englls
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
alternately leave Franklin whan Tuesdays,
for New Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
Thursdays and Saturdays at o p. ni.,
Pier w. List

STEAMERS.

S°FRANK

UelawareAHudsonCanalCo.lll

Powder

New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

C"lUVER-Ar°4tli,

—

The best

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

•.

■

Genuine

i). m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
tor other information, at Company's Office,
Railroad Wharf, loot of State street
j. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P C. tlERSEV Agent
sepL'Odti

land.__

NDUTCH'ISLAND

60®J7l
®®®2 2:
2o®l 7«
26*1 K
90*2 01

the

Winter ArratigoiiU'iir.
On and after Monday, Dee. 20th. steamer will
Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
leave
Returning leave St.John and Eastport Thursdays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. {^“Freight received up to 4.00

GKO. H.

P°Sld 6th,8iuB
^Sldlm

Steamship Co.

'FOP, '.'j..;:.—•

and all parts of New Brunswick.
Frince Edward Island and Cape Breton, the
favorite route to L’ampobello and St. Andrews.

G. i\ & T. A.. Boston.
Ut.aj.°FLANDEBS.
THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Port

c.

J Bucksport

K.SEasiport. Lubes. Ca'als. St. Jd''<i. N.B..Ha!itax.
Nova Scotia

with Bail Lines for New York,
South and West.
ItlMUv except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Lnlon

Receipts—Flour. 21.000 bills; wheat 127,000
N P Doans, with barge Keystone
bus;"corn B64.01J0 bush: oats 763.000 bush;
rye 24,000 bush; barley 81.00U hush.
Nantasket Koads Dtli, barque Allanwheat
38,000
bbls;
WHKAT
Shipments—Flour 28,000
I May bush: corn 171,000 bush; oats 646,000 bush: wllde. lor Buenos Ayres.
Jan.
SewBALTIMOKK-Ar sth.slnp Ben] Bewail.Waslirye 609 bush; barley 19.009 bush.
nlr. New York; sen Jose Olaverl, Arey,
®o%
cash
elevator
2
red
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No
COKfs
at 92%c; track at 92%@93%c; Jan 93c; May
4th, sell 11 BPeck. HamMay 93%: Julv at 79% ; N-> a Hard cash 8r@a6c.
I Jan.
86; straits
*70@4
out 4th, sells Hattie
aiiiet.
pats
Flour
unegnd:
29%
..
O .tuning..
3 60
News lor
29% at * 35*4 60: clear * Oua4 26 ;medivm at
P Simpson, Sanborn, from Newport
C!osi»g. 26%
do lor do.
®3 76.
Munson,
1!
Boston; Agnes
OATS.
at
bid:
seh
(laia A
4tli.
at
24%
May
In
25c;Jau
Corn—No 2 cash
CAPE HENRY—Passed
May 27c asked; July28c.
Jan
Donnell, Brendiga, Port Tampa lor Baltimore.
at
23%
track
Johnson,
M
2J%@2*;
Porier,
Oats-No 2 cash elev23c:
opening.
CALAIS—Sid ad, sell G
23% Jan :3c ;Ma; 23%o bid; No 2 white 24%®26.
Closing.<21
Sid 4th, schs
HARBOR
PORK,
TOLEDO-Wheat—No 2 cash at 92c; May at
Annie
Jan.
May. 92%c.
Robert G Dun, Boothbav for Savannah;
8
K Rlckeraon, Gonaives for Stamford.
Corn—No 2 mixed 27l/2C.
Opening.
$7
for FeiProvidence
B
Hnssey.
H
w
20
00
2d.
Sid
brig
JO
Closing. ......
oats—No 2 mixed 22c.
York.
nandlmv sch Laurel, Bluehiil for Now
Rve—No aat*w%<i.
LARD,
B Garland,
cash and Dec —.
FALL RIVER—Ar Sd, seh Tbos
Cfoverseed—prime
Jan.
May.
4 8a
MILWAUKEE—Wheat—No I Northern at
seh Sea Bird, RolerClosing... 4 72
90%@91e; No 2 Spring 86@87c; Mv 89%.
Wednesday's quotations.
Whltet at 90c;
1
In por! Sd, sell Willie L MaxDETROIT—Wheat—No
FORT—
V3RAT
May 91c.
well Gett for New York 4th.
'Jan
May No 2 Rsu 900;
RanCorn—No 2 mixed at 29c.
HYANN18—Ar 0th.sells Abble Bowker,
WeehawOpenng....
Oats—No 2 while 23o.
dolph for New York; Abner Taylor,
d%
90%
• ••••••
Closing
Rve—No 2 at 47%.
k
Olt
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—January |at 88c;
LYNx'-Ar 4tU. sch Wm Todd, Campbell, fm
Wav
Jan.
Ram an River; Samos, Handy, PliilHdelphia.
«0:NoL
1
hal'd
No
at
8«%c;
at.
88% ; July
May
nut....
pe
MOBILE—Ar 4th, barquu Jolin it Stanhope,
*9 Vs Northern at 8J%c.
nc.
26%
patents * 9oa
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first
4th, sch W R Chester.Thomp
OATS
6 06; second patents 4 8044 90; first clears at
Mav
Jan.
90«* 10 second clears at 2 8C®3 00,
n n 4/, •••■•«....
23% 3
3d, schs Fanny II Stewait,
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
Smith, Lane, do; Jas
23%
..21
Closing..,.
Darhy, New York; Edw
89%c Jans'dc; ..ay 8964c bid.
C
L
NEWPORT NEWS-S.d 4lh, seh Henry
CINCINNATI—Hog3 at8 00«3 76. Cattle at
May
Jan
®
2 2n«c* w6.
French.
nentng.
Elvira
4th, schs
9 Jf
Sheep 2 76*4 76. Lambs 4 00@o 8>.
KathaClosing..,..9 15
Kendriek, New Bedford tor Norlolk;
Perrv. Garffelrt. Boston for Newport
rine
1>
loi NorBoston rsroca Uaruu
River
Cotton Markets.
Fall
Eliis,
O
Snow,
News; Wm
the
closing quota
The following ware
iLy Telegrapn.'
JAN. 6, 1RS8.
clous of stocks at Boston}
65 %
Bloxicau Central. ..
wvw vnRK—The
Cotton market io-n»y
Atchison, Top. & 8anta Fe. K, new. 12% dull! middling uplands at 6 lb-ibc; ao gun ai
Boston & Maine......16rt
balos.
»al«»
21
G 3-160;
.168
no
pfd
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Jas K Talbot from South Amboy
Maine Central.
middling 6V2O.
steady;
Union Pacific. 25ys
was
to-day
market
MEMPHIS—TlieCotton
BEDFORD—Sid 4th, sch Hattie H BarAmerican Bell ..?62
steady; middlings Rtac.
American! Sugar, .common.141%
bour, Erskine, Philadelphia.
,
T Mat
A1,r.
L
115%
NEW ORLEA SS—The Cotton market to-aay
Sugar, Dld..0.
PASCAGOULA-Sld 4th. sch Helen
Cen Mins. pfd. ... 54
was easy; middling 6%c.
A
BrtggS,
9
<1Q eommo
...
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch C
market to-day was
Cotum
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRA11B
Tuesday's auotations.

Jr. effect Nov. 14.18)7.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegau. Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

■

P'iOonnect9

Maine Goes!

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fortland. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
for
season for connection with earliest trains

International

Portsmouth.
NewburyBiddeford.
port, Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. in.. 1.00
4.1,. p, m.
a.
m..
6.67
In
Boston,
p m. Arrive
Leave Benton for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
13.26,
in
Portland,
Arrive
p, in.

Leod?

cons.

BAT STATE AND PORTLAND,
for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt,
Sept. 1. 1897.

land

__

RAILROADS.

points beyond.
Through tickets

7.10 a. ill.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Stations, 9 a. 111.; Biddeford,
For Way
Purt.raoutll, Newburyporr. Salem, Lynn,
{1.00. tO.lO
+2.00. t9.00 a. ill.,
Boston,
Arrive In Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
i> m.
for
Leave
m.
Boston,
4 IS
9.26
p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive I'ortland, 11.50 .a. ill., 12.15.
p m
j L30,’ 10.20 p. m.
;
SUNDAY TRAINS.
;

^Vineyard-Haven.

__b:_’,j

on

Rockland for do.

EAST.

TH33 NKW AND PALATIAL STKAMERS

rx

8

--

Insist

i;award.

GOING

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Thursdays
Saturdays tor
Bootiibay Harbor, South Bristol,
ami East Bootiibay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesday:
for PEMAQUID and above landings.
oeiHodti
ALFRED RACK. Manager

and

Einc, Sundays Excepted,

Daily

R.

R.

_uu.

g^J.OO

In effect Oct. 4lh, 1837.
Trains leave Union Station, tor gcarboro
Crossing. 10.00a. m.. 5.15, 0.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. JH.. 3.30,
6.16, 6.20 p. III.; Old Orchard. Sisco, Biddoford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.t 12.45. 3.30.
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a.
12.45, 3.30. 5.15 .6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport,
7.00. 8.4(>. a. rn.. 12.46, 3.20. 5.1" p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. in.. 3.30. 5.15 p. ir«.,
h, Dovor/ 4.U",
North Berwick, Somers wo
12.46, 3.30, 5.15 p. in.;
7.00, 0.40 a, m.,
Rochester. 7.0<*. 8.4oft. m„ 12.45, 3.20 p. m.;
12.4o,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. til.
3.80 p. m.; No*t!i« n i>*v., Lakoport, La12.45 p. m.;
conia, Plymouth. 8 40 a. Hi..
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. 111.;
Concord, via
Rockingham
Manchester,
3.30
in.;
7.00 a. m..
p.
Junction,
Junction. Fxe&er, HaverRockingham
hill. I .awrenci'. Lowell, Boston, ^[4.06,
3.30 p. m.
in.. §12.45,
t8.40 a.
t7.00,
Arrive lu Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a in.. 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. o. m. Leave Boston tor Portland, 6.60. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 ft. m., 1.00, 4.16,
rxx
Arrive.
I'r.riluiul
10.13. 11.00
a.
111., 12.00, I 2.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. in.
SONDAI TRAINS.
Beach. Fine Point, Olil OrScarboro
chard, Saco, liiiidot'ord, KennebunU. Molls
Beach, 12.56. 4.30 p. Ul.; North Berwick,
Hover, Exeter, Haverhill, J-awreace. Lowell, Boston* 4,05 a, in.. 12.65, 4.3<> p. ni. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. 111.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.46 a. ill., arrive Port

Steamship Vancouver, (Br) Jones, Liverpool—
D Torrance & Co.
Sieomship Pecouic, (Br) Mills, New VorkCliase. Leavitt & Co.
Boh Flora Rogers, Francis, Ponce, PR—Chase.
Leavitt & Co.
SAI LED—Steamer Vancouver.
Sailed 4th, PM, steamer Sarmatian, Glasgow.
BOOT II ifAY HARBOR. Jan 5—Ar. sells Roger Drury, Dixon, Hillsboro, NB, for New York;
Marlon, St John, NB, for New Haven ; Lyra,
do for Boston; Stella Maud, Miller, St .John,
NB. for Salem: Lakota. do for Boston; Kebeoca
W Huddell, Tower, do for New York; Pefutta.
do lor do; Harvey H Havev, Gott. do for Fall
River; Annie Harper. SGolder. do for Salem;
S F.
George YV Glover. New York lor Rockland ;
Davis. Harrington. Mt Desert for Boston; Mary
Farrow, Morrissey, Searsport for do; Annie
do
Sheppard, Rock port fordo; II S Boynton,

>

Boston & Maine

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as lol
low,:
EAST BOOTIIBAY for PORTLAND. Mon
days uad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching a:
Soutli Bristol, uud Bootiibay Harbor,
PEMAQUID for PORT),AND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings.

D

Commercial street,

_

<

eodtl

dec23

LVcAtiFarJcnrumuMu,'

(By Telegraph.)
JAN 6. 1898.
NEW YOKK—The Flour market—receipts
18.814 bbls; sales 2800 packages; market is
slow but steady and stale and western.
Flour quotations—city mills patents at 5 65.®
5 86; winter patents 4 60®6 16 :clty mills clears
ents 5 40®5 40; witer straits 4 6a<®4 75; Minn,
pats 6 10*65 20: do bakers 4 20.a4 40.
Wheat—receipts :3Q,426 bus: sales 1,100,000
bush: opened weak and declined; Jan 97 vac;
licit 95 % (®96 V.; May 92 9-16® 93 Vi c; J uly at
86 V, <®87V»c.
Hyequiet—* o 2 Weslarn
Corn—receipts 4S.00U bush: sales 00,030 bus;
dull, iairly steady on small receipts; May 34%

i..

:;<>!> Washlnatpu at reel, Keaton,

Cleared.

bush ; sales 000.000
white 29@33e.
bush; .8
Quiet; May —; track
®h/Sm
r.A
jvfpo mn«c

107
106
mtg... .102Vi 103y«
••
**
106
gxs,1900,exten’sn.104
106
Portland & Ogd'ir g6s,'900, 1st mtgl04
108
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899... .101
104V*
1927.103
Co’s
4s.
Portland Water
••

Market.

__

kT

—.

“4VjB.

••

••

Steamship Fremona, (Br) Murray, London—
K Reford & Co.
Steamship John Hughs. Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Hch Henry May. Berry, Red Beach via Boothbay lor New York. Put in to stop a leak.
ftch Lottie G Howard, with 18,000 lbs fish;
Wide-awake, with lo.oou do.

Portland and Boothbay SisamDoat Co

mss*

York*
Kmitr ol' 111' re'.ecruUHl
Plorlda Special.” luxuriously appointed- Unequalled Schedules\and Service. Only line running Solid estibuled Trains to Florida. Only sure connection with” Federal Express”froni Bos.on.
|
J. H. JOHNSON. N. E. Aift.,

rrived.

muse to

-Tan.

Domestic

decal

SOOTH

PORTLAND.

16S

46-3.

Telepliole

quickest
WINTER RESORTS

WEDNESDAY Jan 5,
A

100

New York—
Pepper.14*16
UgU t.25*261 Clove*.14*16

a]iplyitO)ONAj

jl

all

are

lower.

Nutmegs.66385

Leather

stock

fe8h«ep-re<mipta6i5,000:best steady:

Saleracu*-d®574
Uen.Russlal374®U
Spicae.
Ameri'cnRusslaIl@12 Cassia, pure-x9@20 @10c
Haiv.57437

•'FLORIDA FAST LINE"
Washington, Richmond and Charleston,

to

isnswhi

M ARINB

(By Tolegrapai
5, 1898,-Ho<rs-reeeipts
43 000! left over 2000; fairly active, 2Vs«5c
lower; light 3 40*3 BO; mixed at 8 b®3 u2\a;
3 40®3 45.
□e;vTY at 3 40»3 82% : rough
Cattle—receipts 16,600; steady to 10c lower;
at 2 00®
heifers
and
cows
heaves S 80ji5 SD.
30; Stockers amt
4 45. Texas steers at 8 25 ®4

btraw, carloisglo®12 Am Zinc.... 0 00*7 00
RocheUo...
Iron.
.274
Rice
Common.... 1 "A *2
lielined_
1%«2V* ! Domestic. 471*7

Norway—

00

Via

Spring parents. 6 15®G 76.
Spring, clear ana straight. 4 S0&5 35.
Winter patents. 6 16(®G 50.
Winter,Jcleariand straight, 4 60S6 36
Kxtra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers—.

Paint*.
Leaa—
Pure ground.5 5036 00
Rea.6 60*8 00

Pressed .|14®1B
Loose Hav
*10®*: 4

G2ll Height.GO—

I

LINE.

COAST

FLOUR.

Lard.
Ca*tor.110®1 20
450*66
Noatsfoot
Klaine.a

Will leave Portland I’ier, Portland, at 10.0» a.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays lor
Lowell's CoVe. Orr's Island: Card's (Jove. Poor's
Pond Fast Iiarpswell; Small Point. Aslidale
Sobasco. Fliippsburg and Cundy's Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy s Harbor at
and Saturdays,
7 oq a in., Tuesdays. Thursdays
touching at all landings.
fiudher
For
particulars

decl3M&lhti

ATLANTIC

281 HlSto water {_10;!()

PORT OF

10.20

January 3rd. 1898.

after

ana

ill

1897.-The

No 3.32 Sperm.
No

4

Sunsets.
Moon sets.

“’BOSTON. Jau. 6. 1*88—ThV^foUowiBK
Boiled.44®4? to-day’s
quotations of Provisions, etc.;

Duck.

agent

^.V/8

■

Boston

compauies.

MINIATURE ALMANAC...JANUARY G.
Sunrises. 7 141,,. ,_9 45

Mass. Jail. 5.
is quiet at 2Vic.

Peaks Island.
For F'orPhl Citv Landlne.
5.30. 6.40. 8.00. a. 111., 2.15, 4.20 6.15 p. Ml.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. in.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethen's Landing, Little an*l Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, a. in., 2.15,4.20 p. in.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co
line discontinued for the season.
sept24dtt
C. W. T. GOD IN G. Geu. Mao.

---

On

CO^

STEAMBOAT

Wharf, Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday,
Nov. 28, 1897.
House*

C ustom

STEAMBOAT CO.

’

LIMITED

“SUBSET

BAv"

CASCO

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

CALIFORNIA
qr MEXICO?

baggage checked, apply

sleepiug-car

Print Cloth Market.

itorax.
The following are to-day's closing quotation 1
.2
Brimstone.
@24'4|Nol cedar..1
of Bonds
Cocluneai.40*431 Spruce.1
Jan 4.
Jan.
.1
1 Copperas.... 144* 2 i Laths.spc®.
128
New 4s. reg
LI me—Cement.
128V
Ci eamtartar_2 @ >2i
"1 j
Aii rry,
128
12mv
HUE®
do
csk.
coup.
11 x logwood.... 12@f 61 Lime.®
111 4 ~y—12o
*’s reg.112 Vi
112s/
4xX
New
Gumarabic.. .70®1 2Slc#jnont... .1 2CKB
113V
Matches.
New 4’» coup ... 113%
2n
Glycerine
®7o;
Orients.
6
Denver & it. G. 1st.IO8V4
108V
Friday night, Imperials vs.
Aloos cape.i6@26iStar,^ gross
@51
4».
-1
70%
uu-tc
Erie
7i»V,
gen
Camphor..
jDirigo.
A
63
Capt. George A. Dow of company
Mytrh., ,82*66lForescCity.o< 1 Mo.Kau. * Texas 2ds. 63
for a
Me tala
Mo Kansas A Texas pfd
Opium.... .Jour® rod
first regiment, has issued orders
Consou.. 84V»
Copperpacific
84V
Kansas
Shellac.36*401
election of civil officers of the,; coin pan
112
Indigo.85c@$lU4®48 com.. ..®154!
; Oregon Nav. Uts.li2Vi
2.
103
P. lsts.103
iodine_3 6u@3 8b Follsnea copper.
Union
tonight.
Closing quotations of stocks:
Jan.4
Jani
COLD
DOST,
12V
AtoUtson. 12%
3('V s
Atchison pfd. 29%
)0V
10%
Pacific.
Central
22V 6
21%
Ones. «
162
Alton.162
CQicago 41

Mitchell,
Nelson,
Roberts,
j.

«vs

common.I*?1'?

riug-ar

_

_____

Mow rims SEMI-WEEKLY between CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, and SAN FRANCISCO
Steamer “Percy ~%7”
Via Chicago & Alton It. R.—St. Louis, iron Mt. & Southern R. it.—Texas &
Pacific R. It, and Southern Pacific R. R.
For full information, free illustrated pamphlets, maps and time tables, also lowest rates,
(’APT. ( HAS. H. HOW,
of any of th« above
tickets and
to nearest

Southern Ry pfd.

Iafu: “b3.m man:? ?°0»* 00
Rosin....

Zinc.

Captain Dow showed the
record. It read: “Voted that Captain
in
Dow need not make a report of funds
Captain
the Fourth of July matter.”
Dow intimated that jealousy by certain
basis
enlisted men in the company is the
He will have a thorough
of the scandal.
to

UOrtlS

qk
.16

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

why not try

Luxurious

The

■

ftaiiroaa Receipts.

disapproval
to me.”

pertaining

ti-.'.U i'US

bbls apples 239» cs canned meats 11,232 bdls
shocks 4:1 pkgs chair stuct li do sundries 388
do butter 1;>2 cs meats 437 boxos cheese 300
cattle
cs e.gs 1 do rubbers 27 do bandies 301
201 slieep 1 0 bales pulp 6084 bdl spoolwood
do
cahir
476
stock.
34 do dowels

»;

29%
Mai";.'.'.!.'. 1'.'.• 29%
Paefne?
futman Paiao©.r

OSST.YIteffi SmJ5“.V.Io^626

8

Railroad bonds firm.
Bar Silver 665s.
Mexican dollars 4554.

several
company. It was declared that in
Instances funds had been withheld, and
to
that tho committee had been unable
or
Dow
A.
from
George
obtain
Captain
statement
Sergeant Paul J. Lidback any
of certain sums of money
or memoranda
of the comhandled by them in behalf
matter
this
of
unofficial
report
pany. An
Genhas been forwarded to the Adjutant

sssassr.

™V06
SkT?1 *5^76*8 00

Saltpetre.» *12
Senua.26*30

WHERE WILL YOU CO
THIS WINTER?

lt>»

nxpress.8J“

68*2 80|C
.VnivaKon
.70«80lSpelter.... 00 >*600
12®14
86® «8 iBolder7>xw

Rt
New fork

,e Maine.......... •■•1*7
New York&New England pfd. bO

Old Colony. -I*7"A
Adams
Atnsnoas Express.
>
Kxnress. ®9

..

60

StoCKS

••,

Boston

1474@1674

Iodide.2
Quinine..

11
.J

Pacific.l^Mi
7/8

Wabash....

...

Olive.1 00®* *0i «n*Usn. .. ®“ 60
Peput.260*2 76 Cb&r. L Op«7 26
Winter gree nl 5®2 OOlChar. U...• 600*8 60
Potass Dr’mde. 64<t6> 'Terne
*2*14
Chlorate.20*241 Antimony...
Quicksilver.

finance committee, to whom was recently
issigned the duty of looking up the comlast year.
pany transactions of tho
The committee's report was the subject
heated debate at the

7e

.223^4
11® 12

..

Nor.Codliver200®2351 Ingot....

Portland
Trouble has broken out in tho
name appears in
whoso
Light Infantry,
A of tho
the state records as company
Tho trouble
Guard.
Maine National
the
certain disclosures of
relates to

a

76®8201 Bottom*

American do *1#1 261 Tip—
Lemon..., .1 76* *66i8trajt»...

Financial Matters-

3f

lleiohme.. .2 ln«2 01YM Bolta.
(JU bergamot*

Infant-y Over

j

RAILROADS.

IIY?

Pacific..J®

.;1°
Texas
Ipecac.176®2 00' go.1}*
13 Union
Licorice, rt-IWWO' Y M »h**m-

|

NKYV

\

Oiic of the Cattlemen

Bines Bros. Co—2.
Standard Clothing Co.

Messenger’s notice.

New Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
and similar advertisements will ,ie found under
their

appropriate

heads

on

STRUCK A

gical school,

is spending a few days a
his old home.
Mr. Whitten, fish ! commissioner, ha
beon confined to his apartments at th

The Dexter

James Ilobiiison the First Survivor of tlio
Disaster

Sunken

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
of

the

of

the

Lives of His Goat's

fire department

gins Monday, January 10 at the Portland
After the regular exerAthletic club.
cises, consisting of movements with the
dumb bells, clubs, wands and a variety
of drills, with different pieces of apparatus, Prof.'Lee always arranges for the
boys to have some ; game with which to
finish the day’s exeroises. Curtain ball,
new game,
a
originated by Dr. D. A.
Sargent of Harvard college, will be one

Airive Hero Gives His Ex-

Steamship—Mr.

Knowledge

The call
will be paid this morning.
The Maine Veterinary Medical association will hold a meeting at the Preble
house on January 12 at 7.30 o’clock.
The second term of the cadet class bemen

to

periences iu Getting to Land from tile
Coast

Watson’s
Saved

the

Crew,

is James Robinson and he is
He has boen
a professional cattleman.
sailing to and fro across tho mill pond in
big cattle steamers for many years and
His

makes

name

a

regular business of shipping

on

to take care of the horses or
cattle. He has seen a good deal of the
rough side cf life and has been In many
hard places but of all his experiences he

big

steamers

a PRESS reporter yesterday he never
met with so much suffering and hardsiiip as he did on New Year’s day when
the steamship Gerona sank off
Seal

toid

Preble house by a severe illness.
Mr. Arthur H. Earns worth has returnei
to his home in this city after spending
month as clork in the railway mail ser
vice on the Vermont route.
Special Agent of the United State:
Treasury Department Young is in tin
oity on business connected with the cue
tom house. It is reported that his busi
has to do with the oharges preform
George H. Eogg against Colleoto:

ness

by

Deering.
Master Joseph A. Locke of thi
city, with Mr. Win. J. Burnham of Lev
iston, as grand marshal, are at Houltoi
Grand

to officiate at the dedication of tho nev
hall of
Monument lodge, “No. SO, E
and A

M., at that place last evening.
Mr.
Harry E. Gribbin, Bowdoin, ’97
has returned to Brunswick to attend tin
illume lueuicai scnuui.

Alderman F. J. Ilsley went to Berlin
Island.
N. H., yesterday on business.
Robinson reached this city yesterday
"Mr
A Washington exchange says:
and it will and is the first one to get hero to tell the
of the games this term,
Harvey Murray,
organist of Portland
He officiated for the first time in his new po
afford some good exercise and sport for story of the wreok of the Gerona.
the boys.
N. S., sitiGn as organist of the Church of the
came to Boston from Yarmouth,
Ansbaoh, the German magician, will on Tuesday night and left last night on Covenant of this city. This is a mag
entertai-i at the Portland Athletic club the six o'clock train for Montreal, where nificent new stone ohurch on Connecticul
house] this evening.
despito his hard experience on the Gerona avenue, the most fashionable residence
The monthly meeting of the managers he will endeavor to ship once more as n
thoroughfare of Washington, and ite
association cattleman and run the dangers of another members are from fashionable life. Preof the Woman’s Christian
held January 7 at £6 Spring shipwreck. JJ His story of the sinking sident Harrison, when he
will be
the

ocoupied

street at 4 p. m.
The Board of Trade Journal for JanuIll

Jr

cuunaiua

au

CAbcuvuu

UUU

biographical sketch of Mr. Edward C.
Jones, the well-known insurance man.
The class of ’P8, Portland High school,
Is making
arrangements for a sleigh
ride to

ono

of the suburban

points

next

of the Gerona of the Thomson line on White House, attended church there. The
that cold and disagreeable morning on
pastor is Rev. Teunnis^S. Hamlin, whc
the first day of the New Year is thrilling is a very Intimate friend of Dwight L.
Robinson is a native of
to listen to.
The organ of this
the
Scotland about forty years old and claims

Chicago

as his Home,

no can

ten

a

very
good yarn when he wants to and does
not bother the listener with many of the
uninteresting details which spoil so many

week.
The city’s sand heap on the dump off good stories.
Kennebec street, is fast growing to be a
“It was about three o’olock in the
respectable sized hill. This sand is hauled morning,” said Robinson yesterday,
from the gravel pit near the almshouse “and whon I turned out it was thick,
the winter when there is not much cold and nasty. A few minutes after
in
else to do, so as to be bandy to uso for I had got my eyes open the ship
struck
paving, eto through the summer.
something hard and going up on deok I
There is to he a partial, eclipse of the found that the crew was very much exmoon Friday night, visible in Portland. cited and that
a
big hole had been
Begins at 6.25 p.m., middle 7.39, ends knocked in our bottom. I could make ont

Moody,

evangelist.

ohurch is one of the best and most powerful in Washington. The churoh is ol

f

cold or fever,
ills, sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. l’rlca 24 cents.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

tory ; prevent
cure

[SYLVESTER MAltli late of Portland,
the county of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased :u-e desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
ERED H. MARR.
janCdlaw3wTh»
Portland, Jan. 4, ISOS.
in

FUNERAL OF

women

conjure

Oh yes.
in

turerof whom

Mr. Hinkley was fa past grand officer
and active in the councils of the Grand

in

m

entering the
grocery store of F. E. Lovell, corner of
Wllmot and Oxford streets,
Tuesday
At 10.30 Officer Pillsbnry went
night.
seemed to
past the store and everything
be all right. Shortly after eleven a young
man wont to Mr. Lovell’s house to notify

Probably the parties

Boot

Ladies’ Vici Kid Boots, both
and lace.

/hat do the
hildren
'rink?

li

but only one man of the
and that was mainly
crew was drowned
his own fault. The dead cattle and horses
began to float ashore the next day and
It
were strewn along the whole coast.
was the toughest,
experience I ever had

Fur Robes, Horse

were

SALVATION ARMY AID SOCIETY.

There

The
and I am not anxious to repeat it.
ether boats from the ship made Seal island
ill right ns wo learned afterwards, but
they also had a very hard time of it.

GREAT VARIETY.

Z.

Price

Ladies’

$8.00 All Wool Kersey and Beaver Jackets for

$2.48

today,

$148

Boots,

Kid

1

'—YwMJHi

Price

Bureau size.
4

Cor. Elm and

All

pure grains,
when properly prepared tastes liko
of
choice
coffee but costs
the
grades
as much.
All grocers sell
about
it. 15c. and 25c.

TryQrain=0!

Insist tliat your grocer gives you GRAIX-0

Accept

no

imitation.

w

&
(s

gj

|

v[

For children’s

bezzlement; Alexander G. Morris of Anrusta, attempt at robbery; James Barker,
Merrill Hewey, Henry D, Fickett, Arthur
Uoopor and Henry Spear, all of Portland,
jetting fire; Susie Kimball of this city,
liahility to fall into vice; Eugene R.KenJ.
Patrick
bard, cruelty to animals;

FeeDey of Portland,
ing ;%nd larceny.

breaking

and enter-

Handsome
Marked down thus

garments.

pat-

BO cent Eiderdowns,
39 cent Eiderdowns
25 cent Eiderdowns,

25e
20c
12 l-2c

erns.

18
27
36

I

I

30
72

by 64

md is the

Crumb Cloths.
Fur Rugs at out

same

;oing

at

‘‘Duchess”

curious

subjects,

8 choice

16 by 20,

subjects,

12

subjects,

20

by 24,

3.00

$5.00 Silk Waists for

2.50

•lilk Waists.
I lot

bright Plaid

$1.50

L lot

$2.50

by
by
by

Baby Carriage Robes, single, $3.50
4.89
Double,
Straw Mattings much under price.
A triple bargain
Cornet Coyer.
in Muslin UnNight Robe.

4

J

Our Annual

January Sale

—-of-

Fine

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

soft
finish
well

made,
V neck,

WILL

with

deep

We have

nnrl

or

broidery

the

COMMENCE

:

8.00
3.00

of the choicest Muslin Underwear
ever displayed by us.
See samples of

season

j Jnderwear in

Congress St. window.

15c

85.60
11.25

17.50

yards,

25.00

Night Robes.

Nasonville
Muslin
full
Long,

home-kind-of-work.
Sweep. Tuck Yoke. Turn over colHemstitched collar and cuffs,
ar.

50c i
$1.19

by 45
by 60
by 70

1.75
2.98
4-36

yards by 3,

15.00

4,

HINES

:

BROTHERS

|

I

ll

:

00.

ARE WE IN If?

MadeofMasonville Muslin—
Hem with tucks above, sizes from 1
Child’s Drawers.

35.00 i'eartol2

J. R. LIBBY

purely vegetable ingredients that give
True’s Pin Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases
The

|

TODAY.

some

WELL I GUESS!

12j^c

CO.] nxr

what?

Selling FANCY SILKS

|
|

:

$1.69

J. R. LIBBY CO.

i

$1.25

I.

00c

by 34 inch,

“

Wrool Plaid Waists for

for

derwear

loyal Smyrna.

“

75c

today.

Ladies’

by

Wool Waists for

Have been 81.98.

prices.

inch®

today to secure the best assortment in the

$1.00

era30
64
60
72

$4.00

$6.00 Silk Waists for
Come

inch,

20

Were 89c.

naf.terns

Sofa size.

18
21
30
30

is ♦
the man who *
bother
doesn’t
really
carries good insurance on his prop- £
ertv. It’s the fellow who hasn’t ♦

by

Bureau size

CumberlandMSts-smMi8

it

10

Swiss
by

12 50

$S.OO and 10.00 Silk Waists for

rich

16
26
30
30

for

and

prices.

The kind that has
a
high thick pile
on both sides.

Knmo oh nice

10.00

Silk Waist Sale

and 3.00

$1.25,1.50

according to size.
Bargains in Art Squares

Muslin,

BRO.,

as

08c
*3.48
3.75

many a pretty rug for refurlishing your room.

3

Fire, however, bad

inch,

Child’s Drawers,

2i by 3Va yards,

%
J

by

by

iere

Smyrna Bags.

“

Moqnette Rags.

These two are in the Remnant list and you’ll find

RngS.

3

|
X

jackets.

“

HALF PRICE

*58 oo
58.00

3Va by4Va jAl'ds.

Were 81.48.

Por house

——

Fire may be likened unto an X
It slips up behind a man ♦
assassin.
The X
when his back is turned.
flames seize his property and lick *

at

prices.

Handsome patterns,
2 by 3 yards,

AN ASSASSIN.

leggins

Good for half
a hundred uses.

2

$

and

Eiderdown Cloth.

The grand jury of the Superior court
a
was hard at work yesterday and
large
number of witnesses were examined. The

|

gaiters

our

niter

(

!

$2.00, 2.75. 3.25
ya ds,

4

69c

THE GRAIN'D JURY HARD AT WORK

jury will probably report next Monday.
♦
Among the cases being considered by the
grand jury at the present term of court ♦
William Hydo, alias
ire the following:
the Deering
burglar;
'on’t give them tea or coffee, w William Howard,
re you tried the new food drink
$ Francis E. Bailey and William E. Collin, ♦
ed GRAIN-0 ?
It is delicious ($ burglary at Arthur L. Huff's fruit store
nourishing and takes the plaeo a .n this city; James L. Lockhart of Westo Sec.
^ brook, forgery: Joseph II. Rounds of 1
"ho inora Grain-0 you give tha i Westbrook,
George W.
grave robbing;
dren the more health you distri- %
Jo!.! of Portland, passing a worthless 2
8 through their systems.
\
of Portland, emand rr theck; Ralph G. Frank
Grain-0 is made of

by

Have been 19c.

remnant

“

Imperial Smyrna.

89c 12 choice

Boys’ Leggins,

“

“

$25 Braided and Fur Trimmed Coats

»
r

To close out
the lot.
$2.48 6 choice subjects. 7 by 9 inch,
13c

$3.50 kind,

not all here.

“

$20

Hand sewed Welt Boots for ladies. Framed Pictnres.
New and stylish. Sizes and widths

SLEIGHS!

&

$1.00

today,

$18 Tailor made Kersey and Astrachan Jackets for 9.00

I IJU

Nubia,

Children’s Dongola Kid,$1.37 kind.

$3.98

$9.00 All Satin Lined Kersey Jackets for
4.50
$12.00 Fine Kerseys andIBoucle, with satin lining for 6.00

IV.

ALWAYS LOWEST PR1CFS,

THOMPSON

Thus

bargains.

cloth

monthly meeting of the Salvation
Army Aid society was held In State
street vestry yesterday morning. In adII.
dition to the regular business, Ensign
Low was present and gave an interesting
Ladies’ Kid Boots. Some are “Box

.ZV.T

Children’s

button

are

The

Blankets, Harnesses.

having our Clearance Sale
at the following prices:

All new this
tops and all kid tops.
Most of them are $3.50
season.
kind, none worth less than $3.00.

PUNGS! PUNGS!PUNGS!

drowned,

To wear this winter for we are

department.

NO LAST YEAR ONES WITH SLEEVES CUT OVER.

Stay;
Snow—Snow,
Sleighing Every I>ay.

were

shoe

of Ladies’ and

frightened away.

SLEIGHS!

accumu-

So it’s remnant week

the

stylish

UP-TO-DATE J

of him.

no more

Today you’ll find four lots

him that the Oxford street door was oren.
Going to the store Mr. Lovell found that
the store had been forced with a jimmy
If any goods were
and entrance gained.
taken the value must have been small as
had
one of the clerks said that nothing
been missed.

stop

late.

WORK OF BURGLARS.
succeeded

perimental lot, then

we

And remnant lots

___

Burglars

manufac-

a

an ex-

buy

a

There’s

buy

and

Your last year Garment and buy

get broken

in width.

here and there

Gorham this afternoon:
”gP G. C.—Robinson Williams.
P. G. C.—William A. Taylor.
G. K. cf R. and S.—Wesley G. Smith.
P. G. R.—Joseph H. Hutchins.

lodge.

sizes,

Lots

-

TO GIVE

like runaway horses.
Other thousand yards of Silk Remnants are here for
you today. And Dress Coods also mostly at HALF
PRICE. Now and then a specially fine piece at twothirds.
Can Remnants accumulate in the Shoe Department?
STEPHEN HINKLEY.

(The Grand Chancellor has appointod
committee from the Grand lodge, Knights
of Pythias, to attend with him, the funeral of tho late Stephen Hinkley, at

You Can Afford

■

pering

N. H., registered at the Preble house yesDECISION RESERVED.
8.27 p.
the light on Seal Island well enough, but terday.
United States court of appeals in
the
In
under
A series of evangelistic services,
could see no land or ledge about us nearer
Boston, before
Judges Putnam, Webb
the leadership of Kev. S. D. Towne of than that.
I believe that the Gerona ran
SYLVESTER MARR’S FUNERAL.
and Brown, Tuesday, the case of Peter
Bangor, begun Tuesday evening at the her nose against a sunken wreck and
A very large gathering of people repre- Andersen of Berlin, N. H., vs.^the BerWest Congregational church.
Meeting that it was no ledge which put an end sentative of all
professions and business lin Mills company,was heard. The origiSaturwill be held every evening except
We were too far off shore
to her voyages.
walks of the city, were present at his late nal
action was brought in tho circuit
said we
day.
to have struck the ledge they
residence on Walker street yesterday after- court
for New Hampshire for damages
The work of remodelling the property struck and everyone who was on board
listen to the vory simple services for
noon to
injuries sustained by the
personal
lailroad that
on Commercial street ;for the
ship believes as I do that it was an over the remains of Sylvester Marr.
The
years, while employed
aged
Is
plaintiff,
M.
C.
Y.
branch of the
A.,
being rap- old wreck which sunk the Gerona. Soon
devarious organizations of which the
in Its mill, owing to its alleged negliThe painters and after I
idly pushed forward.
got on deck the chief officer ceased was a memberiWere represented by
gence, and was terminated there by the
plumbers have nearly completed their sounded the well and found sixteen feet
individual
in thoir
many associates
trial judge directing, on the evidence, a
that
the
buildis
and
it
expected
hold.
That
was
work,
of water in the ship’s
capacities. There was no singing and the verdict for tho defendant.
ing will be ready for dedication by the only a few minutes after the Gerona
Rev. J. L.
service was conducted by
The injury to the plaintiff was caused
first of February.
struck so you can see that the hole in her
church, Willie ne was on a passageway 111 me easeD. D., of State street
Jenkins,
There will be a hearing at the aider- bottom must have been a big one.
Do
who first read selections from the script- ment of the defendant’s mill by his being
men’s room at tho City building on Wed- time was lost in abandoning the ship.
ures, which were followed by a very fer- caught on a revolving
shaft
which
4
on
at
the
19
p. m.,
pe- The captain’s boat was a small one and
nesday, January
stretched out into the passageway. The
tition of the Consolidated Electric Light was lowered away first.
Then the chief
two
extracts,
Dr. Jenkins then read
mainly involved In the case is
a
company for permission to. erect poles officer’s boat was got away with
big one written by Nathaniel Willis, a Port- question
whether the defendant, nnder the cirand maintain wires in the streets of the crowd of men on board and finally the
land born man, on the death of a college cumstances, owed
him a legal duty to
city.
second officer’s boat was lowered and In
mate, the other by another greater poet, protect him from being injured by the
A
large number of new settees and this one I found a place. This was about
on
the
to use the words of the speaker,
shafting. Decision was reserved.
in the
chairs, furnished by the T. P. Beals com- half past three or four o’clock
death of a great Hebrew. The benediotlon
H. S. Sargent, E. C. Niles and D. J.
in
the
Auditorium.
been
have
placed
lost
of
the
directWo
pany
sight
ship
morning.
The honorary pall
was then pronounced.
for plaintiff; R. N.Chamberlain and
Daly
The flag on the City building was at
ly and suppose she sank near where she bearers were Rufus H. Hinckley, Dr. I.
Jordan & Buckley for defendant.
Drew,
in
to
tho
half-mast yesterday
respect
struck.
Captain Caere’s boat was over- T. Dana, Woodbury S. Dana and E. P.
memory of tho late ex-Councilman Syl- loaded and In the heavy sea which was
Casco lodge, No. 73, A. O. TJ. W., will
Oxnard. The active pall bearers were C.
vester Marr.
running we were obliged to take four J. Pennell, J. H. True, E. R. Payson and hold another one of their smoke talks
Mr.
County Treasurer'Chenery says that the men out of her into our own boat.
The floral remem- this evening at Orient hall, Farrington
Randall Johnson.
entire county tax has been paid in with Watson the second officer who had chaige
A pillow from block.
brances were numerous.
the excepticn of about $900. A balance of our boat knew the locality in which
Aroana lodge, X. O. <i. T., gave an enthe family with “Father” Inwrought laid
is due from the.town of Fnlmouth'and we were well.
He did not follow the exlast night at Orient hall.
at the head of the casket, and upon the tertainment
the entire tax from tho town of Casco. ample of the other boats in heading for
numbers and the recitations
musical
The
cross
the
a
was
ivy
by
latter
placed large
On the first of January a year ago, tho Seal island, but started for the main land.
well reoeived and greatly enjoyed.
members of State street church. The body were
entire tax had been paid with the excep- It was a terrible morning and the men
and There were about 50 people at the gatherwas taken to Evergreen cemetery
tion of about $200, from the town of Bald- were nearly all exhausted before we got
ing.
placedlin the tomb.
ashore. The sea was very rough and great
been
elected
has
E.
Owen
Mr. James
to keep the boats
ears had to he taken
agent of the property owned by the Irish- from swamping.
Comae to
American Relief Association to fill the
Mr. Watson kept the people In his boat
vacancy caused by the death.of the late at work and for ten hours and a half wo
Good
IVm. Molaugh.
pulled against a heavy sea, nearly frozen
The arrangements for the Congrega- and half starved.
About two o’clock in
tional conference to be held in thi3 city the afternoon wo made the main land and
the latter part of this month are in the went up to a’little house near which we
hands of Rev. Dr. Fenn.
The people here were very good
landed.
Geo. Washington council, O. U. A. M.,
Double, Single, Speeding Sleigbs,
to us and we had all we wanted to eat
will install officers on Thursday evening.
Physicians’ 'Mop Sleighs.
and much needed rest. Mr. Watson set off
to walk two miles overland as soon as we
got something to eat and succeeded in
telephoning tho news of the disaster to
horses
All of the cattle and
Halifax.

i

waists out of them, Petticoats
or Dress Skirts, Children’s Dresses, etc.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
So that your garment costs you all made less than
For it’s January
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
THElias been duly appointed administrator of you’d ordinarily pay forth© silk alone.
and
the estate of
cost
means
profit scamknow
and
here
January
you

Bright

m.

It li said that after the annual meeting of the directors of the Poland Paper
company, a change in the management
of the works at Mechanic Falls is to bo
made.
on
“Street
The
illustrated lecture
Ufa in Jerusalem,” by Rev Selah Merrill, which was postponed from Decernber
will be given atgState streot chapel
on
Thursday evening, January 6th.
The Samaritan association will meet
with Mrs. Billings, FranKlin street, corner Cumberland, on Thursday afternoon.
On account of the week of prayer the
pceting of the Floating Society of ChrisEndeavor will be postponed until
tian
Thursday evening, January 20. Members
will please remember the change as the
election of officers for the
ensuing year
will be held'atjthat meeting.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

ail liver

Presbyterian faith.”
Chandler Hale, secretary of the Uniteel
account of the work accomplished in
States embassy at Rome, has again been
Some
Calf.”
the nine weeks she has been established
Rome
to
leave
advised by.his physician
has the are not.
Not
district.
and
all
kid.
this
over
Cloth
only
be
tops
of his health, and will
on aocount
work grown in Portland, but new branch$2.50 kind.
Lace and button.
obliged to resign his commission.
in other parts of the
formed
Mark L. Hersey of the regular es have
Lieut.
Price today,
$1.89
state.
the
was at
Congress Square yesarmy,
has
been
formed
new
A
recently
corps
terday en route to'his station in the West.
in Paris, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Curran of Calais,
IH.
Thejreport of the'work was most satisthe
at
yesterday.
were
Congress Square
to the ladies present.
factory
of
North
Greer
Rev. William
Conway,

SLEIGHS!

NEW

prices.

of

Are much in little; always
Myra Metze died in this city o:
Monday evening at the bcspital, ; wher 3 ready, efficient, satisfaca

Mrs. Metz 3
L. Metze c f
Berlin, and the daughter of C’apt. Alfre |
Cleaves of Yarmouth.
Mr. Robert W. Dunbar of this
city
who is a student In the Andover Theolc

|

ADVERTISEMENTS,

Short bits of Silk at shorter bits

Mrs.

she had come for treatment.
was the wife of Mr.
J. W.

SLAKES WRECK.

page 6.

Woolen Mills are advertised to be
sold at auction on Tuesday next at It p. m..
January 11,1898, at the office of the corporation
in Dexter. Evidently a good trade is in store
for the purchaser. Circulars giving particulars
dec5dlw
may be bad at this office.

VESSEL

TIISAKS THE

the Ill-

Spins His Yarn.

Fated Steamer

Administrator’s Notice.
T. F. Homsted.
amusements.
Portland Theatre.
Sheridan’s Rifles Ball.
Maine Symphony Orchestra.

on

HEW

._NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr. Melville Stacy, a prominent lawye r
of Somerville, Maes., who died Tuesday
was a native of Eliot, Me.
His ago wa 3
£4 years.

ADVEKTiSEMJKKTg lUDAV.

.T. R. Libbv Co.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft
Owen. Moore & Co.

NEW

PERSONAL.

PRESS.

THE

of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
Illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir has been a household
remedy for 48 years. It acts atonce upon
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
health and new life to the whole system.
Price 35c. Ask your Druggist for it.
Dr. J. P. TRUK A CO., Auburn, Me.
Write for Book—Free.

[■HURSDAY

*

at 1-3

priec

FRIDAY

COME IN AND SECUltE A WAIST AT 1-2 PiU

T.

F. HOMSTED,
451

Congress Street,

